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(i) 
I N T R O D U C T I O N TO B I B L I O G R A P H Y 
Aims and Scope 
The personality of late Mrs Indira Gandhi was very 
fascinating and impressive. She was the third Prime Minister 
of Independent India and daughter of Jawaharlal Nehru. 
Everybody intends to read and know about her. The present 
study contains in the forms of an bibliography resembles 
together some of the significant l i terature dealing with the 
life and work of Ms. Indira Gandhi . Although the 
bibliography is selective in nature but exhaustive and an 
attempt has been made to cover all important aspect of life 
of Mrs. Gandhi. 
1 am confident that the bibliography useful to all those 
who have some interest in Mrs Indira Gandhi . 
The bibliography is divided into three parts ' 
Part one deals with the description of the work. 
Part two is the main part consisting of an annotated list 
of 200 articles on the subject. 
Part three deals with the author and title index and list 
of periodicals . 
(ii) 
LIBRARIES VISITED 
The Primary Sources were consulted in the following 
(1) Maulana Azad Library, A.M.U.,Aligarh 
(2) Nehru Memorial Museum & Library New Delhi 
(3) World Council Library. New Delhi 
(4) Seminar, Depart of Library and Information Science, 
AMU, Aligarh 
METHODOLOGY 
The procedure followed in preparing the bibliography 
was follows. 
(i) The secondary source 'index India' was consulted in 
Maulana Azad Library and Nehru Memorial Museum 
and Library for finding the location. 
(ii) The relevant bibliographical details work noted on 7" 
X 5" cards following ISI standards. 
(iii) On completion of the abstracts, subject headings were 
assigned. 
(iv) The subject heading are arranged in an alphabetical 
sequence (word-by-word) 
(iii) 
(v) In the end combined author and title index providing 
reference to various entries by their respective 
remembers is also given 
(vi) Alphabetical list of periodicals with their frequency 
and lace of Publications is also given. 
SUBJECT HEADING 
Attempt has been made to give coextensive subject 
headings as much as possible and allowed by natural 
language, if more than one entry more under the same subject 
headings, these are arranged alphabetically by author (s) 
name (s). 
STANDARD FOLLOWED 
The Indian standard recommended for bibliographical 
references (IS: 2381 - 1963) has been followed. In certain 
cases where the said standard became unhelpful, I have 
preferred my own judgement. 
ARRANGEMENT 
The entries in this bibliography are arrange strictly 
alphabetically among the subject headings. If more than one 
entry comes under the same subject headings, they are 
arranged alphabetically by author (s) name (s). The items of 
(iv) 
the bibliographical references for each entry of the periodical 
articles are arranged as follows: 
i. Serial number 
ii. Name of the Author (s) 
iii. A fullstop (.) 
iv. Title of the article including sub-tit le, if any 
V. A fullstop (.) 
vi. Title of the periodical (underlined) 
vii. A fullstop (.) 
viii. Volume number 
ix. A comma(,) 
X Issue number 
xi. Semi-colon (;) 
xii. Year 
xiii. A comma(,) 
xiv. Month 
XV. A comma(,) 
(V) 
xvi. Date, if any 
xvii. Semi-Colon (;) 
xviii. Inclusive pages of the article 
xix. A fullstop (.) 
SPECIMEN ENTRY 
54 HAZARIKA (Sanjay).Mrs. Gandhi on the comeback 
Trail. Himmat. 13,14; 1977, Aug, 12;9-10. 
EXPLANATION 
This article entitled 'Mrs Gandhi on the comeback trail ' 
written by Sanjay Hazarika has been taken from issue number 
14, of the 13th volume of Himmat, published in the article 
is given from the page number 9 to 10. 
ABSTRACT. 
The entries in bibliography contain abstracts giving the 
essential information about the articles documented I have 
given information abstract. After searching the literature 
entries were recorded 7" x .5" cards size. 
INDEX 
(vi) 
Bibliography contain author index and title index. Author 
index is arrange alphabetically and titled index also arrange 
alphabetically. 
LIST OF PERIODICALS 
List of P e r i o d i c a l s are a r ranged acco rd ing to 
alphabetically. 
PARil T -ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
Indira Gandhi was variously called Indu or Indira Rani 
or Priyadarshni (Pleasing to the sight) Her personality had 
rare dimensions that were outwardly not visible. Her life 
was a great challenge throughout. The grace and courage 
with which she faced it made her an outstanding example 
to emulate for all times. She was characterized by singleness 
of mid breadth of visions, clarity of purpose a rare ability 
to make towards her goals combined with an uncommon 
tenacity and all those extraordinary qualities while conferred 
on her an exceptional authority of commons She was never 
of afraid to come to grips with any crisis, trying to 
understand and solve it, and fight it to the last, not only 
through her personality of action, Mrs. Gandhi has carved 
out a unique place for herself in world history. 
Indira -Birth 
Indira Priyadarshini Nehru was a child of privilege, born 
to parents of pedigree Kashmiri lineage. "It 's" a bonnie lass, 
"announced the Scottish doctor who brought Indira into this 
world in this world in Allahabad, India, On November 19, 
1997, just twelve days after the Russian Revolution started 
and right in the middle of World War I. Her birth occurred 
twenty months after the marriage of her parents, Jawaharlal 
Nehru and Kamal Kaul, both children of privilege the 
themselves whose parents were affluent and aristocratic. 
The local astrologers said that it was an auspicious 
birth; it is hard to imagine that they would have said 
anything else to Allahabad's most prominent family. The 
infant's mother, however, had not been keen that her first 
child should be born in her own parent 's home of the 
mother's parents. 
The matter of tradition side, there was another reason 
why Kamala did not wish to give birth in her in laws home. 
The fact was that the Nehru women were not particularly 
well disposed toward her, especially Jawaharlal 's acid 
tongued sister Vijaya lakshmi Pandit . Mrs. Pandit 's 
antagonism would later fall on Indira as well, and Indira's 
early memories of her aunt's behavior towards her mother 
would darkly color her feelings toward Vijaya lakshmi 
throughout her life. Mrs Pandit who was to become the first 
woman president of the United Nations General Assembly 
was later to even campaign against India Gandhi, and Rajiv 
Gandhi never forgave her. 
Vijaya Lakshme frequently ridiculed Kamala Nehru; she 
accused her of being unsophist icated, of not being 
conversant enough with the "Western ways" of Motilal 
Nehru's affluent household, of being a dehaat a country 
bumpkin. These were unfair and hurtful accusations, for 
Kamala herself came from a family that was at least a 
aristocratic as the Nehrus, although certainly not as 
Westernized. Like the Nehrus, the Kauls were Kashmiri 
Brahmans. Unlike the who made their home in Allahabad, 
not far from the Hindu holy city of Banaras, the Kauls had 
settled in Delhi. 
The city in which Indira Priyadarshini Nehru was born 
once known as Prayag. Prayag dated back to A.D. 600 and 
its significance lay in its location, at the conveyance of two 
of Hinduism's most sacred rivers, the Ganges and the 
Jammuna. Hindu mythology also held that there was a third 
river in Prayag, the Saraswati, but in contemporary times, 
at least, this river existed only in the historical imagination. 
The rivers that did actually flow through prayag-the Ganges 
and the Jamuna-enjoyed their source in the mighty 
Himalayas. Prayag was renamed allahabad, or Allah's abode, 
by the Mughal Emperor Akbar. Allahabad was situated on 
the banks of the River Ganges. This made transportation of 
goods an easy task for the enterprising merchants of 
northern India. Trade flourished here, making allahabad a 
centre of administration policies, education, and commerce. 
Allahabad continued to be a premier commercial and 
religious city at the time of Indira's birth. 
For Hindus, dating back to the era of the ancient 
Aryans, prayag Allahabad was holy city indeed. They came 
from all over India to bath in the river waters, to cleanse 
themselves of sin. Like most cities that grew exponentially 
during the 150 year old British Raj, Allahabad had two 
sections: the old city of bazars and ancient crumbling 
houses; and the modern "civil lines" neat, tree lined 
neighborhoods containing one and two story bunglaws built 
mostly by British architects where the British and wealthy 
Indians lived. 
The Nehrus were not originally form Allahabad. They 
were Kashmiri Brahmans whose ancestor so could be traced 
back to Raj Kaul, a highly distinguished Persian and 
Sanskrit scholar who left his abode in the Himalayan heights 
of Kashmir, and migrated to Delhi, the capital of the 
Imperial Mughal dynasty, in 1716. Raj kaul, had hoped to 
make a fortune, since the Delhi of the time was said to be 
a place where clever men could talk their way into the 
Imperial Court and gain access to all sorts of business 
opportuni t ies . 
Raj Kaul came to the court of the Emeror Farrukh Siyar. 
The emperor was so charmed with the Kashmiri scholar's 
learning that he gave him a house in Delhi on the banks 
of a nehar, or canal. But the kauls' imperial patronage ended 
when Farrukh Siyar was murdered by his rivals, the Sayyid 
brothers. Though they were originally known as Kaul, the 
name Nehru presumably was adopted to dist inguish 
themselves from other Kauls who has trekked to Delhi from 
the heights of Kashmir. "Nehru" thus meant "he who resides 
by the banks of the canal." 
EDUCATION 
There wee few children in Indira Nehru's Allahabad 
school there was time for her to start school there was 
time for her start school there was a tussle between 
jawaharlal and Motilal about where she should go. Her 
mother had sent her to Kindergarden in Delhi, where Kamala 
Nehru's mother looked after Indira for nearly a year. But 
it was decided that Indira back to Allahabad to enroll in 
the Allahabad Modern School, the Indian equivalent of a 
junior school. But Motilal thought it wasn't good enough for 
his grandchild. The school, started by a group of local 
educators as an alternative to the British schooling system, 
lacked resources; there were not enough books, and even 
a starling lack of space so that children from various grades 
had to attend school in shifts in order to use the limited 
number of classrooms. 
Motilal thought thai u was numiiiating lor a g in oi 
aristocratic background to be subjected to such indignities. 
To this day, it is not uncommon for privileged Indians to 
send their children to exclusive and expensive private 
schools, sometimes overtime overseas, largely to shelter 
them from perceived deficiencies of the public schools 
system in India. Perhapss Motilal secretly envisioned 
private tutorials from British educators for Indira, something 
that would have been difficult for him to implement in any 
case because of the rising anti-British sentiments in the 
country and in the Nehru household. Or perhaps no such 
tutors were available in AHahabad. 
When Indira was nine years old, she left Allahabad on 
a long journey overseas. Kamala Nehru had contracted 
pulnomary tuberculosis as early as 1919; in India, as 
elsewhere, TB was considered a killer disease at the time. 
Her health had always been delicate, but it was thought that 
the disease had been in remission. In November of 1925, 
however, doctors advised Kamala to go for treatment at a 
Swiss sanitorium, although they cautoned that a cure was 
by no means assured. A year earlier, Kamala had given birht 
prematurely to a son who died when only two days old. 
Indira was particularly upset because she had looked 
forward to the prsence of another child in the Nehru 
household. 
In 1885 an Englishmen named allaan octavian HJume 
started an oganization he called the Indian national 
Congress, hume was a liberal mineded man who had served 
in India for many years as a British bureacrate, and it was 
his feelings. Hume was keen that his new organization should 
serve as a vehicle of communication between the rulers and 
the ruled. Unlike the overwhelming majority of Britons of 
his time, Hume ded not subscribe to the theory that India's 
while rulers were recially superior to its brown masses. 
The Indian National Congress quickly became a forum 
not only for ideas concerning relations between the British 
and their subjects but also a platform from which India's 
struggle for independence was launched. Starting in 1920. 
Mohandas karamchand Gandhi later to be known as the 
Mahatma, or "saintly soul" transformed the Cibgress into a 
mass movements. He used it to mount a popular campagion 
agains the British. Jawaharlal Nehru wrote movingly and 
passionately about the Congress's struggle for independence. 
Scholars now agree that in his letters to Indira, 
Jawaharlal Nehru brought a new approach to history that 
, for the first time, centred on Asia. Of Nehru's writing, 
the history Anand Mohan says: " More than being merely 
narrative history, it was materialistic interpretation of being 
merely narrative history, it was a materialist ic interpretation 
of history along the lines of Marxist methodology, its chief 
virtue as history was to correct the distortion caused by the 
Europe-centered view of was of Western scholars, and to 
reestablsh the primacy of Asia, the loss of which jawaharlal 
deplored. 
In one of his letters from prison, Jawaharlal wrote to 
Indira: "Ordinary men and women are usually not heroic. 
They think of their daily bread and butter, of their children, 
of their household worries, and the like. But a time comes 
when a whole people become full of faith for a great cause, 
and then even simple, ordinary men and women become 
heroes, and history becomes striring and epoh-making. 
Great leaders have some thing in them which inspires a 
whole people and makes them do great deeds. May you grow 
up into a brave soldier inindia's service." 
In another letter, Jawaharlal wrote: "Through these 
letters you shall silently come near me and then we shall 
talk of many things. "And in still another letter, he said: 
" Do you remember how fascinated you were when you first 
read the story of John of Arc and how your ambition was 
to be something like? Often we may be in doubt as to what 
to do. One little test I shall ask you to apply whenever you 
are in doubt: Never do anything in secet or anything that 
you would wish to hide. For the desire to hide anything 
means that you are afraid, and fear is a bad thing and 
unworthy of you." 
Yet at her young age, Indira was quite unresponsive 
to this great effort by her father. This not uncommon 
reaction on a daughter's part frustrated Jawaharlal. Years 
later, after she had become prime minister, Indira Gandhi 
would say: "Now I realize that my father's letters helped 
to form my mind in a way that no other education did 
because they helped me to see things in perspective." 
February 2, 1931 was one of the worst days in the life 
of Indira on this day grand father Motilal Nhru died at the 
age fo nearly 70 years. This was the first major death in 
her family after the death of Motilal Nehru jawaharlal Nehru 
admitted Indira Zehru in pupli 's own school in poona in many 
1932. From this school, Indira Nehru passed in April 1939 
her matriculation Examination of Bombay university in 
January 1934, Jawahar, Kamala and Indira had gone to 
Calcutta for kamala's treatment when Nehru decided to admit 
Indira for higher studies in shantiniketan university of 
India's firs Nobel laureate and word famous poet, Gurudeve 
Rabindra Nath Tarore whose book EKLA chalo Re (Go 
alone) had Inspired her from childhoo. Besides her studies 
at Shantiniketan, Indira nehru studied dancing and music and 
also took lessons in painting in the Kala Bhavan Under 
Nandlal Bose. In April 1935 Indira went with her ailing 
mother to Europe and for some time studied in a Swiss 
school. On February 28, 1936 Kamal Nehru died in lausanne 
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in Switzerland. In 193 6 after her mothers death , Indira who 
was them eighteen years old left for England to study history 
in some while college oxford. 1937 she took achieve intrest 
in student movement and in may the same year she visited, 
Burmali Czeeliostovakia, France, Malaysia and Singapore. 
In 1938, Indira's paternal grand mother swaruprant died. In 
February 193 8 after spanding some time in Bex School, 
Indira Nehru joined Badminton school in British and started 
reading her London Matriculation examinations. This was her 
last school she finished it that year she was admitted to 
oxford and became a member of China community. In 193 8-
3 9 she accompained Jawaharlal Nehru to India and these fore 
her studied wee interupted. 
In 1939, twenty two year old Indira Nehru contacted the 
serious disease of pleurisy and she had to spend a year in 
a Scuatoriom, Switzerland. This not only one again 
interrupted her studies but also left her weak frail. 
Indira's Marrige Feroze Gandhi:-
Bombay, the financial capital of india an officer 
belonging to a lower middle class family and working in the 
merchant navy he had a soij name Feroz Gandhi. The boy 
was stocky with a ruddy complexion and looked an English 
man. His father sent him to Allahabad for studies, young 
energetic and handsome Feroze, had however, fixed his 
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attention on smart and ai iunmg Indira, in 1933 he proposed 
to Indira but she flatly turned down the idea as she thought 
that she was too young to marry and as she wanted to 
continued her political work. Indira went to shantiniketan for 
studies, in 1935 when kamala and Indira left for Europe for 
the former's treatment, Feroze too left to join the prestigious 
London school of economics. From London Feroze used to 
travel frequently to Europe to apparently help Kamal who 
was at Badenweiler. 
Jawaharlal Nehru on being released from jain in 1935 
joind his wife in Europe. Kamala nehru expired in 1936 and 
before her death she had expressed her last wish that Indira 
should marry Feroze. In 1941 Feroze gandhi was offered a 
post by Indias famous daily newspaper The times of Inda 
of Bennet coleman and co., but he decline this offer on 
nationalist ic ground. At the smae time in 1941 Indira who 
was twnty four years old told her father Jawaharlal Nehru 
who was undergoing his eight term of ja i l , that she wanted 
to marry Feroze Gandhi. Nehru and Mahatma Gandhi 
opposed the marriage. There were two reasons for opposing 
their marriage. 
Firstly, Indira was a brahmin where as Feroze was a 
parsi and secondly Indira haild froms an arstocrate family 
while Feroze came from a mediocre middle class family. 
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But young Indira stoood firm resolute and adamant in her 
determination to marry Feroze Gandhi on March 26, 1942 
she married Feroze in Allahabad and became Indira Gandhi. 
Helpless Nehru and Gandhiji had no other go but to bless 
the couple. After their marriage, Feroze and Indira lived in 
a small two rooms flat in Tagore town of Allahabad Feroz 
Gandhi decided to renounce politics but Indira Gandhi in 
a democratically opposite manner resolved to immerse in 
pol i t ics . 
In August 1942 Indira Gandhi part icipated in all India 
congress committee the session in Allahabad. On 10th 
September for the first time Indira Gandhi was arrested 
along with her husband Feroz Gandhi in connection with qute 
India Movement and was imprisoned for a long period of 
thirteen months, she was put in a cell along with common 
criminals. In prison her healths deteriorated very much. She 
was released on August 20, 1944 Rajiv Gandhi was born-
Rajiv Gandhi is unicknamed as "Mr. Cleans" because of 
his determination to route out corruption and purge 
administration. Rajiv resembles his father. Later at the age 
of 40 he became the sixth Prime Minister of India. Indira, 
Feroz and Rajiv started living happily in Anand Bhavan in 
November 1946, Sanjay Gandhi was born in Delhi. Every 
body thought that boisterous and famboys who along in the 
country had the demerity of silencing his mother. The only 
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man in the country was Sanjay Gandhi would be the next 
Prime Minister after Mrs. Indira Gandhi but the desting had 
ordaind that he should thus instantanously die at young age 
of 34 years in an aircrash in New Delhi on January 23, 1980. 
On August 15, 1947. India became a free country and Mrs. 
Gandhi worked in ratio effected areas under this 
instruction of Mahatma Gandhi and helped the refuges by 
rehabil i t ing them. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru became the first 
Prime Minister of Independent India and sent Gandhi became 
the charmign and gracious stewardes of his household she 
played the role of hostess in Nehru's house for seventeen 
years from Agust 1947 to may 1964 when nehru died at the 
age of seventy five years. While she lived happlily along 
with her two children in Nehru house. Feroze Gandhi was 
died on 8th September 1960, at the age of 48. 
This was the third major death in her family. At the 
age of forty three years Smt. Indira Gandhi became widw 
Six years later where Mrs. Indira Gandhi became the 
country's Prime Minister some topic and conservative 
Hindus uncharitatty commended that India had the misfortune 
of being ruled by a widow. Some murmured that Feroze 
Gandhi died under Mystarious circumstances. Feroze was 
creamated according to his wish on the death of Feroz 
Gandhi Indira, adopted his Rai Bareilly constituenty. Feroz 
Gandhi was a member of parliament on November 18, 1960 
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she was electd member of Executive Board of the 
"UNESCO" 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru suffered a mild heart attack in 
January 1964 in Bhubaneswar, the capital of Orissa foru 
months later on Wednesday 27th May 1964 Nehru died after 
ruling that community as Prime Minister for sixteen years. 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru died in 1964 at Bhubaneswar, 
the capital of Orissa during the congress session. Mere died 
at the age of 74 years. 
It was Bhubaneswar when Indira Gandhi was hit by a 
stons are two occasions and where the uttered prophetically 
the terrible words, "Today law here, tomorrow may not 
be there. If law short,each drop of my blood will invigorat 
the country" Mrs. Indira Gandhi returned from Bhubacies 
war in the evening and the neat morning of Wednesday 
she was short dead by the assassins. With the deatlh of 
jawaharlal Nehru India los t - the father of Indian planning 
Industrialisation, Socialism and mixed economy. Nehru's 
death is a biggest death in the life of Mrs Indira Gandhi. 
After Nehru's death lalBahadur Shastri became second Prime 
minister of India. 
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Smt. Indira Gandhi Become in format ion and 
Broadcasting Minister 
Shastri invited Indira Gandhi to join his cabinet as 
foreign minister as she had ..acquired through knowledge of 
the world affairs by accompanying her father during his 
official visits abroad. indira Gandhi became the minister 
for Information and Broadcasting with the fourth rank in the 
cabinet. 
After father's death, Mrs. Gandhi shifted from Teen 
Murti house. The official residence of Prime Minister 
Jwaharlal Nehru was attached to her residential office to 
No. l Safdarjang road. In July 1964, she attended the heads 
of Commonwealth Government's meet in London. On August 
20, 1964 she was unanimously elected member of the Rajya 
Sabha from Uttar Pradesh as it is necessary to be a member 
of the parliament to be a Central Minister. In October 1964, 
she visited the united Kingdom, Yugoslavia and the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics (Soviet union) on being invited 
by them. Her visit considerably invigorated the Indo-Soviet 
poli t ical , economic and cultural relations. 
Immediately after assuming office as the Minister for 
Information and Broadcasting, Mrs. Gandhi sincerely started 
acquainting herself with her work of the ministry. With a 
view to provide information and broadcasting facilities to 
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the largest number of persons, she undertook various 
dynamic programmes. She encouraged the mass production 
of cheap transistor radios with short was reception capable 
of picking up more than one station. Mrs. Gandhi paid 
greater attention to the development of cinema, music drama 
and dance too. 
When Indira Gandhi visited the U.S.S.R., the boisterous 
Nikita krushchev having died, Leonid Brezhnev had assumed 
power. She secured from the Russian leaders the solid 
assurance that the Soviet Union would continue her 
economic aid to India. Then she visited the U.S.A. During 
her n ineteen month tenure as the Information and 
B r o a d c a s t i n g min i s t e r , I nd i r a Gandhi c o n s i d e r a b l y 
modernized the audio visual media. 
In January 1965 when the Madras State was rocked by 
violence, arson and looting over the Central Government's 
order making Hindi the sole official language, Mrs. Gandhi 
rushed to Madras and successfully pacified the militant 
Tamilians. It is significant that she was the only union 
minister to visit the state. The same month she went to Paris 
to attend the meeting of the Executive Board of UNESCO 
and to inaugurate the Nehru Memorial Exhibition in New 
York. On November 23, 1965 Italy honored her with the 
Isabella d' Este Award ,for her outstanding work in 
diplomacy. 
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In September 1965 Pakistan attacked India and struck 
in Kashmir. Intrepid Indira Gandhi visited the front line in 
Hajipur even while the gruesome fighting was at its peak 
and comforted the wounded soldiers. Once again Indira 
Gandhi was the first minister to visit the gory border. 
Fortunately, thanks to Lai Bahadur Shastri 's. courage, 
determination and tact, India won the war which lasted only 
twenty-one-days.) 
In January 1966 Soviet Prime Minister Alexy Kosygin 
invited Prime Minister Lai Bahadur Shastri of India and 
President Ayub Khan of Pakistan to Tashkent in the U.S.S.R. 
for peaceful settlement of diputes between India and 
Pakistan. Both agreed and went to the US.S.R. Among 
others, the late Yeshwantrao Chavan accompanied Shastri. 
On Monday the 10 January 1966, Shastriji signed the Indo-
Pak accord in the presence of Kosygin. At night he drank 
his usual cup of milk and slept. Poor Shastri slept eternally. 
In the early house of January 11, 1966 he was found to be 
dead in the bed. Was it a heart attack? Shrimati Lalita 
Shastri, the wife of Lai Bahadur Shastri, later openly told 
that her husband died under unnatural and mysterious 
circumstances. In this connection it might be recalled that 
even. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, the father of the Indian 
constitution, died exactly in indentical circumstances; he 
drank a cup of milk as usual and slept never to walk up. 
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Lai Bahadur Shastri who immortalised his name as 
Railway Minister and Prime Minister just for eighteen 
months, was a physical pigmay but a moral giant, contrary 
to Lord Acton's famous dictum that great men are perhaps 
always bad people. 
Smt. Indira Gandhi Becomes India's Prime Minister 
After the sudden and unfortunate death of Lai Bahadur 
Shastri, India's second Prime Minister, for the second time 
Gulzarilal Nanda became the care-taker Prime Minister. 
Once again the question as to who should be the next Prime 
Minister arose. None had imagined that Lai Bahadur Shastri 
would die so soon. This time there were many aspirants 
and contentments in ded Messers Morarji Desai, Y.B. 
Chavan, Jagjivan Ram, S.K. Patil pandit, the elder aunt of 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi was hoping to be the Prime Minister. 
These contestants, human beings as they are, the capital. 
The attention of the whole world was attracted to wards New 
Delhi, the capital of the largest democracy in the world. The 
Occidental block desired a capitalist to the Prime Minister 
wiliest the oriental block wanted a socialist to occupy the 
post. It might be noted that while Jawaharlal Nehru was a 
socialist though by birth a -capitalist, Lai Bahadur Shastri 
was both a socialist and capitalist , by temperament 
depending upon exigencies of time. 
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The syndicate headed by Kamraj, as astute political 
from Tamil Nadu, was wielding considerable power at that 
time and it decided that a mild person, an henchman 
preferred, should be the Prime Minister so as to tailor 
India's economic and foreign policies according to its 
(Syndicate's) predilection. Kamraj who has sent many a 
senior and stormy leaders into political wilderness and exile 
under the so Kamraj Plan of Nehru, approached Indira 
Gandhi and requested her ,, to contest for the prime 
Ministership. Bachelor as he was, poor Kamraj with all his 
rugged commonsense perhaps did not know the adage "Man 
knows more than woman, but woman understands more than 
man. " He and his company imagined that Indira Gandhi was 
a 'woman' and a mild person. They did not want Morarji 
Desai to be prime Minister because he was supposed to be 
headstrong, eccentric and highly independent. Indira Gandhi-
the daughter of Nehru, and Morarji Desai the rival of 
Nehru-jumped into the political fray. The whole world sitting 
on the fence was looking with curiosity for the outcome. 
The U.S.A. and its satellites were interested in the victory 
of Morarji Desai while the Soviet Union was allergic to 
Desai 's being the Prime Minister. Soviet Union was anxious 
about the triumph of Indira Gandhi who was already a 
beloved name there. On January 19,1966 the election for the 
prime ministership was held and Indira Gandhi by securing 
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355 votes out of 526, became the leader of the Congress 
Parliamentary Board. Morarji Desai who has never done or 
said anything in his life to please anybody, got 186 votes. 
The Sydicate had backed up I n d i r a Gandhi, fatalist Morarji 
gracefully conceded the defeat but remained the same 
"never-say-die-person". 
Five days later on Monday, the 24th January, 1966 
(within thirteen days after the death of Lai Bahadur Shastri) 
Smt. Indira Gandhi became India 's third Prime Minister. She 
was the second member of the Nehru family to be the P.M. 
Similarly, she was the second woman prime minister in the 
wor ld , the f i rs t be ing ' Sri Lanka ' s Mrs . Si r imao 
Bhandarnaike. After her election as the Prime Minister, 
farsighted Indira Gandhi met Morarji Desai and with folded 
hands asked Him, "Will you bless me in the tasks that I 
have ahead Morarji bhai?" Smilling Morarji Desai said. "I 
give my blessings." Indira was happy though she knew that 
he did not like her dear father at all. 
Shortly after becoming the Prime Minister of India in 
1966, Indira Gandhi visited Assam and Calcutta which were 
undergoing the orgy of violence and through her firm and 
deft handling brought the situation to complete normaly, On 
March 2 1 , 1966 the union cabinet accepted in principle the 
reorganization of Punjab on a linguistic basis. 
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"The head master of World" e.e. The President of 
America invited Indira Gandhi to visit the U.S.A. At that 
time MR. Lyndon B. Johnson of the Democratic party was 
the president. Accordingly, she visited the U.S.A. on March 
27, 1966. This was her first foreign tour as Prime Minister. 
Hohnson who has succeeded the assassinated John F. 
Kennedy, America 's youngest and the most dynamic 
president, found Indira Gandhi a fiercely independent ruler 
with a determination equal to his. Enroute to the U.S.A. she 
met the French President-Charles de Gaulle, a most powerful 
world leader of the twentieth century. While returning to 
India the Prime Minister met England's prime Minister 
Harold Wilson and Alexei Kosygin, the Prime Minister of 
the Soviet Union. While flying over Pakistan, she also 
exchanged greetings with President Ayub Khan. Beaming 
Indira Gandhi returned to New Delhi on April 3, 1966 from 
her 10-day foreign trip, full of confidence that all the 
countries she visited would be better partners in India's 
economic generation. She also told the lustily cheering Lok 
Sabha on April 7, 1966 that she found a growing 
international understanding of the significance of India's 
foreign policy. The next day only she commenced her four-
day visit to Yugoslavia, the U.S.S.R. and the U.A.E. 
On June 5, 1966 Mrs. Indira Gandhi took the memetous 
decision of devaluing the Rupee for the second time by 36.5 
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per cent with a view to correct fundamental disequilibrium 
in India's international balance of payments position and 
to resurrect the distorted economy. Then Sachin Chaudhury 
who was appointed by the late Lai Bahadur Shastri was the 
Finance Minister. Suddenly there erupted bedlam in the 
economic circles and indignation among the members of the 
syndicate that had crowned Indira Gandhi with the Prime 
Ministership. It was argued that the present devaluation 
unlike the first on in 1949 was unnecessary, unwarranted and 
determinantal to the health of the Indian economy. It was 
alleged that she had taken the decision of devaluation not 
in New Delhi but in Washington, not at the advice of Indian 
economic experts but at the pressure of the America 
Government and the America dominated International 
Monetary Fund, Kamraj, the king maker, felt humiliated, 
for he was not consulted before devaluing the Rupee. The 
Syndicate being let down, started creating problems for Mrs. 
Gandhi. 
In July 1966, Prime ' Minister Gandhi visited the 
U.S.S.R. On October 24, 1966 she met Marshall tito of 
Yugoslavia and President Gamal Abdul Nasser of Egypt who 
along with Jawaharlal Nehru has formed the famous trio 
of the authorship of non alignment, at the Tripartite 
Conference in New Delhi .Curiously, India 's pol i t ico-
economic relations with the U.S.A. began to gradually 
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deteriorate. Mrs. Gandhi's appeal to President Jonhson to 
stop bombing North Vietnam and to reconvene Geneva 
Conference was very much responsible for the beginning of 
protracted Indo- American relations. Little did Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi realize that America's apathy would be a great blow 
to India 's efforts of planned economic development. 
Similarly little did the American Government realize that 
India was capable of hitting back should. America interfere 
with India's domestic matters. Anyway it was an unhappy 
episode that the re la t ions between the two largest 
democracies should have been allowed to strain. America 
always nursed and nurtured the suspicion that India was 
learning towards the Soviet Union. The U.S.A and India 
started suspecting rather than respecting each other. 
Soon after her return from trip abroad, Mrs. Gandhi was 
confronted with a host of formidable problems of famine, 
hunger, hoarding of scarce foodgrains by unscrupulous 
traders, hydra-headed monster of linguistic agitation etc. 
The Nagas and Mizos had put forth their demand for the 
creation of separate l inguistic states of Nagaland and 
Mizoram. On November 1, 1966 Mrs, Indira Gandhi 
bifurcated the composite ^Punjab between Punjab and 
Haryana. She conceded to the idea of liguistic but not 
autonomous state of Punjab with Punjabi as its language. 
It might be recollected that Nehru and Shastri had vetoed 
the above idea. 
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The Fourth Five Plan could not commence on the 
scheduled day of April 1, 1966, due to severe financial 
stringency and unsettled circumstances. 
Extreme Hindus aggravated their agi tat ion again 
cowslaughter and on 8th November 1966, a large number of 
Sadhus marched to the Parliament House demanding the 
immediate ban of cow slaughter, hideous fighting started and 
a large number of sadhus were injured and killed as well. 
Mr. Gulzarilal Nanda was then he Home Minister. Indignant 
and perturbed Indira Gandhi sacked Nanda holding him 
incompetent to curb and settle the situation. Kamraj who 
has earlier saved Nanda from Indira's, could not save him 
this time, for Indira Gandhi, true to her in born character, 
was fully adamant to reconcile. 
The Syndicate was completely eluded because Indira 
Gandhi was not at all toeing its line. Indira and the 
Syndicate had by this time more or less parted their 
company with each other and had become poles apart. Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi with her blood-red face angrily told the 
Syndicate, "If you disapprove of my approach, then change 
your leadership. Remove me.". 
The year 1966 was both a lucky and an unlucky year 
for Indira: lucky because she became the highest authority 
of India; unlucky in that India's relations were strained with 
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both the richest country in the world (the U.S.A.) and the 
members of the syndicate the senior colleagues and powerful 
colleagues in the party. 
Indira Gandhi's Giant leap in international stature 
On January 1, 1970, the Monopolies and Restrictive 
Trade practices Act (MRTP) came into force. Later the Act 
was amended twice in November 1981 and in August 1982. 
On 10th January power station at Tarapur to the nation. 
On 28th February, 1970 Mrs. Gandhi in the capacity of 
Prime Minister-cum-Finance Minister presented her first 
budget in the Lok Sabha. On March 17, She was unanimously 
elected the Chairman of the Congress Parliamentary party. 
Indira Gandhi inaugurated the country's first off shore oil 
well in the Gulf of Cambay on March 19, 1970. On March 
30, the Lok Sabha approved Press Council (Amendment) Bill 
and on April 11, it passed the Bill for setting up of the 
North-Earther Council to co-ordinate development and 
security of Assam Manipur and Tripura. 
Sensing danger within, on July 14, 1970, Gandhi took 
up home protfolio to herself by reshuffling the cabinet. On 
July 14 she constituted a super policy making committee of 
the union cabinet by merging the foreign affairs committee 
into the internal affairs committee. On 29th August, the Lok 
Sabha passed the Patents Bill 1970 to amend and 
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consolidate the Act 1911 on patents and designs. On 
September 2, the Lok Sabha adopted the 24th Amendment 
Bill (Abolition of privy purses and prince;y privileges). On 
8th and 9th September, Indira Gandhi addressed the Silver 
jublee session of the UNO. On 19th September the central 
Land Reforms Committee was appointed to recommend 
measures to expedite land reforms in the state. 
Thus the year 1970 which saw the death of India's 
second Nobel laureate Dr, C.V. Raman on November 21 , 
passed off somoothly in the life of Mrs. Indira Gandhi as 
though it was political holiday after hectic and breath-taking 
1969. 
On January , 1971 Pr ime Mins te r Mrs . Gandhi 
inaugurated the new state o^ f himachal pradesh with Simla 
as its capital, himachal Pradesh which was originally formed 
as a centrally administered territory on April 15, 1948 
by the integration of about thirty hill States, became a 'part 
C state in 1951. In 1956 the states Reorganisation 
Committee had recommended its merger with Punjab but in 
the face of stiff opposition of the people of himachal 
Pradesh, the state remained a separate entity. On November 
1, 1956 it was again reverted to the status of a union 
territory. 
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On February 18,1971 Smt. Gandhi established the first 
statellite communication link via Arvi earth station with 
Goonbilly in Great Britain. 
Unpredictable and mysterious were the ways of Mrs. 
Gandhi. On December 27, 1970 she had unexpectedly asked 
the president V. V. Giri t dissolve the parliament by 
announcing that there would be mid term electios to the 
Lok Sabh in March 1971. Her announcement had caused a 
great fluttering and fever in the political corridors of the 
country. Indira Gandhi once again angrily complained to 
the people of India: "I want to remove poverty, but they 
(opposition) want to remove Indira Gandhi". She adopted 
garihi hatao as her election slogan. One year in advance, 
the country went to the polls on March 14, 1971 the 
previous elections beign on March 13, 1967. The Congress 
(R) won 3 50 out of 5118 seats in the elections to the fourth 
Lok Sabha. The victory was hailed not as a landslide but 
as an avalanche whch swept her back to power. Ebullient 
Raj Narain, a socialist, who contested against Indira Gandhi 
was vanquished. But he did not vanish in the sense that in 
the next election he avenged the defeat by trouncing her 
becoming the Union Minister for health and family welfare.. 
On March 18,1971 a new union council of Ministers was 
sworn in under the stewardship of Madam gandhi. Indira 
Gandhi became Indis's Prime Minister successively for the 
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third time. Her triumph prompte the prestihious siinday 
Times of London to jproclaim her to " the most Ipowerful 
woman of the world". 
In the meanwhile in East Pakistan the Awami League 
headed by an intellectural and liberal Sheikh Mujibur 
Rahman won the pakistani general elections. But Rahman 
was not allowed by the he was arrested and his party was 
outlawed. Consequent upon this, in March 1971 the civil war 
erupted between Pakistani army and the civil population of 
East Pakistan. Mujibur issued a call for total l iberation of 
East Pakistan. The Pakistani forces took over East pakistan 
and General Tikka Khan's guns systematically massacred 
about four million Bengalis. The bloody genocide was 
supported by the Chinese government. Over a quarter 
million refuges fled to India to escape the onslaught of the 
Pakistani army. Mrs. Gandhi described the incidents as 
"tragic and agonishing" and condemned the suppression of 
the l iberation movement. By June 1971 over five million 
refugees had crossed over to India and by Aughust another 
two million had arrived. With the intensification of the civil 
war, the figure of refugees went up to staggering nine 
million, india had to on compassionate grounds give shelter 
to them. 
Tension on the Indo-Pak border mounted when both the 
countries accused each other of armed terriotorial aggression 
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and transgression. The Mukti Fauj, later rechristened Mukti 
Bahini ( a band of freedom fighters) had begun its operations 
and Pakis tan a l leged that the Indian forces were 
participating. By Aughust 1971 border clashes began with 
Pakistani forces shelling bordering villages. On December 
3, Pakistan declared war against India and on 6th December 
the diplomatic relations between india and pakistan were 
severed. Following Pakistan's attack on Indian air bases in 
the eastern and Western sectors, Mrs. Gandhi declared a 
state of emergency in the country. Within a couple of days 
the Indian army was deep inside East Pakistan supporting 
Mukti Bahini. On 7th December 1971 one day after India 
recognised Bangladesh, the Indian Chief of the army staff. 
General Manek shaw asked the Pakistani forces to surrender. 
On 15th December, the Indian forces were outside Dacca, 
the capital of Bangaladesh, ,and the next day the Pakistan 
forces surrendered unconditionally. General A.A.K. Niazi 
laid down arms to India and India declared ceasefire. Indira 
Gandhi announced. "Decca is now the free capital of a free 
country." On December 17, General yahya Khan of Pakistan 
accepted India's unilateral ceasefire and the 14 day Indo-
Pak war ended. With the cessation of hosti l i t ies, Bangladesh 
was born. With the Victory, India and Indira were established 
as a major power and force in the world. Mrs. Gandhi to 
whom it status of a myth. Her decisions and timings were 
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applauded as perfect. Indira Gandhi was Ceasar riding in 
triumph down the photogeni.c sweep of Raj path. It was a 
giant leap in international stature. 
But from the economic point of view the rehabili tation 
of millions of refugees was a retrograde step, for crores of 
repees were frittered away when millions of Indians were 
starving and dwelling in filth and squalor. 
On May 24, 1971 the Maintenance of Internal Scurity 
Ordinance was promulgated throughout the country except in 
Jammu and Kashmir. On May 13, the general insurance 
(emergency provisions) Ordinance was promulgated vesting 
in the government the management of general insurance 
companies, both foreign and Indian. 
On May, 1971 a grotesque incident which considerably 
maligned Mrs. Gandhi's clean image took place. V.P. 
Malhotra, the chief cashier of the State Bank of India in 
Delhi gave Rs six million to Rustom Sohrab Nagarwalla, 
Parsi officer from the Research and Analysis Wing (Raw) 
a top level intelligence organisation founded by Shrimati 
Gandhi believing that the Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had 
telephoned him (Malhotra) to give the money. Later in 1972 
Nagarwalla died in the prison and te whole episode was 
described in crtain quarters as a murky plot of Gandhi to 
give the money to her second son Sanjay Gandhi to run his 
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bus ines . However , Mrs. Gandhi b rushed as ide the 
vituperative and vitriolic remarks of her political foes. By 
any account te concocted allegatioin did not cut ice. 
On August 9, 1971 India and the U.S.S.R. signed a 20 
year treaty of peace, friendship and co-operation. On 
October 16, the management of 214 coking coal-mines in 
Bihar and West Bengal was taken over by an ordinance. Mrs. 
Gandhi left on October 24 on a tour of five European nations 
and the U.S.A to exchange views on the influx of 
Bangaladesh refugees. On December 18, 1971 president V.V. 
Giri awarded Mrs. Gandhi, Bharat Ratna, the nation's highest 
honour. 
Thus the year 1971 represented the peak of her political 
career. Besides, she had tackled leaders like Richard Nixon 
on equal terms. Mr. henry Kissinger, America's greates 
foreign scretary next only to the late Foster Dulles admired 
Indira Gandhi for her guts. 
On February 8, 1971 Kulpati K.M. Munshi, the founder 
of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan ,died. 
On January 1,1972 the licensing policy in respect of 54 
indus tries was liberalised. On January 20, Mrs. Gandhi 
inaugurated the full fledged state of Meghalaya and the new 
union terriotory of Arunchal Pradesh. The nexst day only 
Then came another feather in the hat of Mrs. Gandhi. 
On July 2, 1972 Mrs. Gandhi and handsome pakistani 
president Z.A. Bhutto who was later hanged to death by 
Zia ul Huq signed the famous agreement in picturesque 
Simla to abjure the use of force in resolving the differences 
between India and Pakistan. The Simla talks hit the 
headlines in all the leading newspapers of free world. 
On August 9, the Parliament approved the Coking Caol 
Mines (Nationalisation) Bill. On Aughust 14-15. 1972 
Shrimati Gandhi addressed the mid nigh session of the 
Parliament on the occasion of the siler jubi lee of India's 
independence. The parliament approved the Indian Copper 
Corporation (Acquisition of undertakings) Bill 1972 on 
September 4, 1972. 
On January 27, 1973 India's biggest indigenous two 
stage rocket Rohini 560 was successflly launched from 
Sriharikota in andhra Pradesh. On January 30, the 
Governtment of India took over the management of all the 
464 non coking coal mines operating in the private sector. 
On February 5, the UNO's Food and Agr icu l tu re 
Organisation presented Mrs. Gandhi a medal of honour. On 
November 2, India's first experimental electronic telephone 
exchange commenced functioning at the telecommunication 
centre in New Delhi. In 1973 Shrimati Indira Gandhi 
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successfully tackled the ticklish Telangana Mulki issue by 
announcing a six point formula which restored complete 
peace and amity and redressed the long standing grievances 
of the Telangana region. 
The year 1973 saw the death of Mohan Kumaramangalam 
in air crash near Delhi (May 31), Goa Chief Minister, 
Dayandanda Bandodkar (August 12) and E.V. Ramaswamy 
Naicker, the founder of the Dravida Kazhakam Party 
December 24. A significanct hall mark of the year was the 
change of name from Mysore to karnataka on November 1. 
Mrs. Gandhi put India firmly on the international 
scientific map by exploding the country's first underground 
nuclear device at Pokran in Rajasthan on May 18, 1974. On 
July 17, the compulsory ^ Deposit Scheme (income-tax 
payers) Ordinance, 1974 was promulagated providing for 
compulsory deposits on a graded scale by all income tax 
payers. On September 14, India and Pakistan signed in 
Is lamabad agreements for the resumpt ion of posta, 
t e l ecommunica t ion and travel vac i l i t i es which were 
suspended after the 1965 Indo-Pak conflict and totally 
snapped after the 1971 war. On December 16, the President 
gave assent to the Conservation of Foreign Exchange and 
Prevention of Smugling Activities Bill. 
Unfortunately none of Mrs. Gandhi's programmes and 
measures worked. Food suddenly disappeared from the 
market by sending prices soaring. Consequently popular 
unrest aggravated. Mrs. Gandhi's opponents, mainly from 
the middle of the road and conservative right who were 
badly "brused , maind and mauled" from electoral and 
political defeats, suddenly found the catastrophe a golden 
opportunity to shoot troubles to Mrs. Gandhi. Jayaprakash 
narayan, the venerable Sarvodaya leader, launched his Bihar 
movement in 1974 drawing inspiration from the Gujarat 
based agitation ofthe navnirman Samiti in December 1973. 
Firebrand Mr. George Fernandes who 'killed' the Bombay 
boss Sadoba patil and eventually himself melted into 
poli t icalnnothingss led an unprecedented three week long 
railway strike in the summer of 1974. Mrs. Gandhi's hold 
on the country began to slip. She came down heavily. The 
police and administration were ruthless in cracking down. 
But the move turned counterproductive and the agitation 
snowballed into virtually all oposition parties with the 
exception of the Communists polarizing. 
On August 20, 1974, Mr. Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed became 
the next president of India while Mr. B.D. Jatti was elected 
the Vice President. On December 1, Mrs. Sucheta Kripalani 
died. 
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Emergency Declared and 20-Point Economic Programme 
Launched 
Then arrived 1975 like a comet heralding the dark 
period fro the country and forecasting Indira Gandhi's 
downfall. 
On January 2, Railway minister L.N. Misra who came 
from Bihar, was killed by a bomb at Samstipur railway 
stat ion near Patna. On January 10, India accorded 
recognition to the Palestine Liberal Organisation (P.L.O.). 
On January 17, India's first micro-computer MOSCAL 1080 
PS was launched in New Delhi. On March 1, Mrs. Gandhi 
inaugurated the 22nd full fledged stae of Sikkim. Smt. 
Gandhi's desire to build nuclear India was intense right from 
the beginning of her assumption of the office. She held, 
"modern science gives us the power to create and the power 
to destroy. We have dedicated ourselves to the use of 
nuclear power for peaceful purposes." Aryabhata, the first 
Indian made unmanned space satellite was launched to help 
in oil exploration and to serve othr useful purposes, from 
the Soviet Union . On april 28, Mrs. Gandhi visited Jamaica. 
In the midst of crisis, Mrs. Gandhi received another 
traumatic shock. On June 12, 1975 the Allahabad High Court 
in a sensatinal and unprecendented judgment delievered on 
a case filed in 1971 charging Mrs. Gandhi with electoral 
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malpractices, annulled her election to the Lok Sabha from 
Rae Bareill i . Initially Smt. Gandhi being unable to bear 
the anguish decided to resign as the Prime Minister rather 
than go through the ignominy of a court batt le; but her 
courageous younger son Sanjay Gandhi said, "Nothing 
doing." " The taste to heady victory so recently acquired 
had all of a sudden turned to lead. From the peak of 
achievement, Smt. Gandhi was in the through of failure. Not 
only wa sher legal position as a member of the parliament 
and hence Prime Minister challenged, but also her political 
future was being threatened by a well orchestrated 
agitation." 
Mrs. Gandhi heeded to the exhortation of Sanjay and 
decided to fight. On June 24, the Vacation Bench of the 
Supreme Court granted Indira Gandhi stay of the operation 
of the Allahabad high Court judgment and declared that the 
could continue as prme Minister and part icipate in 
proceedings without the right to vote pending the dsiposal 
of her appeal by the court. 
The opposition parties had called for nation wide civil 
disolbedience starting from June 29, 1975. It was feared that 
the oposition had made ferverish arrangements to incite the 
armed forces to mutiny and the police to rebel in an attempt 
to paralyse the mutiny and the police to rebel in an attempt 
to paralyse the government at the centre. Sensing the danger 
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to the security and solidarity of the country, Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi took the drastic step of promulgating though the 
Presidential ordr the internal emergency on the midnight of 
June 25 and 26, Predwan swwops were conducted on all 
opposi t ion leaders . The extremist organisa t ions were 
outlawed and the media was subjected to restriction. Top 
leaders inclusive of Morarji Desai and Jayaprakash Narayan 
were impriosoned. The emergency continued for eighteen 
months.. It could not be lifted soon because in Bandladesh 
Prime Minister Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and all other 
members of his family were brutally killd on 15th of August. 
In her broadcast to the nation on June 26, 1975 Prime 
Minster Mrs. Gandhi averring to the declaration of 
emergency said as follows; 
"The President has proclaimed Emergency. This is 
nothing to panic about. I am sure you are all conscious of 
the deep and widespread conspiracy which has been brewing 
ever since I began to introduce certain progressive measures 
of benefit to the common man and womn of India. In the 
name of democracy it has been sought to negate the very 
functioning of democrac. Duly elected governments have not 
been allowed to function and in some cases froces has been 
used to compel members to resign in order to dissolve 
lawfully elected Asemblies. Agitations have surcharged the 
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atmosphere, leading to violent incidents. The whole country 
was shocked at the brutal murder of my cabinet colleague 
Shri L.N. Mishra. We also deeply deplore the dastardly 
attack on the chief Justic e of India. 
"Certain persons have gone to the lenght of incidting 
our Armed Froces to mutiny and our police to rebel. ---The 
forces of disintegration are in full play and communal 
pass ions are be ing a roused , t h r ea t en ing our ujity. 
Allegations of all manner have been hurled at me It is 
not important whether I remain Prime Minister or not. 
However, the insti tution of the Prime Minister is important 
and the deliberate political attempts to dengrate it is not 
in the interest of democracy or of the nation. 
"We have watched these developments with utmost 
patience for long. Now we learn of new programme 
challenging law and order throughout the country with a view 
to disrupt normal functioning. How can any government 
worth peril led?. The actions of a few ae endangering the 
rights of the vast majority. Any situation which weakens the 
capacity of the national government to act decisively inside 
the country is bound to encourage dangers from outside. 
It is our paramount duty to safeguard unity and stability. 
The nation's intergrity demand firm action. 
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"The threat to internal stability also affects production 
and prospects of economic improvement. 
"I should like to assure you that the new Emergency 
proclamation will in no way affect the rights of lawabiding 
citizen " 
With the extraordinary declaration of emergency, there 
prevailed all over the country a sort of funeral silence. The 
newspapers came out with dull and drab news. It looked as 
though every nook and corner of India was being patrolled 
by the army ready to quell any disturbance. The politicains 
virtually sealed their lips with the fear of being sacked. The 
officers were spell bound. The strikes, gheraos, bandhs, 
lockouts etc. suddenly disappeared. None was ready to 
speak the truth. It all looked as if the country has come 
under the totali tarian rule. But rational people did never 
consider Mrs. Gandhi a despot. On the contrary they werre 
happy, for one could see everywhere responsible tal, 
discipline, and sincerity of work. But one distressing 
features was that lakhs of people were sent to jai l . Mrs. 
Gandhi must have been, therfore, sad and in quandary. It 
was all a very unhappy episode: Mrs. Gandhi should not 
have imposed the emergency whatsoever might be the 
impelling circumstances and her opponents shoudl not have 
created the necessity of emergency. Even though the 
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emergency did not affect the masses, people shorn of 
fundamental rights of liberty and freedom were practically 
reduced to dumb domestic animals. She was misled by her 
advisers . 
Most probably to pacify the people, Mrs. Gandhi 
announced her Twenty-point Economic Programme on July 
1, 1975. Basically the programme was meant for national 
reconstruction and development 
Defeat of Indira Gandhi 
On March 16, 1977 the Lok Sabha elections were held 
and the Congress Party was routed. That is not all. Giant 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi herself was defeated by quixotic Raj 
Narain of the newly born 'Cocktail ' Janata Party. Along with 
her Sanjay Gandhi, Bansi Lai, Bali Ram Bhagat, V.C. Shukla 
and others were also rejected by the voiters. On her defeat 
Mrs. Gandhi philosophically sighed, "I feel as though a 
burden has been lifted from my shoulders." Then she 
declared, "I will never return to polit ics." On 22nd March, 
she submitted her resignation as Prime Minister to interim 
President Mr. B.D. Jatti because President Fakhruddin Ali 
Ahmed had suddenly died of heart attack in the Rashtrapati 
Bhavan an February 11, 1977, Mrs. Gandhi, therefore, 
tendered her resignation as the Prime Minister to interim 
President Basappa Danappa Jatti of Karnataka. 
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Announcing the elections was said to be the biggest 
mis judgment of Gandhi 's career. The resul t was a 
catastrophic disaster. The ruling party was devastated in the 
polls and Mrs. Gandhi had the added embarrassment of 
being unseated for the first time. However she salvaged 
some dignity from the debacle by affirming that she had 
proved herself a staunch democrat in holding the elections 
and bowing to the popular verdict. But verily speaking, she 
was shattered and battered by being stripped of enormous 
power which she enjoyed interrupted for eleven years. Mrs. 
Gandhi became pensive, introspective and mood. With heavy 
heart she shifted to 12, willingdon crescent home to lead 
an uneventful private life. In her interviews to newsmen she 
spoke in rambling and disjointed sentences. Meanwhile 
Sanjay Gandhi and his cohorts filled the front pages of the 
newspapers with their court room appearances. 
On January 20, 1977 the four parties-Congress (O) , Jan 
Singh, Bharatiya Lok Dal and Socialist Party had agreed 
to work as one party under the common name Janata Party. 
On March 24, 1977 Morarji Desai was elected the leader 
of the Janata Party and was sworn in as prime Minister. He 
was India's fourth Prime Minister. Though he had planned 
to be the second Prime Minister. At last he fulfilled his 
life's ambition. 
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The Janata Party rule began. Since independence this 
was the first time when a non congress government had come 
to power in New Delhi. Mr." chandrasekhar was chosen the 
Janata party president. Mr. Jagijivan Ram switched over to 
Jana ta from his Congress for Democracy and K. 
Brahmananda Reddy who was the Chairman of the Sixth 
Finance Commission (1972) became the President of the 
Indian National Congress. The Janata Party vindictively 
appointed the J.C. Shah Commission to inquire into the 
excesses committed by Mrs. Gandhi during the emergency. 
On 24th May 1977 Dr. Dhansukhlal Tulsidas Lakdawala, the 
Di rec tor of Bombay School of economics and an 
internationally distinguished expert in public finance was 
appointed the Deputy Chairman of the Planning commission 
in place of P.N. Haksar. On September 10, 1977 the Janata 
Government bubbling with gusto and enthusiasm though 
mostly made up old people, decided to introduce the concept 
of roll ing plan and terminate Mrs. Gandhi's fifth five year 
one year in advance. The killing of the fifth plan before 
its expiry date was bad in taste. It was a sort of personal 
vendetta against Indira Gandhi. Dr. D. T. Lakdawala, not 
a seasoned politician but a gentleman economist, could not 
visualize the serious repercussion' of the step. In 1980 when 
Mrs. Gandhi dramatically came back to power, she asked 
Dr. Lakdawala to 'go home' and retaliated with full vigour 
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by cancell ing in the two year old new fifth plan as prepared 
by him. What a 'slam it was" Rather it was a grim warning 
to the economists that they should not join polit ics where 
usually ethics fails. Dr. Lakdawala while accepting the post 
of Deputy Chairman had perhaps forgotten the sad 
experiences of economists like D.R. Gadgil, Dr. V.K. R. V. 
Rao and Dr. B.S, Minhas. 
On October 2, 1977 Mrs. Gandhi was arrested by the 
CBI under the order of the Janata rulers, on charges of 
c o r r u p t i o n . This was I n d i r a ' s l i fe t i m e ' s second 
imprisonment, the first being the one along with her husband 
soon after their marriage. A few days later Mrs. Gandhi 
was unconditionally released. In a way her imprisonment was 
a blessing in disguise to India as it again titled the balance 
in favour of Smt. Gandhi That is to say, the people of India 
who are more ruled by heart than by head developed 
sympathy for 'Poor' Indira Gandhi. 
On November 4, 1977 while an Indian Air Force aircraft 
carrying prime Minister Morarji Desai Crashlanded at a 
place 23 kilometers from Jorhat in the Eastern Himalayas 
five crew members were killed whereas Morarji Desai safely 
jumped down like a boy. 
As the days passed, slowly the Janata Party began to 
crack down as the members of the party started bungling 
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and quarrell ing among themselves like school children both 
on ideological grounds and as regards power. It looked as 
if almost every important member wanted to be the Prime 
Minister of India. Was it a babble of tongues? In course 
of time the internal squabbles, open divisions and 
dissensions and tactical errors of the Janata Government 
increased. This gave hope to Mrs. Gandhi who was sitting 
morose like a wounded tigress. The newspapers daily filled 
their pages with news about the regular quarrels among the 
rank and file of the Janata party. 
Improvement in Mrs. Gandhi's position 
In 1978 when the Janta Government was ruling over the 
country, the U.S. President-Jimmy Carter, the British prime 
Minister-James Callaghan. The Shah of Iran, Vietnamese 
Prime Minister-Pham Va Dong, Afghan president-Mohammad 
Daoud, Singapore Prime Minister and few other world 
leaders visited New Delhi. . 
In January 1978 Indira Gandhi was elected the president 
of her faction called Congress (R). In Karnataka and Andhra 
Pradesh, Assembly elections were held in February and Smt. 
Gandhi by actively campaigning led her party to spectacular 
victory by winning absolute majority. On March 13th Shah 
commission placed its interim report before the Parliament. 
In May 1978 Sanjay Gandhi the hero of emergency was sent 
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by the Janata government to Tihar Jail for thirty days. D. 
Devarj Urs, who holds the distinction of being the Chief 
Minister of Karnanataka for the longest period, asked Smt 
. Gandhi to contest election Jo Lok Sabha from Chikmagalur 
constituency in Karnataka. She agreed. On November 8, 
1978 Mrs. Gandhi was elected as M.P. defeating the Janata 
rival Shri Veerendra patil who later renounced his party and 
Joined Mrs. Gandhi's cabinet as Minister. Now, she was 
planning to change herself from M.P. to P. M. The Janata 
bosses were very much worried about her presence in the 
Parliament. They had taken for granted that Indira was 
polit ically dead. Further some of them had really taken her 
words. "I will never join politics again" soon after her 
defeat. These people actually felt fooled and bamboozled 
at her comeback. 
On November 21 Mrs. Gandhi was again imprisoned (for 
third and final time in her life) on the recommendation of 
the privilege committee. She was put in Tihar jai l the abode 
of the country's worst criminals. While she was being led 
to jai l the mob screamed and the policemen were embrassed. 
On 26th December she wa^ released from jai l . 
Once again trouble followed Indira Gandhi. Devraj Urs 
who was hitherto praising Mrs. Gandhi as the most powerful 
woman and what not, stragely began to estrange himself from 
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her and started telling the people that Indira Gandhi was 
elected from Chikmagalur because of him and his personal 
charisma. There were no two opinions about Urs's important 
role in getting Mrs. Gandhi elected, but his remark lacked 
polit ical sagacity and smacked of arrogance. Mrs. Gandhi 
was very much responsible for Devraj Urs's meteoric rise 
in poli t ics. This fact should not have gone unacknowledged 
from Urs's mind. But it happened and curiously from that 
moment his downfall started and a stage reached when he 
was on the brink of being a man of anonymity. 
The second mishap was that in December 1978. Mr. 
Brahmananda Reddy who had worked as a colleague in Mrs. 
Gandhi's cabinet, expelled her from the Congress (R) not 
releasing that she was quite capable of standing on her own 
legs and leading the people. Mr. Y.B. Chvan, the first 
chief minister of Maharashtra and the one who was inducted 
in the Nehru cabinet as defence minister in the wake of 
Chinese aggression on the advice of Indira Gandhi approved 
her expulsion from the party and laughed under his sleeves. 
The result was disastrous for Chavan and in the following 
years he having lost in wilderness had to beg Madam Gandhi 
for any political birth. To the last he could not succeed. 
Out of compassion Indira Gandhi later appointed him as the 
chairman of the Eighth Finance Commission. Mrs. Gandhi 
hit back Reddy by announcing that she was the Congress 
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Party by forming congress (I). Thus, there came into 
existence three varieties of the same party congress (O) of 
Desai, congress (R) of Chavan and Congress (I) of Gandhi, 
Y.B. Chavan retained the famous cow and calf election 
symbol and Mrs. Gandhi accepted the upraised hand as the 
party symbol which was given by the Election Commission 
of India. 
On the other side of the hedge in June 1978, Home 
Minister Charan Singh and Health Minister Raj Narain were 
asked by P.M. Morarji Desai to resign from the cabinet and 
they obeyed on June 3 0th. 
Indian Gandhi in Exile receptors the power 
The fall of the Janta Government was unfortunate 
because it was able to deliver goods. On July 28, 1979., 
Mr. Charan Singh, the next seniormost man in the cabinet 
and a force in Indian poli t ics, was elected as the Prime 
Minister and was asked to head the care-taker government. 
He was assured of the Congress (I) support. It never struck 
to poor Charan Singh that Mrs. Gandhi was not a person 
to elevate anybody over her. His marathon political 
experience did not help him in mastering what was going 
on in the mind of Smt. Gandhi. Charan Singh, the founder 
of lok Dal and later DMK party was India's fifth Prime 
Minister . Yeshwantrao Chavan became Deputy Prime 
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Minister. Mrs. Gandhi whose comeback was masterminded 
by Sanjay Gandhi suddenly baffled Charan Singh and Y.B. 
Chavan by tactfully withdrawing her party's support to 
Charan ministry on August 20, 1979. Charan was left on the 
high seas with no life boat to save him. He was left in 
helpless minority. The Charan ministry failing to face the 
Lok Sabha was dismissed and it called for the dissolution 
of the House on August 22, 1979. The president 's rule was 
promulgated. 
The melodrama was over. Mr. Charan Singh had been 
the prime Minister of India only for 24 days. On December 
20, Delhi high Court j u d g e , declared Mrs. Gandhi and Mr. 
Pranab Mukherjee who later became India's number two and 
then zero, innocent in spite of their not signing Shah 
Commission report. 
In January 1980, the seventh general elections to the 
Lok Sabha were conducted and on 7th January, Mrs. Gandhi 
won with a thumping majority from both Raw Bareilly and 
Medhak consti tuencies. Her electoral campaign was based 
on the need for a strong ,and stable government. Sanjay 
Gandhi also won from Amethi in U.P. on 9th January. The 
Congress (I) regained absolute majority in the Lok Sabha 
by mustering 351 out of 542 seats. The opposition parties 
were uprooted. Once again the deposed Queen of India sat 
on the throne. 
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On Monday, January 14, 1980, a few minutes before 11, 
O'clock, Srimati Indira Gandhi was sworn in as India's Prime 
Minister for the fourth time. Fourteen cabinet ministers and 
seven ministers of state were administers oath of office. The 
prominent ministers included Masers R. Venkatraman 
(F inance) , Bi rendra Singh (Agr icu l tu re ) , Kamalapathi 
Tripathi (Railways), B. Shankaranatid (Education), and 
Pranab Kumar Mukherjee (Commerce). The same day in her 
broadcast to the nation, Indira Gandhi said, "we have only 
one goal: to build a strong, self confident, self reliant, 
independent India. Come now lets all work together." She 
added. The economy is far worse than even I had expected. 
Indeed it is shocking I perform your trust in all humility 
and in no partisan spirit." 
It was a dramatic and amazing comeback. All political 
Pundits had prophesied that Mrs. Gandhi's political career 
was over once for ever. Indeed it was resurrection and the 
most spectacular return since Winston Churchill , riding a 
tidal wave of support back to her usurped throne. 
Soon after the assumption of office, Mrs. Gamdhi's first 
act was to throw away the old Sixth Five year Plan (1978-
83) and prepare de novo another Sixth plan (1980-85). 
Looking to the termination of the Fifth plan one year in 
advance b by Moraji Desai and annulment of the (old) sixth 
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plan by Indira Gandhi, one understands that economics in 
the handmaid of polit ics in India. Lord Keyne's famous 
dictum that the world is governed by economists, dead or 
living, does not hold water in our country. That is how India 
is remaining poor. 
On 18th January 1980 Assam agitation over foreigners; 
issue turned violent and army was called out. On 22nd 
Janaury-Haryana Chief Minister-Bhajan Lai defected to 
Congress (I) party with 37 MLAs. 
Then arrived the fifth major calamitous death Indira's 
family. In the morning of 23rd January 1980. Sanjay Gandhi 
was barely 34 years old brimming with vitality and 
exuberance suddenly died in an air crash in New Delhi. 
Shattered and sorrowed mother Indira stood aghast and 
dazed beside Sanjay's funeral pyre leaning on the elder son 
Rajiv for support. On Sanjay's premature and unexpected 
death, she told News week a reputed American magazine" 
It was like a part of me died a part of me became 
permanently numb. " Curiously, Mrs. Gandhi turned down 
the suggestion for insti tuting a judicial enquiry into Sanjay's 
death though it was rumored in certain quarters that his 
death was caused by a plot by some who were aggrieved 
during the emergency period. Sanjay Gandhi who had 
aspired to succeed his mothej as India's Prime Minister, and 
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many thought alike, suddenly disappeared causing a vacuum 
in Indira's life. 
Indira's elder son Rajiv Gandhi, a pilot of the Indian 
Airlines, was drafted to take up political work and assist 
his mother in lieu of his deceased brother. 
On February 2, 1980 the Lok Sabha passed the 
Prevention of Blackmarketing and Maintenance of Supplies 
of Essential Commodities Bill, On April 13, Mrs. Gandhi 
held talks with Assam students in Guwahati. Her Proposal 
on Foreigners ' issue was rejected. On April 14, another 
attempt was made on her life in the Parliament House and 
the knife thrown was arrested. Some uncharitably commented 
that the gimmick was staged by Indira herself to arouse 
public sympathy for her. 
On April 15, 1980 six more commercial banks with 
deposits or Rs. 200 crores and above each were nationalized 
through an ordinance thereby taking up the number of 
nationalist commercial banks to 21. On June 1, 1980, the 
Congress (I) won majority in U.P., Gujrat, Rajasthan 
,Punjab, Maharash t ra and Orissa Asembly e lect ions . 
However, AIADMAK party led by Mr.. G Ramachaandran 
won the majority in Tamil Nadu. On June 15, Indira Gandhi 
added a few more ministers to the union cabinet. On July 
12 the Congress (I) had attained absolute majority in the 
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Raiya Sabha. Mr. V.V. Giri, India's fourth president died in 
Madras on June 24, 1980 at the ripe age of 85. 
On July 18, India's first satellite Rohini I was put into 
orbit. On 12th August the Allahabad High Court dismissed 
an election petition against Prime Minister-Shrimati Gandhi, 
On September 4, the five day second commonwealth regional 
heads of government conference opened in New Delhi. On 
September 22, the National Security Ordinance was 
promulgated. 
Mrs. Gandi visited the Minicoy Islands on Februrar 3, 
1983. On March 19, she asked civil supplies Minister V.C. 
Shukla to resign. On April 15, she held talks with her British 
counterpart Mrs. Margaret Thatcher. On April 17, an attempt 
to sabotage the Air India Plan in which Smt. Gandhi was 
to travel abroad from May 5, was made. On May 31 , India's 
second Satellite Rohini II was launched into orgit. On July 
11, the president of India signed two ordinances to check 
inflationary price rise and evasion of tax amending the 
Income Tax Act and the Compulsory evasion of tax amending 
the Income Tax Act and the Compulsory Deposit Scheme. 
But price did not oblige to come down and hence tax evasion 
naturally further increased. 
On July 16, India's first geostationary experimental 
communication satellite APPLE was put into space. On 
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August 9, Smt. Gandhi reshuffled secretaries of central 
ministries and the same day she left for the tour of African 
continent. On September 16, the Lok Sabha passed the 
Essential Services Maintenance Bill. The next day the Lok 
abha flatly rejected by 294 votes to 83 a non confidence 
motion tabled against Mrs. Gandhi's government. On 16th 
October the Bombay High Court froze funds of hush, hush 
Indira Pratibha pratisthan and kokan Unnati Mitra Mandal 
established by controversial Chief Minister of Maharashtra 
A.R. Antulay. On November 9, Smt. Gandhi delivered Mc 
Dougall lecture at the Food and Agriculture Organization, 
Rome, and met the holy pope. On November 12, France 
offered easy credit to by Mirage fighters. On November 
20, despite hullaballoo all over the country, Smt. Gandhi 
firmly ruled out the replacement of Mr. Antualy. That day 
India's second earth observation satellite was put into orbit. 
On 26 November 1981, Indira Gandhi again met Akali 
leaders who promised restraint. 
The hallmark of 1981 which was otherwise a pale year, 
was that the Congress party accepted Mr. Rajiv Gandhi as 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi's political heir , the fact which Indias' 
No. 2 Pranab Mukherjee forgot three years later only to land 
in non man's island and slip into oblivion. 
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Indira Chair on NAM and Chogm 
The year 1983 and especially the month of March was 
very good for Indira Gandhi. On March 7, she inaugurated 
at New Delhi the 101 nation non-aligned meet (NAM) and 
she took over from Cuba's President, Field Castro as the 
Chair person of the NAM for three years. The Summit 
conference, the biggest gathering of national leaders, was 
attended by delegates from 99 countries and from the PLO 
(Palestine Liberation Organization), and SWAPO (South West 
African People's Organization). The dignitaries participating 
in the Summit included 60 heads of the states and the 
Secretary General of the U:N.O. The charming hostess Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi was the cynosure of everybody's eyes. The 
met which brought tremendous global approbation and 
popularity for Indira lasted till March 12, 1983. 
The festival was over and the foreign dignitaries 
returned to their respective countries quite relaxed. 
Indiraji's Last Four Days 
It was the pleasant morning of Saturday, the 27th 
October 1984 when Mrs. Gandhi left Delhi on her two day 
unscheduled visit to her ancestral state of Jammu and 
Kashmir. Before leaving, she had given her interview to 
BLITZ-her last interview to any newspaper. She alone knew 
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the exact reason of her visit, but among the Hindus there 
is a belief that a person a few days before his death, visits 
his ancestral or birth place and meets his contemporary 
associates, playmates, friends, and close relatives. In the 
airport of Srinagar, Indira was received by the state 
Governor Jagmohan, Chief Minister G.M. Shah and the state 
pradesh Congress (I) president Mufti Mohammed Syed. Then 
she drove to Chasma Shahi 'Gues t house. Shortly after her 
arrival at Sri Nagar, she told inquisitive press reporters that 
she had come to Kashmir "to enjoy the changing colours of 
chinar" which turns gold in autumn. Alluding to the threat 
posed by Pakistan to India's territorial sovereignty, she 
assured, " we are trying our best to see that there is no 
trouble on our boarders". She scotched the rumor that she 
had come to Kashmir to reestablish rapprochement with the 
former chief minister Farooq Abdiilla (a professional 
doctory) who was ousted from power on July 2, 1984. Mrs. 
Gandhi visited a couple of Hindu and Muslim shrines, which 
is once again a symptom of a person about to die, and 
returned to New Delhi in the afternoon of Sunday the 28th 
October 1984. At the Srinagar airport, she was seen off by 
the Governor, Chief Minister, Deputy Chief Minister D.D. 
Thakkar, president of the Pradesh Congress (I) and members 
of State Cabinet. 
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Mrs. Gandhi spend the Sunday evening in a jovial mood 
with the members of her family grand children Rahul and 
Priyank and daughter in law Sonia, Maino. 
The next day Monday the 29th October 1984-at 7 
o'clock in the morning indefatigable Madam Gandhi left 
Delhi by a special AIF being 737 on her two day visit to 
Orissa and reached Bhubaneshwar the capital of Orissa and 
the cathedral city of India at 9 A.M. Flying with her were 
the famous Irish actor director Peter Estonian. His associate 
Sheam Smith and a crew of cameramen, making a film on 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, a woman journalist from London Baria 
Ramzi Alamuddin was also travelling with Indira and she 
had a 40 minute interview with the Prime Minister. Mr. 
Estonian and his associates filmed every movement of 
Madam Gandhi, commencing from the take-off of the plane 
at plan to landing of helicopter at "Kacha" or impoverished 
hel ipads. 
In the picturesque district of phulbani, Shrimati Indira 
Gandhi received a warm traditional welcome from the tribals 
in their colorful costumes. From there she moved to 
Umerkote and Malkangiri. Returning to Bhubaneshwar at 5 
P.M. , she spent two hours at Raj Bhavan and talked to 
Hare Krishna Mehtab for 40 minutes. Besides, she had talks 
with Governor Mr. B.N. Pandey and a number of other 
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persons. Then she drove to Pradesh Congress Committee 
Bhavan to appeal to the Congressmen to work for making 
India a strong and dynamic nation. She also spoke about the 
danger to India from land and sea and made a special 
reference to the presence of super powers in the Indian 
ocean. 
After about 42 minute address that was survharged with 
emotion, to the Pradesh Congress committee workers, Mrs. 
Gandhi returned to Raj Bhavan, enjoyed a quiet dinner in 
her suit and retired for the day. Before going to ped she 
summoned her private secretary, Y. Dave and the chief 
security officer Ram Murthi and made a new changes in her 
next day's programme, and advanced the press conference 
from 6.30 a.m. to 7 a.m.. 
Madam Gandhi's last Monday vanished and there arrived 
her last Tuesday. The clock struck 7 o'clock in the morning. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi entered the lounge of the Raj 
Bhavan which had been prepared for the press conference. 
Senior Journalists of Bhubaneshwar greeted her with 
'namaskar' which she returned with a broad smile on her face 
in traditional style. After occupying her seat, she cordially 
invitp 5 ed questions. Mrs. Gandhi occasionally pulled u] 
newsmen for being misinformed or for being obsolete. 
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After the interview Indira Gandhi addressed a large 
gathering of jawans and officers of the air defence and had 
her lunch, the last lunch of life, with hundreds army jawans 
and officers at Gopalpur. After lunch, priyadarshini Indira 
Gandhi posed for a group photograph with the wives of army 
officers. 
In the evening of October 30, 1984, Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi addressed a huge public meeting at the parade 
ground at Bhubaneshwar. It was her life's last meeting. 
Ass«A^n|)tioii of indira Gandhi 
On Wednesday October- 31 , 1984 Indira Gandhi 
passed away the whole apposed of this brutal drame^took 
only six second time to finish 67 years old Indira Gandhi 
and made India orphan. 
The assassinators were none other than her own Trusted 
body guards Beant Sing and Satwant Singh both, Sikh. After 
doing their gob the assailant immediately drop their arms 
saying. 
'We have done what we had to do now you do what 
you have to do. 
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Those including RK Dhavan and the Personal Assistant 
who kept watch full eyes and serpentine eyes always 
watch Indira Gandhi failed absolutely because failed had 
destined so already what is allotted criminal blotted 
always come to true. This was saying in the case of indira 
Gandhi. 
Mrs. Gandhi Safrolfji colored saree was dipped in the 
blood when she fell down on the ground with all the 3 6 
bullets in her abdomen and chest. 
It is of interest why and how the commands shot Beant 
Singh and Satwant Singh, when this was done easy to the 
overpower them both latter. Had not Beant Singh the main 
person been shot dead the episode could go ahead. 
Originally it was fool proof planning. So Indira Gandhi was 
taken to the nearby Ram Monohar Lohia Hospital , as that 
hospital had no Indira Gandhi rare group the O negative. 
Latter decided to take her to the All India Institute of 
Medical Science. Dr. Opeh and others in the car knew her 
most certainly that the Indira Gandhi had already died. Any 
way it was only letter that sub-inspector Mr. Azad Singh 
who was on uniform guard duty that morning was rushed 
to the Hospital He donated his blood.. But it was late now 
Much later Estonian told in an interview "the garden 
reminded me of the scene, Indira Gandhi" the film where 
Mahatma Gandhi was shot in a garden 
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Dr. Safaya was forced to declare and acknowledge. 
The Prime Minister is dead An official of the Mr. 
Gandhi's Congress (I) party came out of the Hospital 
appeared inform the vast gathering there and announce she 
is no more. 
Thus an extra ordinary era that spanned much of modern 
Indias' history had ended on a cold October day in 1984. 
Mrs. Gandhi's Furneral 
On Saturday, November 3, 1984 at 12-30 p.m. i.e. 75 
hours and 22 minutes after, her being shot, Mrs. Gandhi's 
bier inched out of Teen Murti House. Mr. Rajiv Gandhi 
along with three service chiefs placed Mrs. Gadhi's body 
which lay draped in a red and yellow silk sar, in the gun 
carriage before it started its final journey to Shantivana, a 
14 kilometre distance. Meanwhile, the funeral procession 
inched its way to stains of the Mrityu March played by 
the Rajputana Regimental centre escorted by 175 men from 
the three services and followed by 24 buglers. Nobel 
laureaute Mother Teresa who had flown back from Europe 
to be present at the funeral, led prayers on the cremation 
grounds,. She was followed by recitations from the Vedas, 
the Psalms and the Koran. 
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Lakhs of people out of the capital 's total population of 
about 60 lakhs remained indoors without being able to 
part icipate in the procession because of r iots , fear, 
exhaustion and complete breakdown of public transport. 
About 21,000 soldiers and an equal number of supporting 
troops were deployed in the capital to maintain law and 
order. 104 foreign dignitaries had arrived in the capital to 
attend the funeral. Their safety was the greatest worry 
of the Government of India. 
The cortege after three hour journey reached Shantivana 
at 3.30 p.m. The body was brought down from the flower 
covered gum carriage by Mr. Rajiv Gandhi who was dressed 
in white with a red bordered angavastaram and Gandhi cap, 
his cousin Mr. Arun Nehru, three service chiefs and Field 
Marshall Sam Manekshaw, and was carried on the shoulders 
by masers Rajiv Gandhi, Arun Nehru, Yaspal Kapoor, R.K. 
Dhawan and three chiefs of the armed forces, on to the 
specially erected 24 foot high platform between Shantivan 
and Rajghat on the banks of the sacred Yamuna river and 
was placed on the sandalwood pyre for the last rite. Over 
500 workers of the central public works department had 
worked round the clock to construct the platform which was 
about 600 meters away from Mahatma Gandhi's samadhi. 
Mrs. Gandhi's body lay on pink rose petals and was covered 
by orange marigold. 
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Goswami Girdharilal who performed the last rites for 
the third time in Nehru household, the first two occasions 
being the funerals of Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru and Mr. Sanjay 
Gandhi. Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi, master 
Rahul, Miss Priyanka and master Varun, the only child of 
the late Sanjay Gandhi and Maneka were on the paltform. 
500 kilograms of superfine sandal wood was placed for the 
pyre. Twenty minutes after reaching Shantivan, at 3-50 p.m. 
Under the din of chanting of vedic mantras solemn faced 
and restrained Mr. Rajiv Gandhi lit the sandalwood pyre. 
As the flames leapt into the air, the shadows lengthened 
over Rajghat. 
The day of the funeral was unique in the sense that the 
next Prime Minister of India was performing the last rites. 
The eyes of the world and the Indian nation were as much 
on the funeral pyre as on Mr. Rajiv Gandhi. 
The mortal remains of Indira Gandhi the beloved 
daughter of India and leading light of the Third World having 
been consigned to flames, she passed into history ending a 
unique Indian chapter and carving a rich for herself among 
the world statement. As the last post sounded, full throated 
cries of "Indira Gandhi Amar rahe" Indira Gandhi, you are 
immortal) " Job take Suraj Chand rahega, Indira Gandhi tera 
nam rahega" (Your name will last as long as the last as 
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long as the Sun and the Moon remain), "Desh ki mata, Indira 
Gandhi" (the mother of the nation, Indira Gandhi), Indira 
Gandhi Zindabad" (Long live Indira Gandhi ) etc. , dined the 
sky. Tireless Indira's last journey ended at Shantivan where 
she found her final resting place by the side of her secular 
belief, recitation from books of almost all religions marked 
the funeral ceremony. 
Indira Mingles With Himalayan Snow 
In the early morning chill of 6-30 on November 5, 1984 
Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, the Prime Minister of India, collected his 
mother's ashes on the verdant banks of Yamuna. The ashes 
were put in 3 5 copper urns and these urns were sent to Teen 
Murti House and the capital of all the Indian States and 
union terri tories for public darshan and homage. The 32 
urns were brought back to New Delhi on November 10, 
1984. 
Early in the morning of November 11, 1984 the pilot 
turned prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi flew to the Himalayas 
in the I.A.F A.N-12 plane to scatter Mrs. Gandhi's ashes 
on the lofty Himalayan peaks as per her wish. Mrs. Gandhi 
who considered herself a child of mountains 
On November 12, 1984 the 12 day mourning period as 
well as the Indira era ended. 
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C O N C L U S I O N 
Srimati Indira Gandhi who ruled over India for 15 
years , 11 months and 10 days, who joined the luminous band 
of martyrs whose life will remain an inspiration to mankind, 
won symbolised the Third World's regeneration, who as a 
woman excelled in man's world, who was a sagacious 
statesman, a courageous crusader, a friend of the port, the 
defender of the global peace, the saviour of the democratic 
tradit ions, and an upholder of non alignment, who was a 
strong leader and a stabilizing factor, who was a legend in 
her own life time, who was the greater woman of the world 
since Queen Elizabeth, I , who not only influenced history 
but also made history, who had the audacity of frightening 
even thunderbolts , who with extraordinary skills balanced 
the superpowers against one another, who was worth several 
divisions in respect of the country's security and worth 
bill ions of dollars in terms^of the world's confidence, who 
was a messiah to the oppressed, who was more dangerous 
than danger itself, who had the recklessness of troubling 
trouble before trouble troubled her, who was born to die 
so that others can live to live, who loved to live on 
mountains with huge shady trees and a running brook, who 
despised most Golf Hitler for his megalomaniac, sadistic and 
barbarous actions, who was a symbol of Indias ' freedom , 
unity and strength, who was a passionate proponent of 
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reconcil iat ion and peace among nations and of better life 
for the deprived of all lands, who was God to the needy 
and devil to her detractors at the same time, who possessed 
the remarkable qualities like ken perception, fine intuition 
powers, positive will, magnetism, dynamism, courtesy, 
generosity, loyalty, sympathy, patience, power of self 
expression, persistency, determination, active faculty of 
inspiration, good insight into human nature, capability, 
ambition, land hard work and who without any formal 
educat ion could become the world leader , will be 
remembered in history for centuries to come. 
Mrs. Gandhi strove hard to revitalize India's entire 
cultural heritage; the flowering of music, dance architecture 
and rural and tribal arts and tradit ions; the amelioration 
of the handicapped, the afflicted an the aged; the promotion 
of women and children; conservation of nature and wild life, 
promotion of sports, mountaineering and the spirit of 
adventure. Scientists, philosophers; artists and those who 
belonged to other walks of the regarded her as their guide 
and friend. She desired high standards and uniformity in 
education; criticism our educational system as muggy; she 
believed in neatness and cleanliness, ; she loved all Indians 
irrespective of caste, creed, religion and region; she was 
interested in the upliftment of the Scheduled Castes and 
tribes people; she was deeply religious and visited shrines 
PART -TWO 
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GANDHI INDIRA. ABROAD-VISIT. 
NOT BY Publicity Alone. Eastern Economist: 53, 2; 1969, July, 4; 
55-6 . 
The Persistent attempts of the Prime Minister's establishment and 
its annexes to create an illusion of diplomatic achievement is claimed 
to be scored by Mrs.Indira Gandhi or her favourate Minister visits 
to Japan and Indonesia should be assessed criticallty rather than 
otherwise.Mrs.Gandhi believe that her Kabul visit has prepared the 
ground for the flow over land of transit trade in Indian and Afghan 
merchandise through Pakistan.The Prime Minister has described her 
visit to Japan and Indonesia as "very good and successful". It is 
not too much to ask of the publicitiy organs of the Prime Ministe's 
establishment that they should resist the temptation to present her 
latest travels abroad as yet another famous personal victory for Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi. 
GANDHI, INDIRA, ACCUSE, SHEIKH ABDULLA, 1980. 
SHEIKH ABDULLA on Mrs. Indira Gandhi.Muslim India: 2, 2; 1984, 
Nov; 50. 
On march 18, 1980, Sheikh Abdulla accused the state Congress 
(I) Leader of conspiring to topple him. In a press interview on August 
8, 1980 said that the current path of agitational politics followed 
by the Congress(I) in Jammu and Kashmir it was not to ventilate 
people's given arms as was claimed but to create a law and order 
situation in these states in order to pave the way for the Congress 
(I) to return to power. In onother interview he said that she wants 
the state Chief Minister to be at her back and call. But I am not 
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an Autalay who sits or stand at her building I am elected by my 
people and I am answerable to them. 
, ACTIVITAES. 
MRS.GANDHI'S come back trail. Indian Express: 65, 217; 
1977, Aug, 2; 4. 
Mrs Gandhhi is on the comeback trai. Its is hard to explain 
Mrs.Gandhi's recent activities except as the unfolding of a well conceived 
plan to return to a more active political role. She had never renounced 
her interest in the congfiguration of power within the Congress party. 
Mr. Brahamanda Reddy was her nominee for the party presidentship. 
Mrs. Gandhi is trying to retain her influence in the party through 
the exertions of willing and energetic proxies. She has decided that 
she can only fight back by coming into the open. Mrs Gandhi's come 
back campaign is still in a low key. She will not make the mistakt: 
of over reaching herself until she has tested her support. The odds 
therefore are still very much against Mrs. Gandhi.But if there is one 
thing Mrs.Gandhi has proved time and again in her political carrer. 
it is that she will not be demanded by the enormity of the test. 
She will fight hard and she has the courage not to be deterred 
if the only way in which she can reestablish herself is by risking 
one more split in the party like the one she engineered in 1969. 
, ACTION - POLITICS. 
4. INDIA NEEDS new leadership. Point of view: 4, 28; 1973, sept, 8: 
1-2. 
In an interview to a German newspaper, the Prime Minister Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi said that she wished to go down in hsitory as a person 
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who tried her best give a new direction to Indian society under hei 
stewarship the already degenerate Congress party politics touched the 
lowest point of indiscipline and degradation. For example black money 
according to Krishna Kant has began to plaly a massive role in 
the Congress. Indians problems are not managerial. India needs a 
counter culture. 
, , ADDRESS-MEETING-CONGRESS. 
KENNETH (Labich), RAMANUJAM (R). One step backNews week: 
1977, oct, 3; 9. 
Wearing a scowl and a woolen Kashmiri shawl Indira Gandhi rose 
to address a post midnight New Delhi meeting of her fellow Congress 
party leader. The former Prime Minister began by telling the crowd 
that she had no opologies to make for the stern measure she took 
during her 21 month "state of emergency she betterly denounced their 
Calls for an end to the factionalism that has plagued the party since 
its defeat Mrs. Gandhi concluded her remark by denying any personal 
political ambitions. The former Prime Minister had been riding a wave 
of public sympathy and her supporters have been pushing hards for 
her return to the leadership of the Congress party. 
, , ADMINISTRATION. 
6. PASSING THE Buck. India Today: 9, 14; 1984, July, 31; 347. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi summoned the 67 year old bureaucrat 
from a quiet holiday in Darjeeling and ordered him to take the reins 
of the beleaguered state after she was forced to remove her own 
party's government with the ouster of Pandey and Bhindar, Mrs 
Gandhi appears to be suddenly discovering the incompetence of people 
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she has known for years.Since the resignation of the govciner Jaisuk 
Lai Hathi in August 1981 and befor Satarawala, Mrs Gandhi has 
appointed four Punjab governers Aminuddin Khan Ahmad had an eight 
mouth, Marri Channa Reddi stayed for 10 month, A P Sharma foi 
just six, and Pandey survive for nine month. 
, AFTER - SIX MONTH. 
INDIRA GANDHI : Six Wasted Months.Main stream: 4. 47; 1966, 
July, 23; 3-4. 
In these six months, she has been Prime Minister of the world 
s largest democracy, Smt. Indira Gandhi has caused more confusion 
and a greater sense of uncertainty about the future than her less 
glamorous predecessor was able to do in eighteen month. She began 
with much good will and ardent support of progressive sections within 
the Congress. Before she become the Prime Minister Smt. Gandhi 
publicly rebuked those who were demigrating her father and trying 
to undermine his policies, she spoke vigorusly of the need to establish 
socialism in the country and emphasized the need for self feliance. 
She was elected Prime Minister because first she is the daughter 
of Jawahar Lai Nehru and secondaly it was thought by the Congress 
leadeship that her presence at the helm would ensure continuation 
of the Nehru legacy. 
, ANTI-COMMUNAL MOVEMENT. 
8. ANTI-COMMUNAL Movement: New dimension of the crusades Secular 
Democracy: 3, 12; 1970, Dec, 5; 8. 
The 5th National convention against communalism, was held in 
New Delhi from 11-13 , 1970 it was a major attempt to mobilise 
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public opinion and move a head in the cherished direction of our 
secular nationhood in practice this convention is a more significant 
Indian version of Fascism was never as grave as it is today. No 
one in the country is mor conscious of the danger to our democracy 
then the Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi. She had taken up hersell 
the task of carrying on this crusade against communalism as the most 
urgent national necessity. 
, APRAISAL , INDEPENDENCE. 
SIGNIFICANT INDEPENDENCE day .Indian Workers: 23 44 ; 1975, 
This paper is on appraisal by the Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi 
on the significance of Independence day. To mark the duation a 21 
point economic. The 21 point economic programme announced by 
the Prime Minister aims at the elevation of the living standard o\ 
the Vk'eaker section and enjoys the overwhelming support of the masses. 
The programme was to wipe out the rural independence, the abolishing 
of bounded labour enforcing a realistic minimum wage for the agricultural 
labour the implementation of participative management and similar measures 
have all along been demanded by the trade unions, but could not 
be achieved in the face of an organised and effective resistance from 
the vested interest. The working class, especially the organised working 
class have magnifically responded to the call of the Prime Minister 
to play their role in the sucessful implementation of 21 point programme 
It is the responsibilitly to see the workers are not deprived of theii 
legitmate rights. If every section of our society shoulders its responsibility 
our march towards the cherished goal of demcoratic socialism is bound 
to be accelerated. 28th anniversary of our independence pledge our 
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massive support to the Prime Minister's efforts to build up a strong 
India on this solid base of political and economic democracy. 
, , APPEAL, PARTIES. 
](). MRS. GANDHI'S appeal. NOW: 6, 3; 1969, Sept, 5; 3-4. 
The leftward orentation which Mrs. Indira Gandhi has given to 
her government has undoubtly succeeded in reviving the flagging interest 
of the people in the Congress. Her style, the thing which Mr. Asokii 
Mehta found so objectionable was precisely the thing which endeared 
her to the non-party masses and made them feel that she means 
business when she talks of socialism. It was not Mrs. Gandhi socialism 
alone that appealed to the masses. In the revolt staged by her against 
the organizational leaders of the party they saw the possibility of 
the emergency of a strong leadership which the country has not had 
since the death of Lai Bahadur Shastr. The appeal of Mrs. Gandh 
to 'likeminded' individual and parties to return to the Congress (n 
add vitality and strength to the party's socialist impulse corresponds 
to the needs of the time. It is true that the functioning of a democracy 
requires a strong democratic opposition, it is also true that the requirements 
of rapid economic development demands a strong government. 
, , ARREST. 
II, DRAMA AND incompetence in Delhi. HimmaiL 13, 49; 1977, Oct, 
7; 5. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi image suffered a setback if her arrest on 
criminal charges that of the govt and of the Home Ministry was 
equally fornished when the proceedings initiated against Mrs. Gandhi 
by C.B.I, were found inadequate by one of the Dehi's megistrate. 
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Mrs. Gandhi and the emergency can be held responsbile for many 
things but not for the bungling. So conspiciously displayed by the 
authorities over the prosecution Mrs. Gandhi and the congress colleagues 
have called the arrest political. The more serious accusation againsi 
Mrs. Gandhi and her colleagues was of having subcited that constitution 
and democracy in this country. Whether Mrs. Gandhi is in jail oi 
on bail or quite free one hopes she will reflect not so much on 
where others were wrong. As for the govt it must investigate the 
reasons for the mess up. 
, , ASSASSINATION. 
AFTER THE black Wednesday. Southern Economist: 23, 13; 1984, 
Nov, l ; l - 3 . 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi Prime Minister of India was assassinated oil 
Wednesday, October31. Mrs. Gandhi died as she lived-an extraordinary 
brave woman who triedat considerable risk to her self, to uphold 
secularism which remains the keystone of the Indian republic. She 
never suspected that members of her own security staff would murder 
her. This is an aspect of sikh fanaticism which even the shrewdest 
among our intelligence men had not accurately grasped. Mrs. Gandhi's 
death leaves a void which is difficult to fill. From the day she was 
sworn in as India'sthird P.M on January 24, 1966 to the day (october 
31, 1989), she fell to the bullets of assassins, Mrs, Gandhi ruled 
the country in a style which was uniquely her own.She was at tht 
helm for virtually the entire period spanning these two dates except 
for a brief, spell of Janata Experimentation (March 1977 to July 
1979). After Nehru's death, India has not produce a leader of international 
stature.The only exception to this was Mrs.Indira Gandhi. 
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, REACTION. 
13. CHACKO (Arun). After the assassination.ImErinl; 24, 9; 1984, Dec;7-
8. 
When Indira Gandhi collapsed under a hail of stengen fired by 
her own security guards, it was yet another nail in the coffin ol 
Indian democracy. Mahatma Gandhi had been assassinated 37 years 
ago, but never had an Indian Prime Minister been so eliminated, 
Mrs. Gandhi's horrific death ended an era in Indian politics it is 
no secret that Mrs. Gandhi's style first ensurd her own and then 
her family's political pre-eminence, sometimes at great coast to the 
country she subverted democratic norms to destroy political threats. 
There can be no doubt that thereaction of many misguided sikhs 
to Mrs. Gandhi's death wasd despicable. Many opposed Mrs. Gandhi 
but her kiling was unforgivable. 
, ASSASSINATION. 
14. GANDHI (Rajiv). Uphold the unity of India .Secular Democracy; 17; 
10; 1984, Oct;l-2. 
Indira Gandhi India's Prime Minister, has been assassinated. She 
was mother not only to me but to the whole nation. She served 
the Indian people to the last drop of her blood the country knows 
with what tireless dedication she toiled for the development of India. 
Her heart was the dream of a united peace and prosperous India 
An India in which all Indians irrespective of their religion, language 
or political persuation line togeather as one big family in and atmosphere 
free from mutual rivalries and prejudices. This is a moment of 
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profound grief, Indira Gandhi is no more but her soul lives. 
15. KANJU (N). End of an era. Carvan; 779; 1984, Nov, 2; 13 - 4 
Indira Gandhi has been assassinated like Gandhi Ji, Indira Gandhi 
too fell a prey to religious fanaticism.Indira Gandhi too used religion 
for political ends.While using religion in the name of majority and 
minority she perphaps did not realize that she was nurturing a Frank 
Kemistein's Monster, which would one day devour her, she died, like 
a true commander, leading her troops in the thide of battle.Mrs.Gandhi 
did not have much of a formal education.She was not even a graduate, 
but her schooling in diverse institutions.Shanti Niketan, Switzerland and 
Oxford endowed her with qualities of a world citizens. Lecmuri Bhawan 
was her real political? where she quarters. Prime Minister Lai Bahadur 
Shastri inducted Indira GAndhi into his cabinet as the Minister for 
information and Broadcasting. By the time shstri died in 1966. Indira 
was also ready to throw her hat into the ring. The victories war 
with Pakistan in 1971 and the liberation of Bangladesh made Mrs 
GAndhi a heroine to the people. Indira Gandhi is no man, will Indian 
demoocracy, free from her personal charisma, gain strength. 
16. ROY. (Ajit). Failure of Indira Gandhi Economic and Political weekly: 
19; 45; 1984; Nov, 10; 96-7. 
Indira Gandhi's death is a tragedy in more than the apparent sense. 
It reflects the more fundamental tragedy of the post independence 
developement in India. The circumstances that led to the heinous crime 
on October 31 have their roots. In the frustraions and contradictions 
of the Nehru era and Indira Gandhi continued the Nehru line. The 
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continuity is manifest indeed in the most fundamental role of both 
Jawaharlal Nehru and Indira. Both were highly charismatic leaders 
Indira took over the Prime Ministership more or less as a pawn 
in the faction fight btween syndicate and its rivals soon came to 
realise that her political survival with some measure of dignity and 
independecne depended on the lack of an organic unity with in the 
party. Indira Gandhi never herited to bracle any rule, moral, ethical 
or political constitutional with out as much as bathing an eyelid. The 
tragedy began with Nehru who despite all hjis eglitraan profesions 
ended with an even more inegalitarian society than he had started 
with Indira Gansi's failure is even greater. 
17. VASFI (Ausaf Saied). Mr Clean Must cleanse the Augean statebles 
first. Radiance: 20; 27; 1984; Nov, 17; 1. 
She has entered into history. What lent the most poignant touch 
to the tragedy of the late Prime Minister is the cirmustances in which 
she was forced to say a dieu to this world, when the mortal remains 
of Mrs. Indria Gandhi assassinated by her own security guards in 
her residence on October 31, were consigned to flames on Novermber3, 
the political observer had in a somewhat clinical manner started sizing 
up the yongest Prime minister of the largest democtacy in the world. 
He is just 40. After Indira Gandhi assasination Rajiv Gandhi elder 
son of late, Prime Minister. Indira Gandhi wag,,become the. Prime 
Minister. 
. AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 
18. WHY INDIRA did not write her autiobigraphyEconomic Times: 12, 
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223; 1984, Nov, 6; 4. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi did not write her autobiography because she 
did not want to hurt so many people by writing the truth according 
to Miss Seton one of her close friend for 30 years, the request 
for writing an autobiography had been made to Mrs Gandhi by six 
or seven publisher after her defeat in 1977 elections. Miss Seton 
had suggested to Mrs Gandhi that she agreed, so that she did not 
remain an enigma. The Shah commission were in progress then. Miss 
Seton who is 75 told in news paper that Mrs. Maneka Gandhi her 
daughter in law had done more damage to Mrs. Gandhi than any 
one else. 
, BAD-TIME. 
19. TRIUMPH AND tragedy. India Today: 6, 1; 1981, Jan, 15; 70 
75. 
It was her best of years .It was her worst of years .If Mrs 
Indira Gandhi ever wrote an autobiography, the section of 1980 would 
appear in red print for the extremes of joy and sorrow between 
which she swung, and with her the nation plodded with wobbly steps. 
The year began with Mrs. Gandhi staging her own return from Elba 
after being out in the wilderness for 33 months. It was one of historic 
most spectacular comeback, like a phoenic, she rose from the ashes. 
baffling pollsters and assorted political pundits. In a massive upsurge 
of public opinion in her favour, and also against the misrule of the 
Janata-Lokdal combine, she clinched a two-thirds majority in India's 
seventh Parliament.The poll victory was not only endorsement of her 
policies but also those of her controversial son Sanjay.She rode into 
office with no semblance of an opposition visible any where. Her own 
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party , Congress(I) was a wasteland of leadership where she stood 
out like a bare monolish. 
, BAN-COALMINES. 
20. NO MORE. Frontier: 17, 9; 1984, Oct, 20; 3-4. 
With the recent banning of strikes in coalmines under ESMA Mrs. 
Gandhi has once again demonstrated that she does not promulgate 
emergency to reap the harvest of emergency. Politicians who have 
been talking about Mrs Gandhi's autocracy for so long in theory 
are now left without opinion to fight it out in practise, in mines 
inldustrial establishment . the ban came in the face of 85,000 workers 
strike in Singereml collieries in Andra pradesh. The workers defied 
it though Mr. N. T. Rama Rao failed to condemn the imposition 
of the draconian ESMA in coal mines. The energy ministery seems 
to have done it without ulterior motive to delay implecation of the 
National Coal Wage Agreement in and payments of bonus. The leftist 
have done their job by describing the banning of the strikes as some 
thing similar to taking away the fundamental right to the working 
class. 
, BANGLADESH-WAR. 
21. LIMAYE (Madhu). Indian Perspective.Indian Left Review: 2, 4; 1973, 
June; 8-10. 
With in a year and a half from the spectacular, though by no 
means surprising victory of Indian arms in the Bangladesh war, the 
country finds itself in the grip of an unprecedented economic crises. 
It would be unduly optimistic to call this a passing phase. The current 
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difficulties are not caused mainly by the vagarief of the weather, the 
failure of rains has marely uncovered the deep rooted disease in 
the national economic policy and society itself. Mrs. Gandhi's thoughtless 
and reckless policies of the last four years have aggravated the crises. 
These policies were supposed to end poverty, eliminate unemployment 
and bring socialism. But as a matter of fact inequalities of wealth 
have increased, national income has fallen and there has been a more 
unequal distribution of income among the various classes, thanks to 
inflation and flourishing black market. 
, BIRTHDAY. 
22. INDIRA GANDHI 48. Link: 8, 16; 1965, Nov, 28; 7-8. 
Indira Gandhi received from Italian President Saragat an award 
for achievement in the field of diplomacy. The award consist of a 
gold medal and a cramec statue of Isabella d este. She was also 
made an honorary member of the Roman Academy Vel Solidatis Quirinalis. 
The first Indian to be so honoured Indira Gandhi has done a remarkable 
piece of work by spreading better understanding of post-Nehru India, 
its policies and attitudes in the country. The Italian honour came 
immediately after her 48 birthday. Like her father Nehru, Indira Gandhi 
is impatent with the forces that stands in the way of India's advance. 
She has never hidden her feelings about the short comings of the 
leadership nor she hesitated to come out in support of what she 
considerd right. She spoke against communalism when it threatened 
national unity. She came out against linguistic fanatism among the Hindi 
enthusastics as also among Mrs. Gandhi's autocracy for so long in 
theory are now left with one opinion to fight it out in practice, 
in mines industrial establishment. The ban came in the face of 85,000, 
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workers strike in Singeraul collieries in Andhra Pradesh the workers 
defied it though Mr. N.T. Rama Rao failed to condemn the impositionof 
the draconian ESMA in coalmines. The energy ministry seems to have 
done it with an ulterior motive to delay implementation of the National 
Coal Wage Agreement in and payments of Bonus. The leftiest have 
done their Job by describing this banning of strikes as some thing 
similar to taking away the fundamental right to the working class, 
the oponents of Hindi when language disterbances broke out in Madras 
she reminded the nation of its obligation to work for peace. 
23. GANDHI (Indira ). My father was not my Mentor .India Today: 
7, 22; 1982, Nov, 30; 80-84. 
On November 19, 1982 Prime Minister Indira Gandhi clebrates 
her 65th birthday for 13 of those 65 years she had ruled over 
the largest democracy in the world with varying and debatable success. 
It is, however, a reign that has assured her a comparatively prominent 
niche in history. Mrs. Gandhi was a shrewd politicians, a rathless 
enemy, an imperious empress a megalomaiae, an Iron lady. She is 
infact much more a bewildering complexity of character's that have 
paraded through her life at one stage or another. She was also the 
charming gracious statesman who emerges on her frequent forays outside 
the country brilliantly plumaged and glib of tongue and taste. Finally, 
there is yet another Mrs. Gandhi, the woman, the mother and the 
housewife of her many facts, the last named is probably the only 
one where the real Mrs. Gandhi comes through where the woman 
in her overshadows the larger-than life image. 
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, BUDGET. 
24. DAVE (Rohit). Budget. Purswit of growth with social Justice. 
Janta: 25, 7; 1970, Mar, 8, 12. 
No finance Minister should expect general approval for his budget 
for a simple reason that the economic realities make it impossible 
to provided to for development without leying heavy burdon on almost 
all the sections of the people. It is difficult even to budget for a 
status quo in viwe of the economec backlock of unemployment. On 
all acounts therefor, the task before Smt. Gandhi was extremely difficults 
she has faced all these challenges boldy and has presented a budget 
that stears clear number of pitfalls. In Bombay she had emphasised 
that the economic programme promised to that people should be such 
as would be democratic setup. Even items of the programme adopted 
by the Bombay session of the ruling congress has been taken seriously. 
, BURMA-VISIT. 
25. MRS.GANDHI'S Visit to Burma.Indian and Foregin Review: 6: 12 
1996, April, 1. 
The four day visit of the Indian Prime Minister to Burma enabled 
her to hold talks with the Burmes chairman of the Revolutionary 
council, Genral Ne win on bilateral and international matters of, common 
intrest. During a century of British rule in Burma and India, a large 
number of Indian nationals were encouraged to settle in Burma and 
Indian traders also went there. Following the Japanese invaions during 
world war II and therefor, a large number Indian settlers returen 
to India leaving their properties. Some of these were taken over 
by the Burmees government under their national laws. As a result 
of Mrs. Gandhi's visit to Burma and talks held at official level, it 
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is likely that payment of compensation to Indians who left assets and 
consideration of granting of citizenship to persons who had applied 
for Burmese nationality would be expedited. Mrs Gandhi and genral 
Ne win also agreed that these was considerable scope for further 
expansion of trade between the two contries and expressed the firms 
desire of their governments to expand mutual trade and commerce. 
, BUSINESS. 
26. MRS. GANDHI'S olive branch to business.Commerce: 124, 3178; 
1972, Apr; 771. 
Annual meeting of the Federation of Indian chambers of commerce 
and Industry has once more provided a platform where the spokesmen 
of the government and industry could meet to discuss the problems 
facing our economic growth. The Prime Minister in her inagural address 
drew attention to the statement in the address Mr. S.S. Kanoria 
president of F.I.C.C. that the view of members of hes federation 
were in acord with the social and economic objective towards which 
the governmentg policies were diracted. She welcomed the statement 
as also the recognition by industry of wider responsiblities of business 
which tranced the earning of the profit. The invitation by the Prime 
Minister to private sector to participate in evolving a vigorous joint 
sector should enthusiastically accepted by businessman. 
, CABINET. 
27. DAS (Narayan). Indira's new techniques.Janta; 28, 25; 1973, Feb, 
6; 1-2. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has invented new technique of by 
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passing the cabinet colleagues and making them look small and insignificant 
she through her secreteriat and advisers where policey decision are 
taken, over the head and behind the back of the cabinet. In the 
parliamentry system norms and connections form the life breath. A 
democratic government is better than a personal or dictatorial one, 
even if the former some times makes the mistakes. The current policies 
of the Prime Minister has been to bring as many experts in the 
cabinet as possible. To her experts are preferable to public man 
having some links with the masses. 
28. RANGNEKAR (Ok). Indira's Cabinet-Economic Times: 5,325;1966, 
Jan,29,5. 
Indira Gandhi is keen to associate the people more actively 
and purposefully in the preprations and implimentations of plans and 
to break the barriers between the public and the bureaucratic system 
of administration.She cannot achieve this objective without a fundamental 
reform in the administration and the structure and look of the 
government.Her preesent Government is essentially an inoffencive one 
,almost a conventional type.The average age is misleading because 
some of the key ministers are on the wrong side of sixty and only 
a few in the fifties.But with the type of horsetrading that had preceede 
the contest for the high office Mrs Gandhi has no choice.She could 
not have ousted or even distributed , the ministreal passenger without 
disturbing the party. With this tight framework Mrs. Gandhi was trying 
to reshuffleportfolios.She was concerned mainly with the key portfolios 
of Finance , External Affairs and Home.Mrs. Gandhi was wanting 
to take over External Affairs and assign Mr. Swaran Singh to the 
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management of House Affairs .She also loyed with the idea of entrusting 
Finance to a Senior person.The Syndicate disapproved of any radical 
change which involved major shifts in the portfolios of their nominees 
and friends. 
, CAREER, POLITICAL. 
29. EDITOR'S NOTEBOOKCommerce: 122, 3124; 1971, March, 20; 
505. 
Mrs. Gandhi's breathtaking sweep at the poll might, ironically through 
up the greatest challenge of her political career.She has proved to 
be a better leader in the crisis then what her father was.Jawahar 
Lai Nehru had Mahatma Gandhi to rely on .What shocked some 
people was her strength in crisis.The real test of Mrs. Gandhi's leadership 
will be in the field of resource mobilisation both monetary and man 
power.The promises that the newCongress have made can be fulfilled 
only if resource are quickly mobilised through numerous measures 
and bold political divisions .Mrs. Gandhi's congress is also as broad 
based as Mr. Nehru's. 
, CHARGES CORRUPTION. 
30. RAJ NARAIN.Charges against Mrs. Gandhi.Statman: 2412; 1975, 
June, 21; 4. 
In the view of Mr. Raj Narain , Mrs. Gandhi has been convicted 
not on minor technical grounds as was being made out by the foriegn 
press and certain vested interest in the country but on major charges 
of corruption.Also she had been unable to explain the consistencies 
in her statements .Mr. Raj Narain alleged that Indian Embassies abroad 
had fed and feasted reporters an orders from Indira to make them 
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publish favourable comments .Legally and morally she had ceased 
to be Prime Minister immidiately after the judgement not withstanding 
the stay.Various methods have been adopted to pressurize Mr. Justice 
Sinha, his personal assistant was threatened with murder.He felt Mrs. 
Gandhi may even enact the drama of resigning and the President 
could be asked to dissolve the Parliament and asked her to form 
a caretaker government.The Allahabad High Courrt Bar Association 
strongly condemned those who criticized and cast as persons on Mr. 
Justice Sinha for his judgement. 
, CHARISMA. 
31. KAUL (Sumer).End of charismatic careerlndian Express: 12, 350; 
1984, Nov, 1;4. 
The death of Mrs. Indira Gandhi brings to an end one of the 
most charismatic determind colourfuU and triumphant political career 
of her 20th century.The 16 years of her PrimeMinistership involving 
great affection among her countryman and administration mingled with 
awe among her political opponents at home and abroad.Joining the 
government in 1964 as Minister for information and Broadcasting in 
Lai Bahadur Shastri's cabinate. She became the independent Indias 
third Prime Minister after Shastri's death in Tashkent in 1966. Mrs. 
Gandhi and her congress party were defeated in the post emergency 
election of 1977 but contrary to the general impression at the time, 
this did not mark the end of the end of the road of her, in less 
than three years she and her party were back at the helm. In 1941, 
Indira Gandhi married Feroze Gandhi a childhood friend and a parsi 
despite strong objections from the family. Her death bring's to mind 
what Motilal Nehru told his wife swarun Rani who was unhanov 
\1 
that a girl rather than a boy had born to Jawahar and Kamla, for 
all you know, this daughter of Jawahar's may prove better than a 
thousand sons. Indira Gandhi fulfilled this prophecy in full measure. 
, COMMUNALISM. 
32. GOYAL (DR). Communal Challenge to Indira Gandhi.Secular 
Democracy: 2, 1-2; 1969, Annual Number ; 15-6. 
On January 24, 1969, Smt. Indira Gandhi completed three as 
the Prime Minister of India. The three years of her stewardship have 
been characterised by an ascending curve of communalism. It has 
manifested itself in a more vigorous, even aggressive, form. There 
have been more communal riots during these three years as compared 
to the previous nineteen years of freedom. The growth of communalism 
under Smt.Gandhi is a paradox. The revival of the National intigration 
council in June 1968 was the manor effort of Smt. Gandhi to meet 
the communal challenge. The srinagar meeting succeeded in creating 
a new way of thinking in the sence that it became a sort of call 
to the nation to rally against those who were trying to divide it 
on communal lines. 
, COLONIALISM. 
3:^ . GANDHI (Indira). Call for end to Colonialism; Mrs Gandhi's address 
at the Common Wealth Summit. Indian Foreign Review;_ ; 
1983, Dec, 16; 6-8. 
Of late worldwide criticsm has been about ending colonialism and 
the role of commonwealth. In this efforts have been made to bring 
forward the views of Indira Gandhi on the subject. She had very 
optly delevered her speed on 3rd November, 1983 in New Delhi 
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while welcoming all the presidents and the Prime Minister's present 
as audeance. She reminded them all that a peaseable number of members 
has already been here and that this country and more New Delhi 
is not unknown to them. In the past as well disecessions had held 
in so far as bringing colonialism to an and is concerned. She rightly 
quated Jawaharlal Nehruex- Prime Minister of India, and her father 
as a Prime Minister of India he was a international figure simply 
because of his being intellectual human and broad minded. 
, COME BACK. 
34. HAZARICA (Sanjay). Mrs. Gandhi on the come back trailHimmat; 
13, 14; 1977, Aug, 12; 9-10. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi has openly made a bid to reestablish her 
hold on the congress party. Having stayed away from all policy making 
meetings meetings since her election defeat Mrs. Gandhi chose her 
movement to stage her come back by attending the meeting of the 
congress parliamentry board. This fear of Mrs. Gandhi making a comeback 
has had the beneficial effect of creating fresh unity in the janta. 
TheJanta should be moulded into a cohesive, organised party and 
we should develop a clear cut ideology and programme. Mrs. Gandhi's 
reentry into political life seems to have said that she is not returning 
to achive politics now. 
, CONFERENCE. 
35. FACING HARSH facts. Times of India; 165, 95; 1983April. 7;8. 
Mrs. Gandhi's fear voiced at the conference of the state chief 
Ministers that the country may have lost its hard-won self sufficienchy 
in food production is entirely Justified. Infact this happened at least 
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wo years ago and should have been followed by decisive changes 
in policy. By expressing her own anxiety over rising food grains imports. 
The truth is that India has never been really self sufficient in food 
grains. Since agriculture is by and large a state subjects Mrs. Gandhi 
was right to exhort the Chief Ministers to increase production. 
, , JAMMU AND KASHMIR. 
36. KASHMIR: Shadow Boxing Continues. Carvans: 753; 1983, Oct, 
2; 12. 
The national conference of J and K and the Indira Congress 
are only two sides of the same coin. When Sheikh Abdullan died, 
it was with the blessing of Mrs. Gandhi that his son Farooq became 
the Chief Minister. By this Mrs. Gandhi not only creating a precedent 
for the future elevation of her son Rajiv, but also hoping to gobble 
the National Conferrence that was now in weaker hands. Farooq 
,Abdullha took the advantage of special conditions in Kashmir and 
put forward impossible demands. When the Congress demanded for 
an alliance in past assembly election. He also won again the Congress 
(I) with a considrable majority. 
, CONGRESS-DECLINE. 
37. MRS. GANDHI on the run. Caravan: 721; 1982, June, 1; 12-3. 
The May mini-general election has unequivally proved that Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi's Congress is on the path of step decline. Neverthless 
the Prime Minister and her partymen many interpret the poll results 
to prove that they are getting more popular. In Kerala, the United 
Democratic Front (U.D.F.) has won 77 seats out of the total of 
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140. But the share of the Congress (I) in it is only 20. Kerala 
still remains a Mad-house of religions and castes and the congress 
(I) had taken into its fold every caste-based group to get the votes 
of the communal minded the two factions of Kerala Congress representing 
the christians the national Democratic Party representing the Mairs, 
the Socialist Republican Party of the Ezhavas andthe Indian Union 
Muslim League, all are party of the U.D.F. Neverthless the B.J.P 
can claim that it has faced the ruling Congress (I) single handed 
and demolished the reputation of Indira Gandhi in Himachal. The Congress 
(I) has losts its lold on this mountain fortress for good there is 
no doubt that Mrs. Indira Gandhi had taken the elections as an 
aud test of her mass popularity and a step towards the fulfilment 
of her ambition to put Rajiv Gandhi in Prime Minister's chair. So 
personalised was the campaign that no other Congress (I) leader held 
any credibility, not to speak of charisma. Mrs. Gandhi not only failed 
to get a majority anywhere, her efforts to launch her son Rajiv became 
a dismal non-starter. 
, DEFEAT. 
38. BERINDRANATH (Dewan). Poll de bade: Early DesetersDemocratic 
World: 12, 4; 1983, Jan, 23; 5-6. 
The Pro-Indira Gandhi euphoria of January 1980 is now being 
replaced with its opposite. The defeat of the Congress (I) in the 
two state assembly elections in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh is 
being read as the beginning of the end. The opposition although hopelessly 
divided-never felt so good since 1977. The B.J.P. in particular appears 
on the upswing. They are gunning for the control of the Metropolitan 
council and the Delhi Municipal Corporation. This could establish the 
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B.J.P. as the most important alternative to the ruling party in 
the North. The B.J.P. may or may not come to power, what is 
surprising is the mood of utter despodency among the Congress (I) 
ranks. The common and the humble worker of the party traditionally 
loyal to Mrs. Indira Gandhi and her family, may still remain committed 
to the conviction that Mrs. Gandhi alone is capable of keeping this 
country United. 
, CONGRESS-PLENARY SESSION,CALCUTTA. 
39. IN SEARCH OF WHAT? Democratic World: 13, 1; 1984, Jan, 
1; 3-4. 
The pleanary session of the Congress (I) at Calcutta appears to 
be an oceassion when Rajiv Gandhi can be projectec as the successor 
to Mrs. Gandhi. This can be done by taking prepartory steps to make 
him president of the Congress (I) while Mrs. Indira Gandhi step down. 
Can Rajiv Gandhi in ject some purpose and fire into the organisation 
so for he has played safe and taken to mikkle of the road. Position 
on most subjects that may be because he does not want to emparass 
Mr. Indira Gandhi. 
, CONGRESS, RULE. 
40. CONGRESS ROLE. Indian Express: 65, 224; 1977, Aug, 10; 4. 
After the difeat in march the Congress Party did not at ones 
proceed to pure it self of the element which had brought it disgrace 
and public contempts the reasons were under standable. Most member 
of the party saw taht there had to be some kind of expiation. Mrs. 
Gandhi's responsibility in bringing to near destruction, such as that Mrs. 
Gandhi still controlled vast funds collected in the name of the party. 
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It was hoped at the time that Mrs. Gandhi would herself with draw 
from an active role in the party and save it from avoidable embarrasment. 
Mrs Gandhi many have little thaougt for the intrest of the party in 
the personal predicament in which she is placed and it is a tribute 
to the megnetic qualities of her personality that inspite of the discredit 
she has brought on herself and party. She can still count on the loyality 
of several, Congressmen. The setback to the Congress is not the ends 
of its role in Indian polity. But the first condition for the fulfiment 
of that role is that the party.returns to its proud, democratic heritage. 
, CONSTIUTION-EMERGENCY. 
41. NOORANI (AG). Emergency and the Constitution.Indian Express; 65, 
107; 1977, March, 5; 4. 
A proclamation of emergancy was issued by the Presicent on 
December, 3 1971 immediately after Pakistan's air attacks on Indian 
territory, that day on the gorund that security of India 15 threatened 
by external aggression The Simla pact of 1972 and the resumption 
of diplomatic relations with Pakistan in 1975 as a deliberate step, 
have eroded the basis of the this proclamation. The proclamation of 
emergency on, the ground internal disturbance was issued on June 25 
1975. The next day the Prime Minister Mrs. Indira said in her broadcast, 
I am sure that internal conditions will speedily improve to enable us 
to dispense with this proclamation as soon as possible.The emergency 
affect not only individuals rights but the very vituls of constitutional 
government in this country.The constitution (Art.352) enables the President 
to issue a proclamation only if he is satisfied that a grave emergency 
exists where by the security of India is threatened, whether by war 
or external aggression or internal disturbance. 
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,CONTEST-BI-ELECTIONS. 
42. NEW CROWN prince ; Eastern Economist ; 76, 21; 1981, May, 22; 1254. 
Mr.Rajiv Gandhi elder son of Mrs. Indira Gandhi has emerged 
from the wings on to the political stage.He has decided to contest this 
by-election to parliament from Amethi, the constitutency which earlier returned 
his brother Sanjay.India is a feudal state which loves sons of famous people 
and even brother of in famous people.Mr.Rajiv Gandhi's election to parliament 
will not by itself restore primacy to democratic procedures, for he enjoys 
powers far beyond those of a mere member of parliament. He has modestly 
told reporters for months that he is not in politics, but simply helping mummy.But 
Mummy happens to be the most important person in the country, and 'helping 
mummy' is a euphemism for running thecountry. He is the second most 
important person in the country and should be given the official responsiblity 
and answerability to the people that was to accompany such power.Mrs.Gandhi 
remarks that Rajiv could not take the place of Sanjay. Mrs.Gandhi emphasised 
that Rajiv and Sanjay are two entirely different person to which the only 
logical reaction can be "thank God".With the rise of Rajiv Gandhi the future 
of democracy looks secure.The future of our democracy depends critically 
on the character of the feudal lords who rule it Pandit Jawahar Lai 
Nehru moulded the country in one fashion, Mrs.Gandhi in quite another. 
,CURRUPTION. 
43. MRS GANDHI on curruption : Assam and CommunalismRadiance; 
19, 41; 1983 May, 11; 9. 
During the Congress(I) govt of India had also been stamped as currupt 
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and communal.lt was a slur against nation the nation which in the past 
had been advocating as the largest democracy in the world.Curruption 
not only made weak but weakest nation of the world .All kind of development 
suffered beyond immagination. Then Indira Gandhi tried hard to remove currupi 
practice and elimenated currupt people from the scene.She tried to fight 
as hard as possible, but could do little, one person cannot change the 
moral of the persons single handedly.lt needs joint and sincere efforts from 
all quarters, Mrs Indira Gandhi once pointed out that law own honourable 
member and I am sure of any firm ground on this issue still vacant going 
to make any wild statement through opposition expect me as such to make 
my image, worse we have our own ways to the all rounded curruption. 
,CRUCIAL TIME. 
44. CRUCIAL TIMES : Patriot. 13, 83; 1975, June, 21; 6. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi told the lakhs of people who had come from all 
part of the country to express faith in leadership that the nation would 
be making a costly mistake if not failed to see in the present rightist 
campaign for her removal a political conspiracy in which powerful internal 
and external forces were involved.Mrs.Gandhi is right in pointing out that 
the present campaign against her was not started after the Allahabad High 
Court verdict but is a contribution of the effort to drive her from power 
which began in 1969. At the massive rally the prime minister spoke of establishing 
the country's stability on new economic foundations. 
,CRISIiS. 
45. TREMORS OF TENSION. India Today: 7, 7; 1982, April, 15; 14-23. Even 
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as Mrs.Indira Gandhi was busy propogating India's image in Britian, her 
own monolithic Congress (I) was displaying visible tremors of tension.Suddenly, 
the multiple problems that have plagued the party seemed to be coming 
to a boil/and Mrs Gandhi could find herself.Saddled with some unpleasant 
disciplinary decisions.Above all, these were signs that Mrs.Gandhi was losing 
her grip.This article is about an analysis of the current crisis. 
, CRITICISM-BRITISH PRESS. 
46. NAIR (VM).British Press Critical of Mrs.Gandhils performance.2840; 1975, 
June, 16; 6. 
The British reaction to India's current political and constitutional crisis, 
following the Allahabad High Court judgement against Mrs.Gandhi for currupt 
electoral practices has been somewhat meeted.None of the major political 
personalities has publicly commented on the starlling development.Even the 
British press and television normally not noted for restraint have limited 
coverage to factual accounts with an occassional comment on Indian political 
scene and with speculation about the likelyhood of Mrs.Gandhi being forced 
to step down.The British media too have chosen not to sit in Judgment 
over Mrs.Gandhi's reported decision to stay in office, pending her appeal 
to the supreme court.Mrs.Gandhi has proved a ruthless and controversial 
political operator during the nine years of her office.With all her faults, 
she remains the best leader India's 550 million people have got. 
,CRITCISM. 
47. RAJ AN (RKSunder).Two Gandhis-and their charisma :Himmat: 17, 14; 1981, 
sept,l;38-40. 
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Prime Minister Indira Gandhi often claims that she has far less 
power than rulers of other democratic countries.She said that her weakness 
is that she cannot ruthles as many people wished her to be.This is laughable 
because the truth is that no Prime Minister in a democracy has been as 
ruthless as she has been.Even today her style of functioning is basically 
no different from what it was during the emergency.From the time Mrs.Gandhi 
split the Indian Natioal Congress in 1969 she was managed to create the 
impression that she alone has the power to produce tangible results in 
every field.Three reasons account for Mrs.Gandhi's dismal performance in 
almost every field.First she has crossed the peak of her charisma.Second 
the charisma that remains is not working third, whatever power and authority 
she still has is being used for wrong purposes, for narrow selfish ends, 
forself glorification and dynastic succession, not for the nation's good.The 
power of Mrs.Gandhi has been largly a myth.No doubt she has often 
demonstrated her ability to use her authority as Prime Minister and President 
of the ruling party destructively.lt is said that she knows who to put a 
disloyal person in his place says a longtime Indira watcher, she knows 
how to get 100% loyalty promaperson and shealso know how to finish 
him off poliitcally or sdministratively it she suspects adrop of just one percent 
in his loyalty. Mr. Antualay compared Mrs. Gandhiji and that India had 
always been governed by the charisma of its greats sons and daughter. 
But the charisma of Gandhiji produced miracles. 
, CRUSDER, POVERTY. 
48. INDIRA GANDHI Crusader against poverty-Socialist India: 11, 14; 1975, 
Sep, 6; 6. 
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She is the third Prime Miminister of India Smt. Gandhi. In Smt. Gandhi's 
vision, the gift of liberty and nationallization and the democracy and modernise 
are absolutely illuson without a manifest substance of economic prosperity 
and well being of the people. Her crusades has been against crushing poverty 
in a world batterd by and awesome economic crisis. She points out that 
our advances are no less impressive. Smt. Gandhi embodies most truly the 
spirit of India that scales to move on the path of democracy, progress, 
strength and greatness at peace with its self on the world. An indication 
our sympathy with the people was given by her recently at common wealth 
parliamentry association meeting in New Delhi. 
, CONSENSUS. 
49. KHARE (Haish). Time for a Consensus .Hindustan Times: 111, 302; 1984, 
Nov, 1; 8. 
To think of the Indian political scene without the dominant and compelling 
presence of Smt. Indira Gandhi is like to think of Delhi without the Qutub 
Minar or of India without the Ganges. Since 1966 when she first became 
the Prime Minister, she was at the centre of practically every political 
event in this country. Even when out of power she shaped and contorlled 
the agenda of political debate and controversy. The fact that Indira Gandhi's 
assassins were sikh is bound to be misinter preted as a proof the sikh 
community's presumed lack of loyalty and patriotism. But it would be nothing 
but disaster for every one it the entire sikh community is branded as guiltyol' 
this distardly act. Mrs. Gandhi was not enemy of sikhs, and in ordering 
the army action against the terrorist in the golden temple, she was simply 
discharging her duty as the Prime Minister of India. It would be most 
uncheritable to suggest that Mrs. Gandhi became a victim of her own politics. 
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COURT ORDER. 
50. GOING BY Law. Democratic world: 4, 24; 1975, June, 15; 1-2. 
When a Prime Minister in a parlimentry democracy is deprived of and 
debarred from the elective office by law on a finding of a political corruption, 
the person, the party and the nation canot escape a shock of shame. In 
trying circumnstances in which Mrs. Gandhi finds her self after the Allahabad 
High Court Judgement, a dignified course of action would have been to 
assert her self respect over the instinct for survival by laying down office 
that would shown she was more them a Prime Minister and also set a 
example of respect for the law. Were she convinced that verdict was wrong 
or the punishment harsh she could still scale the protection of the law 
through an appeal to supreme court and if return to the Prime Ministership. 
The type of corruption which proved against Mrs. Gandhi is every one 
knows. Mrs. Gandhi's fullen leadership is only to be expected. 
, COURT, PARLIAMENT, SEAT. 
51. STEELE (Richard), JENKINS (Coren), RAMANUJAM (R). Indira's biggest 
booster. News Week: 1975, June; 30; 12. 
In the face of a state court ruling that she Indira Gandhi had 
illegally won her seat in parliament Prime Minister Indira Gandhi out all 
the stops last to save her job. It was the most serious challenge in her 
political life and it was evident that Mrs. Gandhi had devided to take 
her case to the people as well as to the court. That decision raised the 
disturbing question in the world most populous democracy whether Mrs. 
Gandhi was prepared to plan herself above the law. The crises began 
when the high court in Mrs. Gandhi's home town of Allhabad ordered hei 
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to resign her seat in parliament. With her form control of India's political 
machnery aand the solid backing of the congress party Mrs. Gandhi conceivable 
could remain in office even if the supreme court rules were against her. 
, DEATH. 
52. COURAGEOUS Leader Who Loved Peace. Ereedom:Economic Times: 11, 
219; 1984, Nov, 1; 2. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, for 18 years in epicentre of India's stormy politics, 
died at the height of her powers and peak of her fame. She had the 
most of the qualities necessary to achieve greatness as the as the Prime 
Minister of the world largest democracy, cool and practical Judgement, emotional 
detachment from passions of the movement, penetrating intellect and a keen 
political sense. Indira Gandhi a fighter for freedom, since her childhood, 
was the nation's obvious choice for Prime Ministership in 1966 two years 
after the death of her father Jawaharlal Nehru. Mrs. Gandhi who has been 
in power except for a brief spell from 1977 has been iternationally acclaimed 
as leader of great courage with a deep commitment to peace and freedom 
and to removal of poverty among the Indian masses. Mrs. Gandhi was 
born on Nov., 19, 1917 at Allahabad the only daughter of Jawahar Lai 
Nehru. She had her first education in Switzerland and later at oxford, Vishvabharti 
and Shantinikatan. Indira Gandhi married Firoz Gandhi in 1942, and had 
two children Rajivand Sanjay. She was elected president of Indian congress 
party in February 1959. She first joined Union Govt, in 1964 as minister 
of Information and Broadcasting . After the death of Lai Bahadur Shastri 
she became the third Indian Prime Minister. 
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, , DEATH. 
53. INDIRA GANDHI'S Bequest.Economic and Political Weekly: 19.44: 1984, 
Nov,3; 1849-1850. 
The tragic circumstances of Indira Gandhi's death will no doubt continue 
to cloud judgement. Indira Gandhi was a remarkable individual. Once she 
had made her mind, she could cut through the obstacles and objections 
of many securing difficulties and reads out to the ultimate point. She wanted 
to arrive at. In January 1966, when Indira Gandhi first assumed office as 
Prime Minister, and in the fading walk of 1984 when, when her second 
tenure has been abruptly cut short by the roar of the assassins attacks. 
When she took charge two decades ago, she found a reasonably well-
organised congress party, with secular layer of responsible leadership across 
the length and breadth of the country. She dismentled the paraty and she 
did so with a clear purposiveness. Because she did not trust anyone who 
would not play a subsurvient role to her and her family, she got rid of 
the intermediate leadership and rebuilt the party as a paper entity without 
a democratic structure and with office bearers personally selected and named 
by her. 
54. MAHAJAN (Krishan).End of an epoch:Hindustan Times: 111.306:1984. Nov, 
5; 9. 
Mrs Indira Gandhi was free India's first woman Prime Minister.In her 
reign of sixteen years she wrote legal history which no future Prime Minister 
can ignore.Her death by violence marks the end of a legal and judical 
era.It is a measure of the lady who is no more that she fought the tnousltuous 
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battle for leadership in party became prime minister, fought war, imposed 
an emergency, lost an election to win a new, repaired damage done by 
other parties. Mrs. Gandhi credit that she was the only person in India 
who brought to the issue of "garibihatao". Bank nationlisation and the abolition 
of privy purses were also legislative steps concluded by her in inspite of 
supreme court stay order. She was branded as the communist by those 
who use political vacabulary not for communication of ideas but for creating 
panic. 
55. MRS.INDIRA Gandhi. Democratic World: 13, 45; 1984, Nov, 11; 3. 
As savage act of medieval treachery brought the death of Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi.The murder was done by men whom she trusted. The one-
constant element in the death of Mahatma Gandhi and the assassination 
of Indira Gandhi is fanatism.The sikh agitation in punjab had religious overtones 
from the very beginning .But this was the outward crust the winds of separatism 
were from abroad, from London, New York, other places. It is the rich 
sikhs abroad who have exploited their Indian connection. They have been 
encouraged by certain cirles who seek the Balkanisation of India for cold 
war purposes. Mrs. Indira Gandhi will be longremembered for her grii 
in standing upto these pressures.She has made every Indian proud tliat 
the nation will not submit to foreign arroganc.October 31 will be remember 
as a day of national shame and horror. 
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56. MUKERJEE (Hiren). Six months from a MartyrdomPemocratic World:!4. 
16 ;1985, April, 21; 5 
Indira had cherished with a pride that shone through every thing 
she did. Six months have passed since what can only be called her martyrdom, 
but it appears as if even the investigation into the event has got nowhere. 
The congress which still has Indira's name tagged on to it, does not understand 
how it is that Indira Gandhi continious to be more fondly remembered 
in the U.S.S.R. than in the country that was her own 'Democratic World' 
has never hesitated to criticise Indira Gandhi and her policies during her 
life time.One should wait and see how things develop, but let the country 
remind itself that it is now almost six months since Indira was killed a 
long period of time in which implications of that event should be seriously 
comprehended and conveyed appropriatily to the masses of our people whose 
freedom is still precassious and is a long way yet from fulfilment. 
, , DEFEAT, 1977. 
57. RECONTRUCTION HUMPTY Dumpty. Democratic World; 8, 33; 1979, 
Aug,19;3. 
The shattering defeat of Mrs. Indira Gandhi in 1977 was an unexpeted 
blow. No congress man believed that she could be routed at the polls. 
But she was. The immediate response was panic. She saw a challenge 
to her in every criticism direct or indirect. She holds the key to the stability 
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of the Charan Singh governments that the Janta rules. By default as at 
were Mrs. Gandhi is back at the centre of things. She is to be counted. 
In any move by the various factions, her attitude in of great importance 
of inded, crucia importance on occasions. This is a farcry from the isolation 
of 1977. She can pull strings, throw her weight this way or that and 
influence political events. 
, DEFEAT. 
58. ROY (Dhanda). In defence of Indira Gandhi.Caravan: 641; 1979, Feb, 
1; 28-33. 
Mrs. Gandhi was removed from the post of Prime Minister of India. 
Her defeat at the polls was widely hailed as the resurgence of the revulsion 
against dictatorship. Indira Gandhi was a dectator. But if she did succeed 
in becoming one it was the nation which permitted it. India has never 
known real democracy, and probably never will. Mrs. Indira Gandhi was 
in no circumstance the first dictator. She will not be the last too. Mrs 
Gandhi has been accused of political chicannery intrigues deviousness, ruth 
lessness and plan fraud. She has done nothing which does not have sanction 
of our traditions-secular or sacred. Even Nehru's democratic experiments 
were not free from the compulions of heritage. 
, DICTATOR. 
59. CHARAN SINGH. Calls Mrs. Gandhi Unabashe DictatorStateman: 2841; 
1975, June, 17; 7. 
Mr. Charan Singh Chairman of the Bharatiya Lok Dal, said Mrs. Gandhi 
was not legally bound to resign immediately in view of the 20 day stay 
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granted by the Allahabad High Court she should do so on moral grounds. 
He said his party will take councel with other parties of the opposition 
to see what we should do to fulfil our duty in this hour of our country. 
Mrs Gandhi now stands exposed before the people as an unabashed dictator 
as some of us long suspected. She has decided to continue as Prime Minister 
though the stay order from Mr. Justice Sinha was secured on one ground 
that the ruling party would require some time to elect a new leader. Mr. 
Charan Singh said that it was now for the Indian people to decide what 
they will do. State Jana Sangh leader, Mr. Madhav prasad Tripathi said 
the reported statement by Mrs. Gandhi that certain big power were intrested 
in unseating her was as unfortunate and irresponsible pronouncement. 
, DEMOCRACY. 
60. RAJ AN (Sundar KR). Systematic strangling of democracy. Caravan: 726; 
1982, Aug, 2; 14-6. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi has been blaming the opposition for obstructing 
the country's progress and for the short comings of our democratic structure. 
But the truth is that the opposition is so weak and devided that it is 
just not in a position to paralyse the adminstration or prevent the evolution 
of democracy along healthy lines. While the opposition parties were in power 
under Janata label for only two years, the Congress Party, including its 
Congress (I) offspring, jas dominated the country for thirty three years 
under Mrs. Gandhi, democracy has been reduced to the art of political 
survival the survival of her family and its consolidation in power with 
daynastic over tones. When the great Congress split of 1969 took place 
many thoughtful people felt that Mrs. Gandhi was the wronged party that 
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she was a victim of ambitious and unscruplous right-wing elements and that 
as the unchallenged leader of an organisationally well knite and ideologically 
cohesive party she would take the country forward, giving meaning and 
substance to freedom and democracy. But what really happened was that 
Mrs. Gandhi began tailoring democracy to suit her own dynastic requirements. 
, DEMOCRACY. 
61. SINHA (ESKAY). Jawahar, Indira and democracy .Point of View: 3. 10; 
1972, July, 15; 5-7. 
Mrs. Gandhi's role in bringing about the great divide within the Indian 
national Congress seems to have been vindicated by the electorate. Twice 
did they give her mandate. Mrs. Gandhi's more popular them her father. 
In order to sustan this claim at is imprative that a comparative study be 
made of Jawahar lal and Indira as popularity and wielding of power are 
concerned. Mrs. Gandhi is popular no other leader has as much as mass 
appeal. If the Congress (R) owes its success to any person she is Mrs. 
Gandhi. Their is an essential different between her hold on masses and 
her father.Jawahar Lal was a charismatic personlaty. His hold on masses 
had on enduring quality. India does not have a long record of democratic 
rule. 
, , DEMOCRATIC-OPPOSITION. 
62. PM AND the democratic opposition. Point of View: 4. 5; 1973, March, 
31; 1-3. 
Some parts of the recent utterances of the Prime Minister at Lucknow, 
Muzaffarnagar, Patiala and Jullunder and her interview with the correspondent 
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of a Calcutta paper should be considered as vary significant. Firstly, she 
departed from her own convention to avoid speaking on certain controversial 
issus involving herself, like Nagar wala affair, the way the 400 acre plot 
of land for Maruti was requisitioned and the undemocratic and inhuman 
treatment of political prisoners, 1967-72. Congress under the Prime Minister 
has weakened, devided, depleted, demoralized and denigerated the opposition. 
The Prime Minister took the unusual step of discussnig directly as well 
as indirectly her own personality as a leader, a fact which should enable 
others to comment on some aspects of the Prime Minister's leadership with 
a more comfortable conscience. According to a report, in Times of India, 
Mrs. Gandhi described herself as a tougher politician than her father. 
, DEPENDENCE, 
63. POWER BESIDE the throne. Imprint: 24. 6; 1984, Sept; 14-9. 
R K Dhawan is India's most powerful man. Nothing happens in Delhi 
without his consent. Minister's bow to his authority. And Mrs. Gandhi depends 
on him to run her office. R.K. Dhawan is Indira Gandhi's shadow. He 
hardly leaves her side. In two decades he has been with Mrs. Gandhi. 
Whatever Mrs. Gandhi does, Dhawan is always by her side. She is the 
centre of his world. He has never been disloyed to her and remains the 
one person in Delhi's sordid political world that she can trust. His denotion 
to her is absolute and total and her depenpdence on him is staggering. 
In 1962, Mrs. GAndhi was made Chairman of the New York World Fair 
Advisory Committee. The Commerce Ministry sanctioned a staff of three 
people, one of them R.K. Dhawan he was appointed personal assistance. 
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JECONOMY. 
64. ECONOMY UNDER Mrs GAndhi. Frontier: 17, 13; 1984, Nov, 17; 
1-3. 
When on the longest reigning leaders of country is removed from 
the scene one who style and slogans held such as way as Indira 
Gandhi's did one is tempted to take stock of the economy and society. 
Even her critics must admit that the India she leaves behind is vastly 
different from the India she inherited. In the two decades of Indira's 
rule, the ruling classes have immensely strengthened their hegemony 
over the economy. When Mrs. Gandhi first became the Prime Minister 
the ruling classes were facing one of their severest crises. The country 
faced a drought not seen since 1947, and for the first time industrial 
output had begun to decline. Prices were galloping and failure to 
provide food to the towns had resulted in riots. The only opinion 
was to seek western aid which available at a price the devaluation 
of the rupee on the liberalisaton of the economy. The devaluation 
as it came at a time when there was little export surplus. The nationalisation 
of banks, coal and the petrolium industry was a tactical weapon 
she used in her political memocure against the opponents in the congress 
party as well as to neutralise the challenge from the left. Yet Mrs 
Gandhi will be remembered by the Indian bourgeoisie for having resolved 
one of their major contradiction how to build modern industrial capitalism 
on the remnants of precapitalist agriculture. The new agriculture strategy 
launched during her first few years in power tried to provide surplus 
for the towns by ignoring the question of agrarian reforms and 
focussing on new technologies. 
65. ECONOMY. Democratic world. 13; 47; 1984, Nov, 18; 12. 
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There is practically none in India who does not feel a sense 
of void as a result of the tragic death of the late Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi. This is so because of a deep realisation of many 
good programmes started by her. Few will dispute the intention behind 
the nationlisation of commercial banks for which Mrs. Gandhi was 
responsible. The benefit of this measure have started showing results 
in the sense that banks funds have been opened to a larger section 
of small units, farmers and even village artisans and the self employed. 
Still there are many problems to be tackled. It was because of her 
anguish at the gruelling conditions of poverty in the country that Mrs. 
Gandhi had given a new direction to the planning process in the 
country. She had designed and formulated the 20 point programme 
mainly with an eye to rural upliftment. During the short period of 
four years since these programmes had been set in motion, 120 million 
people had been brought above the poverty line. Her ordent love 
for peace and her determination not to allow India's policies to be 
diflected in any way which might not serve this cause of peace is 
adorable. Above all she was the illustratraious Prime Minister of India 
who had given Indians a respectable place of honour and dignity 
in the country of nations. 
, , , POLITICAL RELATION. 
66. FRUITFUL VISITS. Link; 11, 47; 1969, July, 6; 8. 
The Prime Minister's visit to Japan and Indonesia was positive 
contribution to strngthening India's economic and political relations with 
these two friendly contries. The Japanese have agreed to resume project 
aid to India but the accent in economy relationship will be increasingly 
on the promotion of trade. The Prime Minister's visit to Indonesia 
was on an entirely different footing. The warm reception she recieved 
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from the Indonesian people. Indonesia will sell to India non-ferrous 
metals which are the short supply in this country. Cultural relations 
will be strengthened and more frequent exchanges of views will be 
held at the official and political levels. 
, ELECTION. 
67. KHANDELWAL (Brij). Options before Smt. Indira Gandhi.lanata; 
33; 14; 1978, Dec, 31; 11. 
The question everyone seems to be asking in the capital is whether 
Smt. Gandhi would wait for 1982 allowing the ruling party to last 
its full term or would she create a situations in which mid term 
poll became neccesary. By the end of 1980, Smt. Gandhi should 
be neck deep in legal battles defending her mistakes during the emergency. 
On the other hand it is now becaming clear that her personal charisma 
and popularity are no face for in catching votes of the masses. The 
reason why janata would not disintegrate as feared by many is the 
fact that almost two third are not sure if they would be re-elected. 
Meanwhile those who still nurse the fond belief that Smt. Gandhi 
has under gone a change and if voted to power she would not 
repeat her emergency experiment. 
68. MRS. GANDHI'S election are rearrangement Organiser; 36, 21; 1984, 
Oct, 7; 1. 
While on her working desk she is confidence and this is her 
confidence alone that wins all her battles. During the election in there 
has been much speculation about congress wining the election and 
came to the power, but the observers close to the political activities 
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were doubtful as they thought it not possible for Indira Gandhi to be able 
to hold elections. As is evident from the past record of elections the election 
scene may be change overnight. Her strategy worked wounders. Stalwart 
like Jagannath Mishra and Chandar Shekhar Singh did not succeed. More 
so was the case of strike NGOS teachers, judges and advocates etc more 
devastating was the flood. Mrs. Gandhi instructed the INTUC leader Bindeshwer 
Dube to remain in touch with chief minister. She sent a top rank officials 
to Patna. Indira Gandhi had special quality of taking right step at the appropriate 
time. She always used her trust people from among the surrounding lot 
of persons of high and low profile. 
69. WBIRA (VB). Moving figure writer. Eastern Economist: 19; 1969, 
Jan, 24; 151. 
The Prime Minister is undoubtedly the best electioneer that the 
congress part has and the country. This is quite simply because she can 
attract larger crowds accross the land more frequently them any other politican 
on the scene. Once she begans to smell an election campaign in the air, 
Mrs Gandhi's ego gets automaticaly inflated to several times its normal size. 
With four state scheduled to go through mid term poll next month, electioneering 
is in full swing again in a fairly big way. Mrs Gandhi want to be at 
the centre of the congress capaign in these states and is busy travelling 
and addressing meeting. Mr. C.C. Desai has taken up the challenge implicit 
in the Prime Minsiter's contentives that she is no prisoner of indecision. 
Mr. Desai has quoted chapter and verse to show that the P.M. has been 
avoiding taking decisions which is the ultimate analysis, fall squarely within 
her area of responsibility. Mrs Gandhi was delaying the appointment of ministers 
of cabinet rank in the vacancies caused by the resignation. 
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ELECTION CAMPAIGN. 
70. WHAT IS the threat from regionalism, if any?Democratic World; 
12, 7; 1983, Feb, 13; 5-6. 
The most important feature of the election campaign conducted 
by Mrs. Gandhi, whether in the two southern states or in Delhi, 
was her attempt to project herself as the sole champion of national 
integration and unity. She lost no opportunity to stress that the opposition 
was not Inly functioning on the one point programme of ousting her 
from power but was fanning regionalinsm, and casteism and generally 
tryiing to wekeen the center. Under Mrs. Gandhi, our single state 
leader has been so regarded and if Mrs. Gandhi has succeeded in 
achieving anytining it is in cutting all state leaders to size and ensuring 
that they would always remain be holden to her for survival. Mrs. 
Gandhi has thrust on her party and on the nation. 
, ELECTION 
71. WORLD PRESS Comments on Mrs. Gandhi's ElectionNational Herald: 
25, 22; 1966, Jan, 23; 3. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi's election as the new Prime Minister of India 
was widely acclaimed in the American Press. In editorial comments 
most papers expressed sympathy in the problem facing her and noted 
that while she had the magic of Nehru's name and association 'she 
was also a political leader in her own right and would be nobody's 
tool. Her election was also viewed as asserting the trends towards 
unity and peace in India. The Washington post suggested that the 
United States should make a positive gesture of support to India 
that will wipe away the ill-fuling left by the India-Pakistan, war period. 
The New York Times under the caption 'Mrs,. Prime Minister' said 
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in an editorial that Mrs. Gandhi was going to be an interesting and 
unusual Prime Minister. It is said that Mrs. Gandhi a person with 
her own ideas which would not necessarily coincide with those of 
her father or Mr. Shastri. All Pakistan daily newspapers gave full 
coverage to Mrs. Gandhi's election and suggested that her assumptions 
of office would mean no change in India's attitude to Tashkant Declaration. 
Nigerian newspaper also welcome the appointments of Mrs. Gandhi 
and wished her luck in tackling Indias various problems. 
, PRESIDENT, 1977. 
72. OUT FOR Herself. Himmat: 13, 51; 1977, Oct, 21. 
In 1969, the spilit took place on who should be the president 
of the country. In 1977 the rupture many be caused by who should 
be the president of the party. Then Mrs. Gandhi had proposed the 
name of Sanjiva Reddy for president and later worked against him. 
This time she again supported Brahmanda Reddy as Congress President 
and turn around oppose him. Six years ago Mrs. Gandhi's supporters 
floated rumours that Congress President Nijalingappa was scheming 
with the Jan Singh and the Swatandra Party to oust her. This time 
she herself has leveled this charge against senior congress leader of 
forming an alliance with Janta Leaders to get rid of her. How ever, 
if she does not get her way, it is possible that she will retrace 
her steps and strike again at a more opportune movement. The only 
consideration that weigh with her is her own future. 
, EMERGENCY. 
73. MRS. GANDHI Guilty? Himmat: 13, 39; 1977, July, 29; 5. 
First she put the blame on the bad timing of the election then 
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on the press. The euqceary commission may or may not establish 
her legal guilt. However, there is one aspect from which Mrs. Gandhi 
cannot escape responsiblity she created a system in which the excessess 
of the emergency were inenitable, where the injustice metedout were 
this logical conclusion of a process put in motion by her. In the 
kind of system Mrs. Gandhi created through the emergency facts became 
the first casuality. Mrs. Gandhi blamed people around her for not 
scruning her well. Even of her allegation has some truth in it what 
is to be expected from 'yes mam'. She herself became a victium 
of her own press emsership and not wanting to hear the truth. Some 
one asked Mrs. Gandhi whether she would to the active politic after 
the defeat of the congress. She gives a straight answer instead of 
any repeatance or regreat she said; don't think I have failed at all. 
74. GANDHI (Indira). Emergency is new Swaraj .Contemporary: 19, 10; 
1975, Oct. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi termed the emergency as a 
newSawaraj which had been given the country an opportunity to work 
for progress in a disciplined manner. Mrs. Gandhi who was addressing 
congress worker said disciplined did not mean regimetation. No progress 
could be achived without discipline. But compulsion was necessary 
when people refused to accept the Voluntarite. 
75. ONWARD FOR Ever. Indian Workers: 24, 37; 1976, July, 5; 1. 
26th June 1975 is an unforgetable day in the history of our 
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country, that was a day when our Prime Mininster Smt. Indira Gandhi 
promalgated the national emergency to create order out of choas. 
That was the dawn of New era for India. The step taken by our 
Prime Minister on June 26 arrested the deterioration in our national 
affair, but seems so it was only a negative step and was not adequate 
within a week of the historic day therefore over Prime Minister came 
out with positive measures through her 20 point Economic programme. 
There shell be no rest until the 20 point programme is implemented 
Myand more of similar programme are evoked and implemented, working 
class has a special in this great task. No rest no award forever. 
,COMMISION. 
76. ESWARAN(VV). Second look at the Shah CommisionJndian & Foreign 
Review: 16, 1; 1978, Oct, 15; 11-2. 
The Shah Commission which was set up in the wake of the 
wides spread public demand for an enquiry into exesses, mal practie 
as and misdeeds during the emergency has completed its work. The 
government of India has accepted the findings and recommerdation 
of the commission. What remains now is the action on those findings, 
one of which the question of setting up a special court to try the 
former Prime Minister Mrs. Gandhi. The report brings out that Mrs. 
Gandhi did not consult the cabinet even though she had plenty of 
time to do so. The commission has brought out enough evidence 
to show that Mrs. Gandhi planned ther imposition of the emergency 
at least as early as 22 June. There was not any serious break down 
of the law and order situation or deteroration of the economic condituon. 
In the light of these, the commission has drawn the conclusion that 
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the one and the only motivating force for tendering the extra ordinary 
advice to the president to declare an 'internal emergency' was 
the intense political activity generated the in the ruling party and 
the opposition, by the decision of the Allahabad high court declaring 
the election of the P.M. of the day invalid on the ground of 
corruput election practices. 
, DECLARATION 
77. EMERGENCY DECLARED, hternal Disterbance Threat .Indian Workers: 
23, 38; 1975, June , 30. 
This is the third time since independence that a national emergency 
has been declared. On the two earlier oceassions, 1962 and 1971 
emergency was declared to deal with the threat of external aggression. 
The Prime Minister on 27, constituted a seven member emergency 
committee of the cabinet to review on a day to day basis developments 
related to the situation necessitating the proclamation of national 
emergency. The Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi in a message 
to the nation on June 26 explained the need for proclaming 
emergency and said it was a step to meet the internal 
threat to the country's security. The Prime Minister appealed 
to the people to cooperate with the government in maintaining 
peace and stability and assured them that rightful laws abiding 
citizens will not be affacted by the emmergency. 
, , EMERGENCY period, 1975. 
78. LADY STANDS OUT. Democratic World: 8. 43; 1979, Oct, 28; 
3. 
Despite all the criticism directed against her during the period 
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of the emergency. Mrs. Indira Gandhi remains head and shoulders 
above all her rivals. Her perceptions of political problems are sharperation 
and can express them resonantly. The difference in approach between 
Mrs. Gandhi and a her rivals is that she has both a shortterm and 
a long term plan in her mind for bettering the life of the poor. 
There may be other short fall in her programme. But she is mills 
ahead of the other who neither know what they want or where to 
gid. She could muster more support with a more radical programme. 
, EMPLOYMENT. 
79. TIME FOR UNITY AND DISCIPLINE. Mrs. Gandhi Gives Reasons 
for emergency; Indian & Foreign Review: 12, 18; 1975 July, 1; 5-
6. 
Broadcasting to the nation over All-India Radio on 27 June, 
1975 the Prime Minister, Mrs. Gandhi said that our purpose is to 
encrease production, which will bring about greater employment and 
better distrubution. Describing the reason for proclaiming emergency 
the Prime Minister said climate of vgiolence and hatred had been 
created which resulted in the assassination of a cabinet minister and 
are attempt on the life of the chief Justice. The opposition parties 
had chalked out a programme of country-wide bundls, gheraos, agitahous 
disruption and lucitement to industrial workers, police and defence 
forces in an attempt to partyso emitral government. In conclusion 
Mrs. Gandhi daid, thus is the time for unity and discipline. 
, , FAMILY PLANNING. 
80. Aims of family planning is welfare of people. Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi's appeal; Socialist Congressmen; 8, 23; 1968, Mar, 20; 8 
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Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, addressing the sixth All India Family 
Planning conference in Chandigarh, said, family planning is a people 
programme its success rests on individual citizens.The aims of family 
planning is to uplift the welfare of our people.Smt.Indira Gandhi 
stressed the importance which she said must now concentration on 
the mystries of Birth so that individual families can regulati their 
size, nation can regular its population and this planet to defermine 
how many people its should support at what fund of happiness. 
, FAMILY PLANNING. 
81. PRIME MINISTERS VIEW AN FAMILY PLANNING Socialist Jndia; 
10, 4; 1974, Dec, 28; 2. 
Prime Minister's International Cente in New Delhi on December 
6, 1974. The purpose of this conference is not merely to emphasise 
the importance of family planning but to do some can did self-examinations. 
Population has because a mojor topic of discussion all over the world. 
There is no down doubt that the rate of growth of our population 
must be brought down. Family planning is essential for improving our 
standard of living where other nations were still he sitating about 
family planning is, we boldly made it one of the important issue 
of our standard our standard of living where other nations were still 
he sitating about family planning, we boldly made it one of the important 
issue of our strategy of development. Some communal elevent says 
that muslims and christian are against family planning. Karala's excelent 
record disprove this propagenda. Among our larger states karala has 
the higest percentage of these minorities. 
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FIFTH BIRTHDAY. 
82. ON INDIRA'S Fiftieth birthday:Socialist congressman. 7, 15; 1967, Nov, 
19; 5-6. 
In Indian history there has been no woman like Smt. Indira Gandhi, 
Prime Minister of India. Her election to the high office in itself was ol 
historic importances in so far as its emergence of younger leadership intraditional 
country where old age is venerated and followed even if it does not respond 
to the challenges of the time. She had the initial disadvantage of lack of 
administration experience on the one hand and dependence are a boss 
riddus organization on the other. But Indira had enough advantages on her 
side. First her training at the fact of a great and noble father. Secondly 
her youthfulness and inherant capacity to act courageously and fearlessly. 
Thirdly she got the support from the younger section and the abandant 
has brought to her the good wished and blessing of all. 
, FIRST BROADCAST. 
83. TASK AHEAD; Times of India. 128, 27; 1966, Jan, 28. 
Mrs. Gandhi's first broadcast to the nation as Prime Minister is an 
assurance that there will be no change of perspective or direction she will 
try to carry out with a new vigour the broad policies of peace and planned 
progress to which the country is committed. Since independence country 
has faced shrtage of food. Mrs Gandhi is painfuly aware of this and knows 
that every thing depends upon equitable distribution of food grains. Mrs 
Gandhi says we expect full cooperation from state fo it and all sections 
of the people in implemnting our policies. Our progress is linked with our 
ability to invent, improvise adapt and conserve. 
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ANNIVERSARY. 
84. INDIRA GANDHI 1917-1984; Nation remembers:Indian & Foreign Review. 
23, 2; 1985, Nov, 15; 4-6. 
The first death anniversary of the late Prime Minister Shrimati Indira 
Gandhi was marked by rallies and prayer meetings held all over the couiury 
to pay homage to the departed leader. A book 'The legacy of Indira Gandlii 
and a commemovation the nation' were also relaesed. The New Delhi muncipal 
committee organised free meals for the poor through out the day. People 
in Haryana, Punjab and the union teritory of Chandigarh took pledges to 
vigorously pursue the progressive programmes and policies of Smt. Indira 
Gandhi. In Amritsat a big 'Prabhat Pheri' was taken out and several junctions 
were held in Jallandhar to observe the death anniversary. 
, FOREIGN-POLICY-PRAGAMATISM. 
85. JAIN (Girilal). Mrs Gandhi's pragamafism.Weekly Round Table. 3; 1; 1974, 
Feb, 3; 42-6. 
Pragamatism has been the central feature of Indian foreign policy under 
Mrs Gandhi. All her major moves the decission to conclude the reaty of 
peace, friendship and co-operation with soviet union in 1971, the effort 
to improve relations with United State in 1973 the signals to China, the 
attentions to members of the European economic community, the conciliatory 
approachs towards Pakistan and the dialouge with Tehran. Despite the concern 
over its truly massive arm build up and treaty relations with Islamabad, 
bear the stamp of a non-doctrinaric mind which is willing and able to 
grapple with challenges and grasp opportunities as they arise. 
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RELATIONS. 
86. GUPTA (Bhabani Sen) Indo-Soviet Relations: To Russia witli love:Indai 
today. 7, 19; 1982, Oct, 15; 107-110. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi returned from her long visit to the Soviet 
Union beaming with smile. Smiles glowed even on the faces, of the aides 
she had taken with her. One of them confided a very useful friendship 
has been completly restored. For Mrs Gandhi, the Masco visit has resorted 
the balance of power in the south Asian region. What ever clouds had 
fallen on the relationship as a result of the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan 
have passed. On nuclear cooperation between the Soviet union and India, 
Soviets had offered tobuild a 1,000 new nuclear power station in India. 
All in all, Indians seem to be pleased with the result of Mrs. Gandhi's 
fifth visit to the USSR her first visit since her return to power in 1980 
Early visit raised the level of Indo-Soviet cooperation each was made at 
a crucial juncture in India's development and its relation with neighbours 
and other external powers. 
, AFFAIRS-MALDIVES. 
87. PRIME MINISTER Indira Gandhi's visit to MaldivesForeign Affaris Records 
21, 4; 1975, April; 10-11. 
At the invitation of the Prime Minister of the Republic of Maldives 
H.E. Mr Ahmad Zaki, The Prime Minister of India Smt. Indira Gandhi 
visited the republis of Maldives from Jan 12 to 14, 1975. During hei 
stay in Maldives the Prime Minister of India Mrs Indira Gandhi and hei 
party visited the Bandos Tourist resort and other places of cultural iind 
historical intrest. The two P.M.S. discussed a number of subject of coniinoii 
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intrest in the international fields and received their bialeteral relations iliey 
also discussed India programme for the development of nuclear energy I'oi 
peaceful purpose. The two Prime Minister consideed the visit of the Primt' 
Minster of India to Maldifes a significant milestone in the close friendly 
and good neighbouring relation which have traditionaly existed between the 
two countries. 
, RELATIONSHIP. 
88. MRS. GANDHI: New vista for Indo-Soviet freindshiplndian Foreign Review. 
11, 5; 1973, Dec, 15; 9-10. 
Speaking at the Red Fort grounds in New Delhi on 27 Novenilier 
Mr Brezhnev said that we, therir tals with Mrs Gandhi the Soviet representaiivi' 
agreed to examine jointly everything that life had posed before the two 
countries to map out further steps which would help deepen and expand 
Soviet-Indian cooperation to identify the areas of further joint efforts for 
the benefit the people and for peace. Laster Mrs Gandhi, speaking extended 
his helpful hand towards all the poor people of the wrorld struggling for 
freedom. Mrs Gandhi expressed Indias gratitude for the help the Soviet 
Union had given to India. Specifically referring to the supply of two million 
tons of food grains. At the end Mrs Gandhi said that as we move forward 
problems also grow, but the vista also grows more enchanting. Thus wi' 
too continue to move forward facing dangers invasions, natural calamities 
as we are trying to pull our country out of poverty. 
, FORMATION, NEW GOVERNMENT. 
89. AFTER THE verdict. Eastern Economist: 46, 3; 1966, Jan, 21; 83-84. 
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Congress Party in Parliament has had the sobering experience of having 
to choose its leader. Mrs Indira Gandhi is the successfyk candidate and 
she has been asked to form the new government. She was manimoiisly 
elected seems to have upset the dominant section in the congress organisalion. 
During the election campaign a certain amount of pious horrorlas ben expressed 
at the possibility of the contest disrupting the unity of the party. It is 
primarily the responsiblity of Mrs India Gandhi, both as the chosen leadei 
of the congress party and its Prime Minister designate to ensure that there 
are no adverse consequences. But she can not to do much here unless 
she has the support of the congress president and other party leaders who 
had master minded her victory. By planing Mrs. Indira Gandhi at the head 
of the congrss parliamentry party, and donsequently, of the central government. 
Mr. Kamraj and his colleagues in the congress high command have assumed 
tremendous obligation towards the nation. 
, FATHERS POLICIES. 
90. RUTHNASWAMY (M). Fathers Policies;Swaraja. 13, 15; 1968, Oct 12; 
4. 
In her speech at Kanpur the Prime Minister Indira GAndhi in defence 
of her domestic and foreign policies pleaded that she was only following 
the policies of her father. This is final loyality is megnificent but it is noi 
politics. Policy must be formulated according to the needs of the time. 
Principles may be permanent but the application of the principles in practical 
politics must vary from time to time according to the needs of the country 
and circumstances of the country polices change from one generation to 
another generations from one government to its successors. That is the teaching 
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of history especially of english history in which sons have succeeded thcii-
father us stateman. There are three instances of sons becoming Minsiters. 
There are the case of pitts. The father known in the history as william 
Pitt the Churchill, Ramdolph Churchill, the fathers who was chancellor his 
son Winston chrchill, who became Prime Minster twice. In all these instances 
father and son different from each other not only in character but in polices 
also. All these lessons of history seems to be lost in over Prime Minister 
The father had eaten sour grapes towards the end of his life but the daughters 
teeth do not seems to have been set on edge. 
91. I INHERITED great love of people from my father; Mrs GandhiNational 
Herald. 25, 22; 1966, Jan, 23; 3. 
Indira Gandhi new Prime Minister of Indai said in an interview that 
she had inherited most from her father. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was ;i 
great love of the Indian people Mrs Gandhi was of the view that freedom 
of expression or equality which were essential for a democracy, would have 
no meaning unless the under privileged and poorer people were helped to 
raise their standards of living and to meet their basic necessities. 
, GOVERNMENT. 
92. INDIRA FACING her Waterloo; Janata; 23, 19; 1973, June, 10; 1. 
The congress government at the centre and in the states are fast losing 
their grip over the events. The Prime Minister tried to blame the working-
clas for not heeding her suggestion of declaring a moratorium on strikes 
for a year. She claimed that if her advice was accepted the country would 
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have been in a better postion. The ruling party is determind to stick to power 
as long as it probably could. There are rumours that the congress leadeis air 
contemplating a erack down on the working class organisations and on the opposition 
parties. The prograssive government might take the help of black marketers and 
money grabbers to tight the small peasants and the working class this might prove 
her Waterloo. 
93. IMPORTANCE OF Being an Indira Stooge. Democratic World: 44; 1979, Nov, 
4; 10-11. 
Agreat deal of speculative time activity has been witnessd in the capital followIIIL' 
Mrs. Indira Ganhi's statement that her party would form a coalition governineiu 
at the entre in case no party is able to attain a majority normally no political 
leader regarded as a potential Prime Minister ster concedes before hand that his 
or her party would. Not attain an absolute and a massive majority, a leader like 
Mrs. Gandhi in any case. She and her followers have until recently been trying 
to give the impression that her party would sweep the polls. According to PI' 
Kamlapati Tripathi and Mr. C.M. Stephen their party should not get any thini' 
less than 350 scats. Then why has Mrs. Gandhi made a tacit admission thai 
even her party many not get an absolute majority? 
94. NEW GOVERNMENT. Indian & Foreign Review: 8, 12; 1971, April, 1; 3-4 
The new cabinet of the Union oflndia, with Mrs. Indira Gandhi asPrime 
Minister was sworn in on March 17, 1971. A day earlier, Mrs. Gandhi hail 
been re-elected leader of the Congress Parliamentry Party. In the general election 
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of parliament held earlier in the mouth the Congress Party with Mr. Jagjivaii 
Ram as president had swept the polls and captured 350 of the 515 elective 
seatsfor which election were held. The massive support and clear mandate thai 
it got from the people all over the country. Was thus for its policies and pledges 
to secure the welfare of the people and fulfil their hopes and aspirations, llu 
people wanted the country to move speedily in the direction of progressive policies 
and action and their votes was clearly for national integration and stability jnd 
change. 
95. MRS. GANDHI'S governmental. Eastern Economist. 46, 4; 1966, Jan, 28; 123-,s 
For the second time within the period of less than two years president presented 
the list of a new council of Minsiter. There was much irony in the fact thai 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi had to spend on her negotiations with Nanda who had proposed 
her name for the cadership of the congress parliamentry party the time she iiacl 
sand by refraining from barganing with Mr. Moraji Desai (who was her appoiieni 
in the contest). Mrs. Gandhi is credited with desire to assume the port folio ol 
external affairs. Mrs Gandhi was so at the time when she became the Prime 
Minister. He age, is a great asset, but to make the record complete it has to 
be pointed out that her health apparently is not exactly robust. The office of 
Prime Minsiter is a greedy consumer of human energy, mental or physical and 
it is necessary that Mrs Gandhi should learn not want to do things which need 
not cecessarily be done by her. 
Policy. 
96. NAYAR (Kuldip). Lesson for the fiimre.Indian Express. 65, 105; 1977, March, 
3; 4. 
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Whether the congress admits it or not it must have realsied by now thai 
the grounds well of resentment againsts it is essentially due to what was done 
in the name of the emergency in the last nin month. This was the period when 
the goverment's reputation got tranished and when even the ardent admirers of 
Mrs. GAndhi turned against her. Had the Prime Minister ordered elections on .lunf 
26, 1975, instead of imposing the emergency. The opposition could not secure 
more than 150 seats. Now the congress itself concedes it 240 or the ne;n 
about. This change amy analysis will show is primatily due to the governineais 
arbitrary rule during the emergency. Mrs. Gandhi knows from her own expeiicncr 
how she had to intervene in some caes to set things right. But very few complaini 
came ti notice. All this should be lessons for the congress or other parties which 
may come to power some day. 
, , GREAT EXPECTATIONS. 
97. SARKAR (Chanchal ). Indira Gandhi : Promise and Expectation Illustrated 
weekly of India : 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi became the Prime Minister at the age 48 after the death 
of Lai Bahadur Shastri. She became the thircPrime Minister of India in January 
24, 1966. The stressful life of the Nehru and her mother's illness decided th;ii 
her education would be mixed and interupted but the main institution of her 
studied were Santi Niketan, oxford, Gandhi Ji and father Nehru. She has no! 
her father's intellect, but among the ingredients of leadership the most important 
character, as the Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi cannot possibly say what 
she did when she became President of the Congress that it would be unfair to 
expect very much of her.Public expectation is too high, following the times o\ 
her father's image, in malgam withe those that a person with her opporlunitie-. 
and upbringing should contribute. 
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, , GUILTY. 
98. Time To Resign; Stateman; 2838; 1975, June, 13; 6. 
The Allahabad court found Mrs.Gandhi guilty of corrupt practices 
and its disqualifying her from holding elective office for six years 
has completely non-legal cntext which cannot be inalidiated by the 
legal outcome.lt is in this context that the national intrest, as distinct 
from that of Mrs. Gandhi a person from that of the Congress party 
is most directly affected on the substance of the Allahabad Judgement 
nothing can be said, and the high court stay is recognition that the 
legal process has not been exhausted offers Mrs.Gandhi as it does 
any citizen of this country in compara-circumstances on opportunity 
to establish her legal innosence, whether this can or cannot be ultimately 
achieved has no bearing on the immediate of what Mrs. Gandhi now 
owes to the nation and the system democratic rule that has so far 
became successfully maintained. It is a debt that can be dischaged 
only by her resignation. Mrs. Gandhi in a position to do right thing 
and render this service to the nation. 
, GULF-VISIT. 
99. HAMZA (K) Mrs. Indira Gandhi and the Gulf regionRadiance : 17, 
3; 1981, May, 31; 4. 
This article deals with the visit of Indira Gandhi to the Gulf 
region. Two days before her visit, the Indian Embassy in Abu Dhabi 
issued a brochire reflecting her regard for Islam in general and Indian 
Muslims in particular. Another intresting feature was that the Indian 
Embassy had shown special care in opening a book stall in the 
international Islamic book exhibition, organised by the Ministry of 
cultural and Islamici affairs in Abu-Dhabi. In addition to this, Mrs. 
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Indira Gandhi laid the foundation stone of the Indian Islamic Centre 
in Abu Dhabi in the presence of Arab dignities. 
, HINDUORTHODOXY. 
100. Author Hindu ORTHODOXY. Carvan; 786; 1983, Dec, 11. 
During her visit to Puri Mrs. Indira Gandhi expressed a desire 
to visit the famous Jagannath Temple. But a report say the temple 
priest refused to let her centre the holy plane. Because she had 
married a parsi, they said she is no long a Hindu. Mrs. Gandhi 
came back disappointed it is a pity that no Hindu leader, political, 
social or religious dared to protest against this obsecurantist outrage 
against Mrs. Gandhi who had member renounced Hinduism and who 
rather believe in all sorts of Hindu superstitions; traditions and ritvals 
and even takes tesort to tantra naamjaaps and havans to keep herself 
in power. 
, ILLUSIONS. 
101. RAJA GOPALLACHARI. Smt. Indira Gandhi's IllusionSwaraj. 9; 
14, 16; 1969, Oct, 18; 1-2. 
Smt. Indira Gandhi's mind has a dictator's bent. A dictatorship 
mentalitly does not suit present day condition of poliltics and even 
other we will not help. Besides having a dictorial bent of mind Indira 
has some illusion and she should release herself from them. She 
should not imagine that she along is modern and all the people 
who disagree with her do so because they are not modern enough. 
Modern ideas may be bad as well as good. Nationalism has come 
back again after a only a berief spell of internationalism. After world 
war I and II every nation has began to think once again only of 
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itself. Nationalism has once again becamee reputable Smt. Indira Gandhi 
can see this if she cares to read things without assumptions regarding 
the inevitable superiority of modernity. Outdated socialism is not 
modernaism. It is not the way to uplift the poor, Smt. Indira Gandhi 
often assests that she loves the poor people of India. India's Prime 
Minister should work for harmony and not for conflict. 
, INDEPENDENCE DAY-SPEECH. 
102. PRIME MINISTER'S message to Indian Nationals Abroad .Foreign 
Affairs Record: 17, 8; 1971, Aug; 144. 
On independence day Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi said 
my greetings and good wishes to all Indian nationals abroad. Just 
as we were poised for rapid economic advance developments across 
our borders have brought new tensions and entirely problems. The 
denial of political rights to the people of Bangladesh as well as 
of every province of west Pakistan has spread resentment all over 
that country against the millitary regime. This is the greatest challenge 
we have faced since independence. I am confident that the people 
of India have the capacity and courage to meet it. We expect support 
from all those who care liberty and human dignity. 
, INDIA-CAPITALIST. 
103. MUKHERJEE (Sanjeeb).Mrs. Gandhi and the Indian CapitalistsFrontier. 
17, 14; 1984, Nov, 24; 5-8. 
Mrs.Gandhi was made Prime Minister at an extremely crucial period 
in India's political history. The economic stagnation and the successive 
drought in the mid-1960's, wide spread peoples disillusionment with 
the Congress, acute resource crisis and the general economic declived 
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led the Indian capitalist class (ICC) to mount intense pressure on 
the state to reverse its economic strategy. In this article review the 
relationship between the ICC led by the big houses and the Indian 
state headed by Mrs. Gandhi. These are other dominant as well 
as subordinate classes which are also important actors having a significant 
bearing on this relationship. 
, INDIA-DEMOCRACY. 
104. MORAES (Frank). Democracy in India.Weekly Round Table: 1, 28; 
1972, Aug, 13; 19-20. 
The doyen of Indian Journalism and scintillating editorial writer 
Frank Moraes, closely analysis the working of Indian democracy under 
the three Prime Ministers. According to him Jawaharlal Nehru was 
a democrat in a hurry, but was meticulous in respecting not merely 
democratic forms but the democratic spirit. Although Lai Bahadur 
Shastri's term was short, he went even further than Nehru in respecting 
democratic institutions. Indira Gandhi enjoys huge parliamentry majority, 
but she is crowding her flatterers and book-Lickers. 
, INDO-SOVIET-RELATION. 
105. NEW HEIGHTS of Indio-Soviet friendship and CooperationEMliife; 
12, 11, 1976, Jan, 22; 
Prime Minister's six day visit to the Soviet Union which has 
now concluded with the simultaneous publication in new Delhi and 
Moscow of the joint declaration signed by her along with the SPSU 
general secretary marks new stage in the developing friendship and 
cooperation between our country and Soviet Union. Mrs.Gandhi recieved 
warm welcome at the Mascow airport both at the time of arrival 
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and departure. This was Prime Minister Indira Gandhi first visit to 
the Soviet Union after the declaration of the emergency. Indo-Soviet 
freindship has been excercising a most benifical influence in strengthening 
our country's economic independence Mrs. Gandhi has once again 
during her visit referred to the role of Soviet aid in building India's 
public sector. The result of Prime Minister's visit to Soviet Union 
was benificial not for the country but internationally also. 
, INTEREST. 
106. IYENGAR (Vatsala). Indira Gandhi; Art Lover and Connoisscudaidian 
and Foreign Review: 23, 2; 1985, Nov, 15; 1, 7-8. 
Indira Gandhi was a seasoned politician, a Prime Minister who 
tried to rule over India's teeming masses. But to many who had 
an opportunity to talk or the listen to her, she was a warm gentle 
person, a person who loved all the beautiful things in which the 
earth abounds. Indira's varied interest in art has been attributed to 
the excellent education she had, ranging from history and sociology 
to anthropology, music, painting, dance and poetry. Indira's tastes 
in music and art include the works and renderings of both Indian 
and Western composers, artists and paintes. She was intensely proud 
of India, India's civilization, her culture and progress. For her, India 
did not portray poverty and filth. For her, it was a great country 
on the road to modernity, treasure of rich culture, art and tradition. 
Indira Gandhi waited to show to the entire world what India has 
been ad what India can be. With this determination Indira Gandhi 
set about organised the festivals of India, first in British in 1982 
and in 1985 in France and the United States of America. By all 
accounts the Festivals are a success and have achieved what Indira 
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Gandhi had dream about for India. 
, LACCADIVES-VISIT. 
107. T^ACCADTVRS. Indian And Foreign Review: 7. 2; 1969, Nov, 1; 
8. 
The Laccadives, Minicoy and Amindivi Islands to which the Prime 
Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi paid a three day visit comprises of 
25 coral Islands lying off the south west coast India and they are 
administered by the government of India as a Union territory. Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi's visit evoked a good deal of enllusiasns among the 
island people. Welcome are has were created and the emtire population 
turned up to welcome the Prime Minister. In her speches Mrs. Gandhi 
praised the work being done by the people there and assured them 
that the union Government were of their problems and were keenly 
interest in their welfare. 
, LEGACY. 
108. AIYAR (Swaminatham S). Indira Gandhi's legacyJndian Express: 52. 
355; 1984, Nov, 6; 6. 
The legacy which Indira Gandhi has left the country is in many 
ways the opposite of the bequeqted by her father Nehru. When 
she became the Prime Minister in 1966 the condition of the country 
was not good, begging the us for more food. On her death 18 
year later India enjoyes record food stock of 22 million tonnes and 
has became a net exporter of grain. In 1966 India had remount 
of foreign exchange and had to devalue the rupee to get succour 
from the international Monetary fund. Her father operated in relatively 
easy economic times. He inherited huge sterling balances on independence. 
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Mrs. Gandhi had to work in an infivitely more difficult enviroment. 
She inharited no streling balance only debts to the IMF. There is 
one other legacy of Nehru that Indira Gandhi has reversed decisively, 
and that is the unity of the country. Mrs. Gandhi moral polities 
eroted that unity and high lighted the diversity. It was Mrs. Gandhi 
who presided over the degration of polities and the rise of violence. 
And she ultimately fell avictim to that violence. She inherited her 
own legacy. 
, LIFE. 
109. INDIRA GANDHI. Indomitable Symbol of India's Self Confidence; 
Indian & Foreign Review: 22, 2; 4-21. 
The brutal assassinations of India's great leader and beloved Prime 
Minister, Shrimati Indira Gandhi, on October 31, 1984 has plunged 
the entire nation into deep anguish and profound sorrow. Indira like 
her father Jawaharlal Nehru, belonged not only to the people of 
India but to all human kind. Born at Allhabad on Nov, 19, 1971, 
Indira Gandhi was influenced in her childhood by Mahatma Gandhi, 
Motilal Nehru, Jawaharlal Nehru and other great leaders of the Indian 
freedom movement. In the late twenties, she had her schooling in 
Europe, where her mother Kamla Nehru spent some time for medical 
treatment and later in Pune and Bombay. Kamla Nehru passed away 
at lawsanne, Switzerland, IN 1936. The following year Indira Gandhi 
went to somerville college, Oxford Unversity. She became a member 
of the Indian National Congress in 1938. Soon after her return to 
India in March 1941, she plunged into the political activity. On March 
26, 1942, she married Feroze Gandhi. Her first son Rajiv was born 
in 1944 and second son Sanjay was born in Dec. 1946. In September 
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1960, Feroze Gandhi passed away. In 1964 she became the Information 
and Broadcasting Minister in the Lai Bahadur Shastri cabinet. On 
Jan 24 1966 she became the Prime Minister of India after Lai Bahadur 
Shastri's death. 
, LIFE AND WORK. 
110. RAU (Chalapath. M). Indira Gandhi A Portrait:Socialist India: 9, 
24; 1974, Nov, 16; 8-9. 
This profile was originally writen in 1966. A little after she became 
the Prime Minister. Indira is the product of Gandhian age the daughter 
of Jawahar Lai Nehru. She is a leader is the parlimentry democray. 
She has not only the heart of a king but the head of a stateman. 
Like Nehru she has wanted to be nearer to history than to office. 
Like John Kannedy, Indira could describ herself as an idealist without 
illusions. There is always freshness about what Indira Gandhi thinks 
or says or writes her utterness are always clear. The consults as 
many people as possible but she makes up her own mind. She 
had immense political understanding and intertion and a wide experience 
of man and affairs of the world's continents and countries. Indira 
has something of the spirit of Jeanved' Are. 
, MEDIA. 
111. FASCIST STATE. Organizer: 36, 23; 1984, Oct; 5-6. 
A close media-wathchers and political star gazers may wrangle 
over the question whether the Doordarshan is being used as Mrs. 
Gandhi's monopoly or Mrs.Gandhi is being used as doordarshan monoploly 
to beautify the dreary T.V. screen umptens times a day there is 
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no doubt that she is consciously emerging as the T.V. super star. 
The conscious combinations of the two August offices of the Prime 
Minister and Congress(I) President in a single set of hands evinently 
suits the partisan propaganda ends for which Mrs. Gandhi has now 
become so famous. As if to complete the Trimurti her heir presumptive 
Rajiv Gandhi has been amointed as the Secretary-General of the 
party, that teams little scope for any other face to pop up on 
the telescreen especially because the dividing line between the party 
and the govenment disappeared long ago. 
, MEETING-GOVERNMENT, WASHINGTON. 
112. GUPTA (Bhupesh). Prime Minister goes to Washington. For What? 
New Age: 14, 13; 1966, March, 27; 
Next week Prime Minister Indira Gandhi will be in Washington 
to meet with President Johnson. It is natural that this meeting between 
the head of the government of the greatest non-aligned between the 
dead of the government of the greatest non-aligned country and the 
supreme of the multiple aggressive alliences of war and colonialism 
should rouse considrable intrest. The meeting will take place at a 
moment when even the imperialist allies of U.S.A. are in open revolt 
against the pentagon's victroy policy not to speak of other nation. 
, MINORITIES. 
113. NOORANI (AG). Exploiting the minorities .Opinion: 11, 9; 1970, 
June, 30; 14-6. 
Is the Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi exploiting the minorities 
for political purpose. Her reaction to Bhiwandi and Jalgaon is no 
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more different fran her reaction to all Jabalpur roits in 1961 of 
all the Congress leader she was the first to go there and for mouth 
she kept in touch with the people of the place. Jabalpur broke 
the spell of communal peace which the country had enjoyed for 
a decade. AICC established a committes on National integeration 
its president was Mrs. Gandhi and its report is admirable liberal 
and comprehenses document. Therefore to accuse the Prime Minister 
of exploiting the minorities is injustice with her. At the Banglore 
session of the AICC Mrs. Gandhi was the only speeker to express 
concern about the roits, whats the Prime Minister needs to under 
stand is that it is that cynical performance, the act of the exploitation 
of the minorities which his inspired her endibility reduced her effectiveness. 
, MURDER. 
114. AFTER INDIRA GANDHI. Mainstream: 23, 10, 11; 1984, Nov, 
3-10; 1-3. 
Twenty years after her great father's passing away, Indira Gandhi 
fell, her frail body riddled with the assassin's bullets, in the winter 
morning of October 31, 1984. She died as she lived and she left 
behind a nation not only benumbed with searing sorrow but engulfed 
in insensate fratricidal violence, threatening the very unity of the country 
to defend which she faced martyrdom. At home, significant steps 
were taken during her fifteen years of Prime Ministership which 
strengthened the economy of the country and yet its base could 
not be reinforced because of the balance of social forces, their level 
of consciousness and organisational consolidation did not permit any 
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fundamental transformation. Abroad, Indira Gandhi's tenure as India's 
unchallenged leader saw the extension and enrichment of the policy 
of nonalignment in a manner that it could throw in its lot with the 
forces of peace and progress against the forces of reaction. Taking 
a broader, historical view one cannot help nothing that Indira Gandhi's 
tenure as Prime Ministership marked the end of the generation that 
had witnessed the culmination of the freedom struggle in the triumphant 
unfarling of the Tricolour on the Red Fort, and the coming of age 
of the generation born after independence. It is necessary to remind 
ourselves the irony of the fact that Indira Gandhi of all our Prime 
Ministers was the one who had acceded to the demond for a Punjabi 
speaking state, while nothing had been done by the Janta Government 
to even examine the Akali demands though it had an Akali as a 
cabinet Minister. 
, , MURDER. 
115. PROBING MRS. GANDHI'S MURDER.Southern Econimist: 23. 15; 
1984, Dec, 1; 7-8. 
The Indira Gandhi murder case is both simple and complicated. Simple 
because the murder was committed by known persons, in the murder 
was commited by known persons, in the motive behind the murder 
remains a matter of speculation. Many shares the view that the Prime 
Minister was murdered by the agents of those who wanted to average 
the 'operation blue star'. Since the envolvement of expatriate sikhs 
is strongly limeted at, the thakkar enquiry will have to transcend 
national boundries. The intriguing part of Indira Gandhi's assassination 
is not who killed her that is well known but who plotted to kill 
her. 
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, MURDER, ADMINISTRATIVE FAILURE. 
116. WIG (AR). Appaling administrative failure:Hundustan Times: 211. 
306; 1984, Nov, 5; 3. 
The assassination of Mrs. Indira Gandhi on the morning of oct, 
31 stunned the capital as it did the entire nation and the rest of 
the world. The shock and grief that followed the killing of Mrs. 
Gandhi has been unberable. People never image that the nations most 
beloved leader would be murdered so brutally by her security. The 
failure of the central intelligence agencies of Indira Gandhi it appears 
that the present intellegence network is not only inadequate but virtually 
in a state of shambless as nobody ever suspected that people who 
are required to take care of the Prime Minister's security would 
became her killers. As the news of Mrs. Gandhi assassination spread 
the capital was ringed by a series of monstrous bonfires. Mrs. Gandhi 
was not only the Prime Minister of 700 million people but also 
an international leader. She had special love for the citizens of this 
capital city. Mrs. Gandhi's death is certainly a great and irreparable 
loss not only to this country but particularly to the people of Delhi. 
, NAPAL-VISIT. 
117. BHUTAN WILL BE PROTECTED. Mrs. Gandhi's Stand On Chinese 
Intrusions; Times of India: 128, 280; 1966, Oct, 8; 1. 
The Prime Minister who was addressing a news conference at 
the conclusion of her three day visit to Nepal, said that the question 
of China's instrusions did come up in her discussion with the king. 
The Prime Minister did not think that Nepal was worried about the 
intrusions into Bhutan. Mrs. Gandhi said that India and Nepal shared 
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almost similar views on international issues. She announced 40 crore 
aid to Nepal for the dovelopment. Question on subject raging from 
Indians in Nepal to diplomatic move on Vietnam were asked at the 
news conference she said that the rights and previllages of Indians 
livining in Nepal as provided under the Indo-Nepalese friendship Treaty 
figured during her talks with Nepalise leader. 
, NEHRU, DAUGHTER. 
118. ONLY DAUGHTER of Jawaharlal Nehru Hindustan Times: L l l . 302; 
1984, Nov, 1; 6. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi was born on Nov, 19, 1917 and is the 
only daughter of Nehru. From her childhood she was brought up 
in an atmosphere of service to the country. She was educated in 
Switzerland, Shanti Niketan and Oxford. Mrs. Gandhi became a member 
of the Congress Working Committee in 1955 and had been associated 
with the party in many capacities such as president of the women's 
department and the member of the central Election Committee Board. 
She was elected president of the Congress in 1959. Mrs. Gandhi 
has widely travelled in Asia, Africa and Europe and America and 
is the winner of Mother's award U.S.A. 1953. Behind the soft voice 
and good smile there is a self-assurance and a mind capable of 
incisive analysis. Her approach to the problems is fundamental, with 
stand points defined in clear, unambigous terms. She has both political 
sagacity and executive ability. She married Feroze Gandhi in february 
in 1942. Indira Gandhi became Information and Broad Casting Minister 
in the cabinet of Mr. Lai Bahadur Sahatri and on his death succeeded 
him as Prime Minister. Mrs. Gandhi's husband Mr. Feroz Gandhi 
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passed away in 1960. Her special interest are folk and classical 
music, folk dances and bird watching. 
, , NEW CABINET. 
119. SOMETHING NEW. Stateman ; 129 , 271467 ; Jan , 25 ; 6. 
Mrs.Gandhi has started both continously and well. Her cabinet 
unfortunately larger than the last is neither so startlingly new as to 
have an unsetting effect when what is most needed is continuity and 
stability, nor so much a copy of the old that the reaction should 
bea nation-wide yours.New person Mr. Asoka Mehta, eminent, talented 
has been added and a few of the familiar faces dropped. Some 
jobs have been redesigned at the cabinet level; as their shape and 
funcitioning become gradually clear the team may be different from 
the old team. The Prime Minister herself, following the good precedent 
set by Mr. Shastri has not burdned herself with too many specific 
responsibilities. This should keep her free for effective general supervision 
of the direction of policy. Opinion will differ about the scrapping 
of the ranking system.Mr Nauda ramains desingnated number two. 
Now each minister will earn his place according to his performance 
not according to the number of years he has been a Congressman. 
, NON-ALIGNMENT. 
120. KUNJ (K). Non-Alignment. Where are we? Caravan; 728; 1982, Oct, 
1; 23-4. 
During her recent visit to the U.S.A., Prime Minister Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi was asked in a press conference which way India swayed, 
meaning whether the country was tilting towards U.S.S.R.or U.S.A. 
Mrs.Gandhi restorted that India did not sway but stood upright which 
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brought forth prolonged applause from the assembled pressman. No 
doubt Mrs. Gandhi speeches at reception and replies at press conferences 
in America exided genuine non-alignment, and uprightness in India's 
foreign policy. India is one of the founder member of the non-aligned 
movement and the precept of Panchsheel.Panch sheel that began with 
shouts of Hindi-Chini bhai bhai in bandung in 1954 died a sudden 
death when china attacked India in 1962. However, being in the 
non-aligned movement has not prevent any nation from being politically 
and economicallly aligned with anyone of the big powers. It only 
put an embargo on number states becoming part of any millitary 
alliance. 
, NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT. 
121. CHOPRA (VD).Indira Gandhi's role in Non-Aligned Movement ; Link; 
1983, Special issue ; 25-8. 
At the occassion of seventh summit of the Prime Ministers and 
the heads of NAM, i.e. Non-Aligned Movement held in New Delhi 
in 1983.Mrs.Indira Gandhi the Prime Minister of India stressed upon 
the enchanced responsibility of India being the founder member of 
NAM.Next to Jawahar Lai Nehru in shaping India's foreign policy 
Nehru laid the foundation of this policy and and shaped the policy 
according to his own manner.It is Indira Gandhi who has been following 
the same policy with remarkable determination.She took up as Prime 
Minister after Lai Bahadur Shastri untimely death in 1966. Her concept 
of Non-Aligned Movement has been interpreting during the fast changing 
world with constant and fruitful efforts. It is an open fact that India 
achieved rapid increase incertain dimension such as agriculture production. 
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more especially towards food productivity.With India's policy of NAM 
and the National interest Indian leaders have been striving to maintain 
friendly relations with U.S.A. on the basis of equlity brotherhood 
and peaceful co-existence.Indo-Soviet relations were based on NAM. 
Indira Gandhi's strive to make NAM a living organism with all the 
humanitarian power in its approach as regard the global development 
and the world wide peace. 
122. MRS.GANDHI on world stage :Southern Economist: 1983, Oct, 1; 
1-2 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, the Prime Minister of India had since been 
attracted with the Non-Align Movement she was quite clear needed 
about the utility of the movement when the number of non-aligned 
nations meet in New Delhi it was the time when the east west 
relations were fast deteriorating.There was great conflict within the 
soviet empire. Problems like Afgan independence. The danger of nuclear 
armaments, despite all efforts for eradicating the use of nuclear weapons 
even for the sale of more experiment was being brushed a side. 
In larger interest of world peace Mrs. Gandhi carried on her frail 
frame the burden of the implementation as the super power had 
always been threatening by their words and action.Countries like Libnan, 
Geneva and Palestine, frag despite American pressure had been earring 
forward all her policies. 
123. NAM : Many soviet Clients. CaiYan; 754; 1983, Nov, 1; 8. 
Ronald Reagan's plain speaking about the Non-Aligned Movement 
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(NAM) in the United Nations has hurt several leaders including Prime 
Minsiter Mrs. Indira Gandhi, Mr. Regan said 'client government of 
Soviet Union who have long since lost their independence, have locked 
into th non-aligned movement and once inside have worked against 
it. (NAM) true purpose Mrs. Gandhi as the chairman of NAM, 
must have been very angry at Reagons utterances. But she was wise 
enough to show it.She even conceeded that all members of the NAM 
are not non-aligned but claimed that as group, the NAM acted as 
non-aligned. 
124. SPHERE OF Suspicion. India Today: 8, 19; 1983, Oct, 15; 54-
8. 
Mrs. Gandhi in her role as chairperson of the Non-Aligned Movement 
has just climaxed the most exaustive diplomatic exercise in the history 
of the Indian foreign office since the 1971 Bangladesh war by her 
diplomatic initiative at the United Nations General Assembly.Tragically 
, it was made at a time when her own backyard was clearly in 
disorder.In the current context however, it is clear that domestic compulsion 
have outweighed ather considerations , with a general election looming, 
threateningly, a sherwd tactician like Mrs. Gandhi would hardly be 
like to abandon every opportunity to take advantage of external situations 
to feather her domestic nest.She has done so often enough in the 
past there is also the inescapable fact that India has, under Mrs. 
Gandhi's wardship, been looking for a bigger role in the international 
scheme of things and that regional eminence in the eyes of the world 
has become too cramping for Indi'as style. The emergence of Mrs. 
Gandhi as powerful Prime Minister after her 1969 split of the Congress 
party changed all that. 
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NON-VIOLENT. 
Non-Violent Challege to the power of Mrs. Gandhi; 
125. Public Affairs. 18, 11; 1974, Nov; 242 - 4. 
Evants are building upto the kind of confrontation between moral 
principle and administrative power in India that seemed to have gone 
out with the Raj. The era in which Mahatma Gandhi took on the 
British Empire personified by the Viceroy. Today's protogonist are 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi for the past eight years and with no 
political rival insight. Mrs. Gandhi who is now 56 once again demonstrated 
her complete control over the ruling party and over parliament. Mrs. 
Gandhi can be challenged only from out side the system. The Naxalites 
tried violence in west Bengal failed and split into quarrelling factions. 
Big smugglers and income tax evaders whose names have been known 
for years are suddenly being arrested all over the country. 
, OPPOSTION. 
126. MANEKA MANCH. Mrs. Gandhi is Jittery .Caravan: 730; 1982, 
Nov, 1; 11. 
In spite of India having several long established and ideology-
based political parties in the opposition, Mrs. Indira Gandhi and 
her Congress (I) minions seem to think that the chit of a girl Maneka, 
with no political party or ideology is the biggest threat to them. 
The way the Maneka followers are harassed, hunted and humiliated 
shows that the mother in-law is really scared of the emergence of 
her younger daugter in law in the political horizon as a challenge 
to her elder son, if not to her. The government's intelligence system 
is all mobilised to watch the movements of Maneka and her followers. 
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Congress (I) leaders make statements and speeches against Maneka 
and her Manch. Also they allege that Maneka is a prop of the 
RSS and the BJP. All the Sanjay Manch leaders are implicated in 
one case or other and are behind the bars. It is high time opposition 
political parties asserted themselves to expose this Nehru-family fraud 
being inflicted on the national politics. Other wise Indian democracy 
ill slowly slide back to medical feudalism. 
127. STRATEGY FOR SURVIVAL. Meeting under the Shadow of Indira 
Gandhi; Secular Democracy: 4, 12; 1971, Dec, 17; 17-20. 
The Bharatiya Pritinidhi Sabha had its election meeting on December 
27, 28 and 29 at Ghaziabad. The Presidential address read out 
by Shri Vajpayee opens with the sentence "We are meeting today 
in the shadow of a National crises. We are meeting to day in the 
shadow of Indira Gandhi". For any things hangs heavy on the mind 
of Jan Sangh it is the magnitude of Smt. Gandhi's charisma and 
her sway over the people. The Jana Sangh is in search not so 
much for its own identify as far away to attack her. 
, RESIGNATION. 
128. THIRD VIEW. Stateman: 2411; 1975, June, 15; 6. 
There is on one side the opposition demand Mrs. Gandhi's resignation 
and on the other side congress support for continues in office. Between 
these two points of view there is a third view. Mrs. Gandhi's appeal 
to the supreme court and at that there is a possibility of conditions 
being imposed, has been done in previous cases of a kind that 
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will render her virtually powerless to discharge her responsiblities 
as the Prime Minister setting aside the interest of the Congress and 
the opposition. There are two aspect of that situation which must 
now be taken into account the first is that the nation cannot offord 
such paralysis at the level of the higest executive. The second is 
that the office of Prime Minister needlessly brought into contempt. 
Should Mrs. Gandhi fail to resign before her appeal to the supreme 
court. The supreme court capacity to apply its mind to the case 
on appeal will be neither enhanced nor reduced by what ever Mr. 
Gandhi choose do on the resignation issue. There is consiquently 
no question of Mrs. Gandhi being deprived of the Justice to which 
she remain fully entitled. 
, OPERATION BLUE STAR. 
129. CRACKDOWN IN PUNJAB. Operation Bluestar. India Today: 9, 
12; 1984, June, 16; 18-24. 
No Decision could have more painful more fraught with tragic 
consiquences, than the launch of operation Blue Star. For close to 
three bloody years Mrs. Gandhi's government had dithered and dallied 
as the extremist treat emanating from the Golden Temple, the most 
sacred symbol of sikhism and the scat of its religious power had 
acquired monstrous proportions. From here, hit lists had been cold 
bloodedly drawn up and death squads dispatched to wreak their 
deadly havoc all master minded by the malevolent figure of Jarnail 
Singh Bhindranwale. For three long years the chanting of the gurbani 
had been punctuated by the stacca to bursts of gunfire as the extrimest 
carried out summary executions or exchange fire with security forces. 
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Mrs. Gandhi finally did what few could deny had to be done. She 
gave the signal for operation Bluestar. The biggest and most significant 
counter terrorist action under taken any where in the world. 
, ORISSA-TOUR. 
130. PRIME MINISTER IN ORISSA. Socialist India: 8, 12; 1974, Feb, 
16; 7. 
The Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi hadeplored the violance 
in certain part of the country and blamed the reactionary forms for 
fomenting trouble on the eve of the assembly election. In her speches 
at Bhumbanshwar and other places during a two day tour of Orissa 
(Feb. 19-10) she continued the people against the politics exploitation. 
Addressing a largely attended public meeting at Cuttack on Feb 9 
Smt. Gandhi said that opposition parties were bent on regarding 
the country's march towards socialism the Prime Minister pointed 
out that some oppsition parties were spreading false rumours and 
misleading the people. Referring specifically to the Orrisa election 
Smt. Gandhi said that there was no alternative to the Congress. 
About the forth coming Islamic summit in Lahore Smt. Gandhi said 
that India had no objecteve on to such a conferences but the problems 
faced by the world were not confined to the Islamic countries 
only Prime Minister return to new Delhi on Feb 10 after her hectic 
election tour of Orissa. 
, PARTIES, OPPOSITION. 
131.PRIME MINISTER ON OPPOSITION Parties. Socialist India: 
March, 1; 39. 
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The Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi has deplored the attempts 
of some opposition parties to weaken the country by trying to under 
mine the Congress Party and its policies. Addressing party worker 
in Madras on Feb. 22, she referred to the big giants of the political 
parties of the north and the south who had pitted their strength 
against the Congress. The latest strategy of these people, she said, 
was that if she could be remove from power, the leader of the 
opposition parties that had joined together could perhaps be weaned 
away from those parties and brought to the Congress aside. The 
Prime Minister said it was not important whether she was in power 
or not, the important thing was that what sort of government could 
keep India united and strong especialy in the present difficult period, 
and trys to solve its problems, Another slogan raised by the opposition 
parties was protection of democracy, if there had been any party 
which really had protection of democracy in mind it was the Congress. 
The Prime Minister said the Congress had lost election and there 
had been times when several non-congress government function in 
the country. But we did not raise any slogan. The Congress had 
functioned as a dignified opposition party. 
, PATHETIC. 
132. PATHETIC. Democratic World: 12, 8; 1983, Feb, 20; 13-4. 
The Prime Minister's efforts to give her Government a new look 
by shuffling peple around appear an exercise in futility. Mrs. Gandhi's 
difficulty is that she combines many function and cannot obviously 
give off her best to all. She is party president and must pay attention 
to the organisation . The drubbing that the party received in Karnataka 
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and Andhra is still sending shock waves. She had to revamp the 
parties image. But here again she faces paucity of talent. She tried 
for some time through her younger son to jump a generation and 
get some young cadre. But most of the person who joined the 
Sanjay Band wangon were the wrong sort. This is not to deny 
that she has some good material in her hands. Mr. Vishwanath Pratap 
Singh who has just joined the cabinet has a good name for earnestness 
and honesty. But he lacks administrative abilities. Arjun Singh of 
Madhya Pradesh has earned respect his state. Any way of the Prime 
Minister skims the states of regional leaders it will have an impact 
on the state administration. She has to have good men at the state 
level. 
, , PEACE-ANDHRA-CRITICISM. 
133. WHAT IS Indira Gandhi's Policy?Public Affairs: 17, 4; 1973, April; 
65-6. 
Mrs Indira Gandhi is reported to have made the peonish remarks 
that she would quit office if that would restore peace in Andhara. 
Subsiquently she seems to have so far modified her position as to 
say that she will quite office when what she considers her work 
is completed. So far her statements and speeches gives no indication 
of her programme or plan of work. The speeches show her as 
in several moods and even printed programmes of work give us 
no definite indication. She seems to have a vague dream of socialism 
hording on communism and her political moods are unenlightening.She 
moves from postion to position like not having a mind of her own 
except to the limited extend of clinging to her high office. 
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, PERSONALITY. 
134. INDIRA GANDHI: Getting to know her;Link; 11, 24; 1969. Jan 
26; 43-44. 
It is surprising that in these three years very little has been 
written about Indira Gandhi as a person, a women and a mother. 
Indian women have acepted Indira with pride and indifference. From 
childhood Indira has been a public figure. She atttended her first 
congress meeting at the age of three and soon afterwards made 
her maiden speech. Compared to Jawaharlal Nehru as a personality 
she is much less colourful. She gives the impression of being quiet 
and reserved or shy. Those who get to know Indira Gandhi or 
work with soon discover that beneath the look of pensive calm is 
a terribly alert person with a wide awake mind. She does not wear 
ornaments but appreciates tribal jewellery. Since her becoming prime 
minister all the shoping is done by her staff. Though the final selection 
is hers it is easy to shop for her in summer she wears Khadi 
only and in winter it is handloom silk in clear clours Indira is a 
devoted mother and mother in law says one of her friends. 
, PERSONALITY, COLOURFUL. 
135. INDIRA GANDHI not a beginner: American regard her as a colourful 
personality; Times of India: 128; 22; 1966, Jan 22; 1. 
MrsGandhi is regarded by American as a very colourful personality. 
It is noted that compared with her rivals. She is more educated 
and more widely travelled. She is personally known to many heads 
if the govt. U.S. political observers note with satisfaction that for 
the second time in two years Indira has swiftly and decisively chosen 
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a new Prime Minister. The Washington post said that like her father 
and in sharp contrast to Shastri Mrs Gandhi might prove to be 
an out spoken and at time abrasive spokesman of Indian attitudes 
in world affairs. The daily telegraph said Mrs Indira Gandhi asumes 
the immense responsibilty of leading India with limited ministerial experience 
behind her. There is no derogation of her personal qualities of mind 
and character in saying the her most important emmediate advantage 
is that she is Nehru's daughter. 
, , PERSONAL GLIMSES. 
136. BUULTJENS (Ralph). Personal Glimses:India Today: 9, 23; 1984, 
Dec, 15; 96-101. 
After the news of the assassination of Indira Gandhi Ralph Buultjens 
flew out of JEK airport to new Delhi to join in the national mourning. 
His grief was intensely personal. For many year Ralph Buultjens had 
enjoyed on intellectual and philosophical with the late Prime Minister 
Mrs Indira Gandhi. He used to visit India frequently to see her. 
During Mrs. Gandhi's visit to New York in 1982 and 1983. Buultjens 
played a significant role in planning the schedule of her unofficial 
meetings and engagements. Ralph Buultjens was not an Indian by 
birth but he was a Sri Lankan. Buultjen came to know Indira Gandhi 
when Nehru was Prime Minister. He writes she had an amazing 
grasp of world politics. She was very keen to know and understand 
the trends and directions of international changes. 
, , POLITICS. 
137. THAPER(Romesh). Politics and Policies Economic and Political weekly: 
4; 37; 1969; Sept, 13; 1468. 
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Prime Minister Indira "Gandhi trying hard to divide her time between 
the demands of political organisation and the pulls of ministerial decision 
making is now coping with a schedulle which one of her colleage 
is capable of facing. Indira Gandhi has choosen the domains of C.B. 
Gupta and Atulya Ghosh for first place of clean up. It is the bold 
move to test her strength. Indira Gandhi's major problems remains 
to guide the party in such a way that the polarisers on the right 
and the left in were isolated. As Indira Gandhi moves around the 
country asssessing opinions testing commitment she will probably formulate 
the perspective which will guide the congress party in the crucial 
year ahead. 
138. TIWARI (B.K.). Politics Thrust on Indira; Setonlndian Express: L 
3, 13; 1984, Nov, 17; 8. 
A friend of Indira Gandhi of 29 years standing disclosed that 
the assasinated Indain Prime Minister was lovely person and the 
only time she felt happy when she was with her children and grand 
children or in the company of artites, painters, actors and dancers. 
She said it was true that Indira Gandhi was born in a family of 
politicians but she was a political. However, a series of circumstances 
had involved her in politics. Twice she was offered high offices, 
one was Deputy Prime Minister when her father Jawaharlal Nehru 
alive and the other time after her father's death. Both time she 
rejected the offers. She became the Prime Minister but the offices 
was literally trust on her. Miss Scton said Indira was a very courageous 
women and if she got a challenge she always accepted it and then 
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she became a bolder. She was the higher best in the face of challlenges. 
:39. WILLEY (Fay). India's sure things News Week: 1977 Jan, 31; 21. 
For Indira Gandhi politics seems to be the art of surprise. She 
caught her opponents completely off guard two years ago when she 
instituted one women rule and she did it again and again. After 
previously announcing that national elections would be put off for 
a year, She abruptly reversed herself called election for march and 
ordered a significance relaxation of the state of emergency. 
, POLITICAL HURDLES. 
140. POLITICAL HURDLES India Today: 7, 11; 1982, June, 15, 8. 
Mrs Gandhi is restraining criticism of the United States in preparation 
for her forthcoming visit to Washington, Palestine Liberation Organisation 
chairman Yassar Arafat who had bitterly attached the U.S. administration 
from Indains soil for palying a subversive role in west Asia failed 
to get any kind of crtitcism or condemnation in the joined communique 
issued at the end of his vist, there was no reference to the U.S. 
at all in the communique and South Block saw to it that even 
the Indians ocean was not mentions since Arafat would then insist 
on a demand for elimination of the Diego Garcia base. Mrs Gandhi 
has been totally avoiding any unkind reference to the U.S. in her 
speeches. 
, POLITCAL STYLE. 
141. GANDHI (Rajmohan). Indira Gandhi political style; A Shrinking circle 
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of trust; Secular Democracy: 7, 12; 1974, Nov, 30; 13-4. 
Mrs. Gandhi's reported decision to take the assistance of her 
son Rajiv in running the nation's affairs perhaps by letting him 
fill the parliamentary place left by Sanjay Gandhi and also act as 
a buffer between her and those wanting something from her is in 
some ways perfectly understandable. The Prime Minister of India 
needs the rounds presence close to her of a trust worthy persons 
to regulate pressure on her to help her distinguish between friends 
and foe and make someone decision on her behalf. Rajiv Gandhi 
palying this role. Mrs. Gandhi find it so difficult to locate some 
one others than her son for this purpose. The circle that Mrs. Gandhi 
trust appear to be a shrinkily one. Distrust many be politicaly harmless 
in the short run. 
, FOLICY-AICC. 
142. REVERSING PRIME MINISTER'S Policy .Contemporary: 6; 12; 1972, 
Dec, 10. 
It is simply surprising to find that vigrous efforts are being made 
to reverse the declared policy of the AICC as laid down by Smt 
Gandhi for taking over the entire procuement and distributions of 
food grains and other essential commodities. It is really very unfortunate 
that the food and agriculture ministry which decleared few month's 
back that India was not, only self sufficient in food but would also 
be able to export food grains to other couuntries has now announced 
its new plan to import food. The Prime Minister's policy of self 
reliance must be implemented by the Congress government both at 
the Centre and the states. All attempts to sabotage Smt. Indira Gandhi's 
declared plan must be foiled. 
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PRESS. 
147. GANDHI (Indira). Communications as resource: Prime Minister's theme 
address at NAMEDIA; Secular Democracy: 1983, Dec; 7-8. 
Mrs. Gandhi the Prime Minsiter of India, delivered her speech 
as the chairperson of the coordination bureau, set up to sort out 
all matter in respect of the underdeveloped countries. She very broadly 
and loudly put reaction of the western press and the Indian as 
well. She told the members that the soul purpose of NAMEDIA 
was to bridge gap. The purpose of communication as resource was 
to convert individuals into societies and broad minded communities 
so that peace should prevailed. She told the members the media 
of west and in our own country there have been hardly any news 
about developing countries about disaster and disturbances as is found 
in the media of under developed country. 
148. KUMARA SHEKHAR (K) Prime Minister and the Press:Swaraja: 
14, 31; 1970, Jan, 31; 4-5. 
In an musally frank article 'Nationalization of the Press' in Indian 
express Acharya Kirpalani reveals his painful experience as an article 
writer that impact him to conclude that staright forward nationalization 
of the press is prefereable to the present insidus attempts to control 
it through an indeed year that it would be devial one facility or 
another such as permit licences etc. In a speed Mrs Indira Gandhi 
started that the press does not care for what the people really 
want .This probably is meant that she either feels that the press 
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is not functioning as she wants or is not supporting and there is 
also an inferable warning that of the press continues to be in different 
to the real needs of the people as she see nationalization of the 
press may have to be thought of. Even during the primordial days 
of Indian journalism when the editors all english news were ocassions 
when they were deporated by english rular, their always this phenomenon 
of the press not being able to see eye to eye with the government. 
So there is no point in Mrs. Gandhi's trying to presserize the press 
or getting amoyed with it when it does its duty as it conceives 
it to be in the intrest of the people. 
, PRESS CONFERENCE. 
149. PARAKAL (PV). Self-Reliance is dead, longlive the dollars: Indira 
governments new philosphy unfolds itself: New Age: 14, 17; 1966, 
April, 24; 1. 
What passed off as a press conference on April 19, singularly 
lacked in providing any new information there was not a single 
pronouncement on policy whether old or new. On policy matters 
new ones were ruled out by the Prime Minister at the beginning. 
For she feared that she might be hauled up in parliament if she 
made any policy procrement outside when parliament in session. Indira 
Gandhi said that nothing is being changed all is well whther with 
foreign aid, industrial programme self reliance, emergency or foreign 
policy. No wonder that the people have come to feel that the government 
has replaced the slogan of all out efforts for self reliance with long 
live the dollars. 
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PRIME MINISTER, FIRST YEAR-ANALYSIS. 
150. AIYAR (Swaminathan S). One year of Mrs. Gandhi; Eastern Economist; 
76, 4; 1981, Jan, 23; 143-51. 
What has been the outstanding feature of the first year of 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi's second spell as prime minister? I would say that 
the outstanding feature of the year gone by is that civil rights and democracy 
are alive and kicking. We all dreaded that the return of Mrs. Gandhi's 
also heralded the return of the emergency. The election result of 1980 could 
easily have been interpreted as a mandate to reimpose the emergency. Others 
will do never, claiming that it was only inflation and public discucliantnant 
with quarreling. Janata factions that led to Mrs. Gandhi's return. Since Mrs. 
Gandhi come to power, and dictatorship has yet to arrive, our well meaning 
liberals have cried wolf time and again, but the creature has yet to appear. 
The credit for this must go to Sanjay Gandhi who killed the greatest threat 
to Indian democracy hunself in an air crash in June. There was much grief 
when he died but even greater relief. Despite the woeful non performance 
of Mrs. Gandhi's government despite the raging inflation, growing policy atrocities, 
communal riots and the evident drift in policy. The Congress(I) won 10 
of the 15 seats and all the three Chief Minister won. 
, SEARCH. 
151. CHANAKYA; Search of a Prime Minister;Now; 4, 27; 1968, Mar, 
22; 6-7. 
After two years it is clear that Mrs. Gandhi is not fit to 
be the Prime Minister. She had everything in her favour except the 
essential requirenments the capacity to think and act for herself. Nobody 
can function as Prime Minister who lets other derive form back seat. 
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The first claimant of Prime Ministership would be Sheikh Abdullah. 
Sheikh Abdulla is one of the framer of the constitution and by experience 
and courage and character is suited to lead the nation in difficult 
days.Another name is Mr. Chavan. He was too closely tied to the 
Maratha section of Maharashtra to be able to hold the balance 
among different states and different communities. The most important 
claim out is of course Mr. Morarji Desai. There is no shortage 
of potential Prime Ministers but for Mrs. Gandhi's safety lies in number 
for all once known she many continued for a weak month or year. 
, PRIVATE SECTOR-STEPS 
152. PRIVATE SECTOR Lacking Social Outlook; Indian Workers; 23, 
26; 1975, April, 7; 2. 
While inaugrating the 55th Annual session of the associated chamber 
of commerce and industry at new Delhi. The Prime Minister Smt. 
Indira Gandhi urges the private sector to take concreate steps to 
fully utilized their installed capacity. She said that the private sector 
was mainly concentrating only in highly profitable ventures particularly 
consumers goods. The Prime Minister has announced that the Labour 
Ministry would conceus a meeting at an early date, which will improve 
the industrial climate of the country and at the same time create 
conditions for higher production and productivity. 
, PROBLEMS-POLITICAL AND MILITARY. 
153. SOUTH EAST ASIAN realities; Economic and Political Weekly: 3, 
23; 1968, June, 8; 858. 
It is difficult to say what impact Indira Gandhi had on the thinking 
of South East Asian government. The countries visited by Indira Gandhi 
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have a difficult way of looking at political and military problems and 
it is not quite certain that the Indian way of viewing problems iseven 
appreciated in those capitals. This is not to deny that Indira Gandhi 
was well received in the capital she visited and that she had succeded 
in the capitals she visited and that she had succeded in conveying 
to them. India's interest in the peace and stability in the region. 
Much has been about possible Indian economic help to South East 
Asia. 
, PROMISES. 
154. SPRUCING up the band. India Today: 7, 3; 1982, Feb, 15; 62-
71. 
As Mrs.Gandhi approaches the mid-point of her five year term 
she is desperately in need of ways to bolster her government's sagging 
image.But was her cabinet reshuffle anything more than cosmetic and 
is the new 20 point programme really a carefully assessed set of 
priorities or simply am updated version of the old 20 point programmes.This 
article deals with an in depth analysis of the Prime Minister's latest 
attempts to carry out her campaign promises. 
, , PROBLEMS. 
155. PRIME MINISTER and Priorities:Mainstream: 7, 7; 1968, oct, 
19; 5-6. 
The Prime Minister has concluded her long tour whose purpose 
and result both are observe.In her absence the problems she left 
to be solved by her colleagues remain unsolved. The most important 
of these problems is of course that that of the Central government 
employee. This is not Smt.Gandhi's only problem she has also to 
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face the increase confussion in her own party which has been performing 
unbeliable contortioist acts in Haryana and Punjab with so many urgent 
problems and her own party and government are sharply divided on 
so many issue was it necessary for the Prime Ministry to call upon 
the uneasy ruler of Latin American countries.But the point is not 
even the relative importance to us of Africa and Latin America 
it is the property of the Prime Minister of this country undertaking 
a tour involving prolonged from India at a time when its facing extremely 
difficult problems, which her collegues do not have either the mood 
or the capacity to solve the problem. 
, , POVERTY. 
156. DATTA (Rakhal). Mrs. Gandhi's war on PovertyNow: 6. 20-21; 
1970, Jan 9; 14-5. 
There is no denying the fact that the nation was becoming a 
trifle restive at the long gestation period required for Mrs. Gandhi 
promised economic programme to emege. The slogan 'Quite Poverty' 
is unexceptionable. So are the objectives of the economic policy outlined 
in the resolution passed by the working committee of the Congress(R). 
The economic policy resolution has at last firmly expressed the determination 
of the ruling group to do away with the privy purses.But, then Mrs. 
Gandhi has little option left in this matter. The congress (O) is now 
goading her on and the abolition of the purses and privileges of 
the privees is the very minimum that she can do to keep up her 
radical posture.But what impact on removing poverty an economy measure 
amounting to Rs 4"^ crores. 
, , QUALITY-PERSONAL. 
157. INDIRA GANDHI ; National Herald: 25, 20; 1966, Jan, 21; 5. 
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Indira Gandhi has qualities which if used well, constitute elements 
of greatness, strength of character, nobility of heart, clarity of outlook, 
correct political instincts and a wide and varied knowledge of affairs 
and man. These are also the hereditary advantages being the daughter 
of Jawahar Lai Nehru's. The Prime Ministership, which follows her 
enthusastic election as the leader of the Congress parliamentary party 
is not only an honour and a burden but a challenge to her many 
qualities and to her capacity to preserve and enrich the heritage of 
Jawahar Lai Nehru. Indira Gandhi has many complex and difficult 
tasks ahead and needs. The co-operatin of all congress man, not 
only of member of Parliament. 
, QUALITIES-POLITICS. 
158. GIRISH (Mathur). Indira Gandhi and Consensus:Mainstream: 8, 21; 
1969, Republic Day Special. 
It has often being observed that those persons who have previlage 
of getting entry into the office of the Prime Minister try to make 
comments about the Prime Minister in hope that they are making 
image of the Prime Minister. Such efforts are generally done by the 
bureaucrats. They periodically make handout such as one year of 
Mrs.Gandhi, thousand days of Mrs. Gandhi. For this purpose they 
use the sharp sentences of the western Journals without knowing 
our society. The conditions under which Nehru ruled and guided the 
nation have now changed totally. The behaviour of masses have 
all changed. Mrs. Gandhi has to work in entirely different conditions. 
She always took right an immediate steps when ever action demanded. 
She rushed to Madras when language roits brokeout there, although. 
She was Information and Broadcasting Minister and not the Home 
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Minister or Education Minister. She had all the qualities of head 
and heart. She visited more villages then any other Prime Minister. 
, RACIAL DISCRIMINATION. 
159. GANDHI (Indira). International day for elimination of racial discrimination; 
Foreign Affairs Records 17, 3; 1971, March; 44-5. 
Following is the message given by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 
on march 21, 1971 on the occassion of the International Day for 
the elimination of racial discrimination over the last decade March 
21 has been commemorated yearly as IDFERD. It commemorates 
the killing of 69 unarmed Africans men, women and children in South 
Africa for defying the past law. On this day we pay homage to 
all who have made the supreme sacrifice for a world of all equal 
human being. The people of India will always raise their voice for 
racial equality and peace until the goal is reached. 
, RECOGNITION-BANGLADESH. 
•160. RECOGNITION ; Economic Times: 11, 276; 1971, Dec, 7; 5. 
Nothing has thrilled this country so much as the recognition of 
Bangladesh by the the Indian government announced by Mrs. Gandhi 
in parliament, What would earlier have been India's act of faith, in 
Bangladesh and in the determination of its people to complete the 
process of freedom is now a baptism of fire for both nations Bangladesh 
needs our help and we need Bangladesh assistence in over-coming 
the aggression of Pakistan has own again launched on India. The 
Prime Minister of India emphasised that the relations between Bangladesh 
and this country based on the principles of mutual respect for each 
other sovereignty and territorial integrity, non-iterference in intoal affairs 
equality and mutual relationship. 
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, RELIGION. 
161. MORE COMMENTS on Indira Gandhi's Hindu AspectMuslim 
India: 1, 9; 1983, Sept; 429. 
There are clear indications available that for all her pretensions 
of secularism, Indira Gandhi is quietly casting in on the Hindu wave.One 
must be totally blind not to realise that Mrs. Gandhi's affirmation 
of Hinduism is genuine and total. She put christian missionaries on 
notice when she presided over the inaugration of the Rajarajeshwari 
Tripursawdari Temple in M.P. flanked by two of the shankaracharyas, 
right in the tribal land, when her temple visiting becomes blatantly 
noticeable does she take the trouble to explain that she was merely 
admiring temple architecture.The wearing of the rudraksha mala and 
the new focus on printing large posters of Mrs.Gandhi and Rajiv 
Gandhi in ochre for general distribution must be a fore warning that 
the Prime Minister is dropping her mark of Secularism which is 
just as well. 
, R.S.S.-RELATION. 
162. SUBBIAH AK( ).There is a sub-Terranean connection between Mrs. 
Gandhi and the R.S.S. :Muslim India ; 1, 9 ; 1983, sept ; 424. 
There is a sort of subterranean connection between the R.S.S. and 
Mrs.Gandhi.The R.S.S. wants to come to the power one day. But 
until they are ready to take over. They want her to continue. Every 
time during the election the R.S.S. as an organisation, worked only 
for the Congress(I) .Open support to Mrs. Gandhi means Mrs. Gandhi 
will be finished. If the RSS becomes the open enemy of the BJP, 
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then the BJP can beg united party. In every RSS conclave, they 
talk of waiting to take over power from Mrs. Gandhi. They say 
Mrs. Gandhi is a better Hindu then Mr. Vajpayee. Mrs. Gandhi 
and Sanjay Gandhi did everything the RSS wanted to do. They 
broke Pakistan, they reduced the Muslim population by compusory 
family planning during the emergency. She goes to every temple unlike 
Mr. Vajpaee. 
, , RESIGNATION. 
163. INDIRA GANDHI. Indian Express: 65; 122; 1977, March, 23; 4. 
In submitting the resignation of her government after the result 
of the elections were known, Mrs. Gandhi has bowed to the will 
of the electorate she quite the government over which she had presided 
fo eleven momentous years, under condition which must be painful 
to her. Her worst critics will admit that there were period in her 
regime when she displayed remarkable courge and rose to high levels 
of statemanship, especially during the mouths preceding the liberations 
of Bangladesh she took keen interest in scientific development and 
technological progress of the country. The nation must remember many 
of her positive achievements even while it tries to forget the horros 
and indignities of emergency. 
, RESIGNATION. 
164. WILLING TO GO BUT AFRAID TO LEAVE.Democratic World: 
4, 22; 1975, June, 1; I. 
The Prime Minister's public offer, or threat to step down from 
office if that would improve matters is in keeping with the level 
to which she reduces political dibate before every election. Nehru 
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used to threaten to resign when we sensed that parliamentry was 
not solidly behind him. Mrs. Gandhi has sounded her warning at 
a time when some of her colleagues wants her to be the pary 
president. It is not the appostion within the party as the popularity 
out side it that is nagging her. Ten years is not too soon to take 
stock of a regime performance. To concede officials claims at face 
value there is on the credit side the liberation of Bangladesh, the 
nuclear explosions at Pokhran and the launching of first space craft. 
But for the rest record is uniformely dismal. More people is absolute 
numbers and in proportion to the total population are being pushed 
below the substances line; food production is stagnant; famine occur; 
industrial growth is insignificant, the value of rupee is still falling 
and unemployment is rising. While social division have sharpend and 
education has lost its direction, political stability is elusive old problems 
like Harijans the Nagas and the Mizos are unsolved. 
, RESPONSIBILITY 
165. HER IS THE RESPONSIBLITY. Eastern Economist: 53; 9; 1969, 
Aug; 29; 383-4. 
The Prime Minister has assumed a tremendious and terrifying 
responsibility. She has been asserting her and the governments resolve 
to speed up economic progress and distributes the fruits of thus 
faster development more evenly and equitably among the people. Mrs. 
Gandhi claim, with more or less social reasonableness that the socio-
economic programmes she has in view should be evaluated over 
a period. Mrs. Gandhi already has a man of her choice in the 
office of the President of India. She could soon have a council 
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of ministers all of whose members are men or womens of her choice. 
So far as the Prime Minister is concerned she has enough self. 
Confidence as well as a sufficient sense of self-importance to be 
able to asume the responsibility of running the Congress party as 
well as the central government single handed. 
, RICH-IDEAS. 
166. INDIA LOOKS AHEAD. Thought of Prime Minister smt. Indira Gandhi; 
Socialist Congressman: 5, 19; 1966, Jan; 26; 14. 
New Prime Minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi like her father has always 
been noted for the freshness of her ideas and the dynamism of 
her thoughts on problems relating to Indias progress and achivements 
which inspire the younger an progressive elements in India who years 
to attain a socialist India of Nehrus dreams. Quite naturally her 
choice as independent India's third Prime Minister has sent a new 
wave of hope and expectations in nation not mainly because of her 
charming and greatfull personality but because of the richness of 
ideas. Smt. Indira Gandhi provement inded deserved a computation 
for the educations of national opinion in current socialist policies 
and in problems of national development. 
, ROSY-SYMBOLIC 
167. RETURN of the rose. Stateman: 124, 1951; 1966, Jan, 23; 6. 
Observe quick to notice that on the day of elections as party 
leader Mrs. Gandhi wore a rose on her shawl, as Mr. Nehru so 
famously used to on his achkan. The uncharitable may see in this 
a sign of dynastic symbolism; roses have been so used in the history. 
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But we prefer to hope that this was a happy womens, contening 
promise of a return to things the fragrance of which has been missed 
for some years. Mr. Nehru had a sense of that beautiful , a gracious 
refinement about him while the severest critics of his policies would 
no deny him, and from him this quality rubbed of to others. To 
a great deal she must have imbibed from the enlightening influence 
of her father. She adds the uncuitable beauty of the feminine touch, 
and many will loo forward to more them the merely symbolic return 
of the rose. 
, SAVIOUR, HINDUS. 
168. GODSE (Gopal). Indira is the Saviour of Hindus Muslim India:: 2, 
22; 1984 Oct; 455. 
Hindu Mahasabha the Millitant Hindu organization stands for declaring 
Inida, a Hindu state and has sporadically lashed out at the ruling 
party for its policy to appears the minorities. But after the armed 
forces action in Punjab the party now stands solidly behind Mrs. 
Gandhi. Indira Gandhi has vice president Gopal Godse who is the 
brother of Nathuram Godse Gandhi's assassin. Mrs. Gandhi is a Hindu 
at heart. But whenever she tries to be just to Hindus, the oppositions 
parties exploit the situation to their advantage. She is the true saviour 
of Hidus. 
, SIMLA AGREEMENTS 
169. SINGH (NK). Simla agreement and Java Saugh:Secular Democracy: 
5, 9; 1977, Sep; 35-7. 
There are very few important moments in he history of a country 
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as that of the Simla Agreement. The evert and its after math was 
given a wide coverage in the Indian Press. Almost all the newspapers 
praised it as a step in the direction f escolating the Indo-Pak cordial 
relations and of course towards a permanent peace on the sub-
continent. The love voice of disscut was that of the Java saugh 
oriented journals like organiser and the motherland. The motives as 
well as the working method of the communal Press becauses clear 
from one single story while came out in the Java Singh daily the 
motherland on July 31 day the Java Saugh had planned a demonstraion 
before the parliament to protest against the Agreement. On the 
voice the Simla summit the saugh daily had made a novel discovery 
of the contrast in tyle between Mrs. Indira Gandhi and Mr. Z.A. 
Bhutto. The mother land charged Mrs. Gandhi and Mr. Swaram Singh 
with budging the issue. It emphasised the discrepancy between their 
claim to have firmly adhered to Indian stand that Kashmir is a bilateral 
issue and Mr. Bhutto's continued insistence that it is an international 
issue and has to be seetled through and approximate authority. 
, SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLICIES. 
170. PM on Socialand Economic Policies.Eastern Econmist: 53, 3; 1969; 
July, 18; 129-130. 
The Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, sent a notice to the 
Congress working committee meeting in Banglore on July 10, 1969, 
suggesting that the committee should consider nationalisations of big 
banks raising of statutory limit of bank investments in government 
securities, radical chages in indestrial licencing policy to earth monopolistics 
tendencies and sharing of industrial profit by the workers. 
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, SOCIALISM. 
171. SOCIAL WORK has been her passions: National Herald: 25; 20; 
1966, Jan, 21; I. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi was born on November 19, 1917 and speni 
her eary childhood in one atmosphere of intainse political activity 
with her parents and other members of family. Indira Priyadarshini 
as she was than could had her first education Switzerland and later 
at Oxford and Santiniketan. Indira's achive participation in her early 
teams. She organised a childrens brigade known as the vanarsens. 
She joined the Congress at the age of 21, going to prises for 
13 months for participating in the freedom struggle. Besides being 
a remember of the Congress working committee, Mrs. Indira Gandhi 
is the chairman of the women's department of the ongress. Indira 
Gandhi is a trustee of several philanthropic and cultural organisations. 
She is connected with the mangement of three premier institution 
of Allahabad. The Swaraj Bhavan trust. The childrens national institute 
and the Kamla Nehru memorial Hospital . Besides being the chairman 
of the national integration committee she has also been a member 
of the executive Board of DNESCO. 
, SOVIET UNION - VISIT. 
172. GUPTA (Sen Bhabani). Comrades n Arms:Tndia Today:7. 18; 1982, 
Sept, 30; 76-77. 
For a week from September 20, 1982 Indira Gandhi Prime Minister 
of India was to be in the Soviet Union on her longest visit. A 
great deal of quiet preparations has gone into the journey which 
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will be watched closely by many governments in the world particularly 
Washington, Beijin and Islamabad. Reports indicate that Mrs. Gandhi 
see her present Mascow visit in a meals broader prespective than 
in the past relating the future thrusts of Indo-Soviet relations to 
India's changing relationship with Pakistan China and united states. 
The Soviet would like to see India build stronger relations with western 
Europe rather than the united state in view of their own foreign 
policy priority to accelerate the process of detacliement of Europe 
on America-Brezyl will to discussed Mrs. Gandhi from bying arms 
from America why spend valuable currnecy to buy arms when we 
give you everything you need: he asked the Prime Minister in Decemeber 
1980. 
, SPACE SCIENCE. 
173. MRS GANDHI Queen of Space Science: Hindustan Times: 211, 
306; 1984, Nov, 5; 12. 
India took a giant leap forward in high technology areas, space 
and nuclear energy during Mrs. Indira Gandhi's 16 year regine as 
Prime Minister. Mrs. Gandhi described as the queen of Indian Science 
by a leading US weekly science, was incharge of science and technology. 
Space and environment during her Prime Ministership. The department 
of Space and the space comission were created by Mrs. Gandhi 
in 1972 after her victory in 1971 generl elections. The first successful 
nuclear explosions at Pokhran for peaceful prupose development of 
indigneous satellites, commisioning of totally indigenous atomic power 
plant at Kalpakkan, three expedition to Antarctica and establishment 
of permanent station into space abroad a Soviet special craft were 
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the high points of Mrs. Gandhi science and technology policy aimed 
at total self reliance. Mrs. Gandhi had always depended the investment 
in space programme as a long term investment aimed at the welfare 
of its poor masses and the farmers. 
, SPEECH-SELF SUFFICIENCY. 
174. GANDHI (Indira). No bullying. PM tells westEconomic Times: 11, 
272; 1971, Dec, 3; 1. 
In a speeds, coming in wake of the Prime Minister, Mrs. Gandhi 
asked the so called big nation not to order India to do what they 
wished. India she emphasised would not compromises her national 
intrest the sake of a little help or aid from here or there. India 
is a nation of proud people. Mrs. Gandhi who was addressing a 
rally of Delhi Congress workers outside her house said that all the 
countries whichs are today shouting about India's interforced in the 
internal affairs of Pakistan have interfered in the internal affairs of 
other countries when ever it suited them. The Prime Minister cautioned 
the nation of hardship that would flow from a war we should be 
prepared expecte anything. We can not ready for long on aid and 
help from foreign countries. We have to be self-relient and self sufficient 
in every field. 
, UNITY, DESCIPLINE 
175. INDIRA GANDHI. Prime Minister Call for Unity and Desciplin^ocialist 
India: 10, 2; 1974, Dec, 14: 1. 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in her inagural address the convention 
organised by central campain committee of the Congress, the national 
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alliance of young enterpreneure and t federation of association of 
small industry at Vigyan Bhawan New Delhi on December 8, 1974. 
Smt. Gandhi said that we are agianst the concept of class conflict. 
The entire spirit of Gandhiji's revolution and Nehru's approaches is 
to reject the doctrine of class warfare. If the Congress and the 
ideas for which it stands are weakned class conflict and genral tension 
will increase in the country. And we may also fall a prey to international 
machination. This is a momen when all of the nations strength and 
descipline and unity are required to met the challange with in the 
country and the wider crisis another global front. 
, TORANTO 
176. P.M. Abroad: International insurance Economic and Political Weekly. 
8, 25; 1973, June, 23; 1086. 
There is an element of comic opera in Indira Gandhi telling an 
audiance of Canadian businessmen about the danger to the future 
of world of exclusive richmen's clubs at a time when her economic 
politics at home have made this country evermore dependent on those 
very richman clubs. What is notable this time is that both in Yugoslavia 
and Canada. She has emphasised the need for better trade terms 
rather than for aid. The request for better trade terms are a prelude 
perhaps to offering a more attractive investment climate to those 
very richman's clubs which Indira Gandhi has dubbed harmful in her 
Toranto Speech. 
, YOUTH. 
177. MRS GANDHI'S Stress on youth and progress; cStates Man: 1968, 
Nov, 15; 
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Mrs. Gandhi said in New Delhi that the youth of the country 
had a great responsibility in the invigorating the process of progress 
in the country. Addressing a youth rally infront of Tri Murti House 
organised by the preparatory committee youth solidarity day which 
the Congress MP, Mr Chandra Shanker is the chairman. Mrs. Gandhi 
said Mr Nehru was found of being with young because wanted to 
know what dreams they had for it was they who were to change 
Indian society while change was necessary she was certain that the 
path on non-vident revolution through democratic means advocated 
by Gandhiji was best suited to the country. She appreciated the 
new awarness among people of their need and aspiration. But the 
government did not have the mean to satisfy everyone's desire at 
once. Mrs. Gandhi said youth must face the challenges and create 
apportunities for himself. She felt fulfilment of the demands of the 
more vociferous in the community would lead to an imbalance in 
distributing the available resources. Those who do not rise there 
voice suffer. 
, , SPORT, LOVER. 
178. (PC) Great Lover of Sports; Democratic World; 13, 15; 1984, Dec, 
16; 9-10. 
The late Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi was at top of the 
world not only in the political area but in sports too. She had 
an astomishingly wide range of intrests, including sports. She loved 
sports and took it to great heights during the second second spell 
of her Prime Ministership. This is evident frim the fact that the 
9th Asia Games held in i9SZ were a great success. It was considered 
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the biggest sports festival evere held for Asian youth. Mrs. Gandhi 
will be long ramembered for two things in connection will the Asian 
Games. The slogan she gave for the games epitomists the world 
hunger for peace. The second thing is that the Mascot for the game 
was not only chosen by her but also nemed APPU. During her 
two spells of Prime Ministership, Mrs. Gandhi issued hundreds of 
messages to sports orgainsation on the ocassion of domestic and 
international events for publication in official sovenirs. 
, , STATE-RELIGION. 
179. MIRANI (Vinod). State and religion;; 780; 1984, Dec,I; 65-6. 
The brutal killing of Mrs. Gandhi at the hands of janatic sikhs, 
who owed their allegiance more to their religion them to their country, 
Mrs. Gandhi, though ruling a constitutional seccular state was a highly 
religious lady in her personal life. She readily acpeted invitations 
to all sorts of shrines. There were times when any self styled godman 
could have an access to her. It is the Congress and Congress (I) 
alone which has a separate Muslim cell, and its youth wing, a separate 
Muslim youth conference. No wounder her death was taken as a 
communal killing. 
, , STAY ORDER. 
180. ONLY Way; Statesman: 2848; 1975, June, 25; 6. 
The grant of a conditional stay order by the supreme court raises 
the question of legal and non-legal consequences of the postion in 
which Mrs. Gandhi has now been placed. Legally these are reasonably 
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clear as Mr. Justice Iyer has explained. The Prime Minister is entitled 
to remain in office and participate in the procedings of parliament 
but is deprived of the right to vote. The obligation to resign earlier, 
justified on the grounds of convention and propriety has been reiforced 
by a court order that impinges on Mrs. Gandhi's ability to act a 
Prime Minister. 
, , STATUS, WOMEN 
181. PRIME MINISTER on women's status:Socialist India: 11, 1; 1975, 
June, 7; 23. 
The Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi has stressed the need 
for measufe to develope the full potential of women. Interreving during 
a discussion on the report of the committee on the status of women 
in India is Rajya Sabha on May 13, 1975 she said that during 
the current international womens year it was important that programmes 
to associate women with development activities and to liberate thus 
from age old handicaps be dracon up by thevoluntry organisation 
as well as by individual. She said that man dominated the society 
for thousands of years and was time that women were given apportunities 
to develope their potential. While pleading for equality for women 
Smt. Indira Gandhi pointed out that she did not want women to 
intimidate man she said that the govt would have to thinks what 
new laws should be evated to remove discrimination agaisnt women. 
, STRONG, OPPOSITION 
182. DAS (Parimal Kumar). Prime Minister unarmed: old trends and new 
delemmasins Indian Politics; Shakti: 3,2; 1966, Feb; 22-3. 
Events, that have followed the death of shrilal Bahadur Shastri 
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at Tashkent, bring out one thing in sharp focus and it is, that Indian 
politics has acquired a mobility which was not in existence there, 
for the past eighteen years. Thing can not be the same again, though 
me supporters of Smt. Indira Gandhi had described her elections 
as a reversal to Nehruism. The new Prime Minister of India would 
have to come to grips with the problems may be the problems 
that confront her, are the creation of her predecessors including her 
illustrius father, but she can not escape them simply because there 
is no claim state to begin with the manner in which she, became 
the agreed candidate of the differnt political ^bosses' in the Congress, 
has only added to her present predicament. The election of the new 
leader of the Congress party has clearly domonstrated the strength 
of Morarji Desai, which is political opponent of his, should ignore. 
, STYLE 
183. THKUR (Janardan). ompress and her style.Imprint: 23, 12; 1984, 
March; 14-9. 
Mrs. Gandhi has over the year, invested the office of the Prime 
Minister. With as area of imperialism. The office of the Prime Minister 
has risen from the level of Primary to that of supermacy in order 
to become worthy of the imperial personality of Mrs. Gandhi. Mrs. 
Gandhi has a cabinet but it is now where being a responsible unit 
in British sense. Mrs. Gandhi believes in anonymous cabinets. Mrs. 
Gandhi likes having a cabinet of clerks of compliant, faceless men 
who would not dare to defy her or her sons diktal. PN Haksar 
the man who was virtually the defacto Prime Minister for several 
years and others provide Mrs. Gandhi with the Prof agaisnt which 
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she grew taller and taller. Imperialism starting with the Asiad, all 
the glittering extravagnizal were part of the great imperial build for 
Mrs. Gandhi and her hair apparent. Mrs. Gandhi had no need for 
the obligation of accountability. She lives in a house of mirrors when 
all views reflect and reinforce her own. 
, GANDHI INDIRA, STYLE, POLITICAL. 
184. GOYAL (DR.). Indira Gandhi: Political Style; Secular Democracy; 7, 
12; 1974, Nov, 23; 8-11. 
Daughter of the national democratic revolution in India Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi as Prime Minister has eninced political wisdom skill, and 
energy hitter to unsuspected by her contemporaries and seniors. She 
has importd a new vigour to Indian politics and evoked strong reactions, 
both favourable and unfavourable in this article author points out 
aspect of her political style which have brought her phinomenal success 
in politics. 
, SYSTEM, PRESIONCIAL. 
185. SINGH (S. Nihal). President IndiraJndia Today: 5, 22; 1980, Nov, 
16; 8. 
Why should Mrs. Gairihi wish to raise anational debates on the 
presidential form of goverment. It is every body known how the 
presidential form was the support of Sanjay and Bansilal and because 
the national talking during emergency. The fear them was that, not 
content with imposing the emergency. Mrs. Gandhi wanted to change 
the rates of the game. Mrs. Gandhi might wish to retain the ultimate 
option of a presidential system rule dictatorialy under the cloak of 
a democratic system, but she is largely wishing the proposal to make 
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the oppostions fight imaginary battle to divert their and the country's 
attitude from the real problems. 
, THINIAERS, COMPLIMET. 
186. ALYAR (Swaminathans). Drythough:Eastern Economist: 76, 21; 1981, 
May, 22; 1256. 
Mrs. Indira Gandhi has been called many things in her time 
5th Great dictator. King Kong the only mans among the old women 
of the Congress. But I doubt if she has ever been called mate 
clauvivist trig. This is not merely because she happens to belong 
to the opposte sex. It is also because she has been a conspicous 
advocate of womens rights. However, her recent uttrances on baby 
food have all the flavour of male chasvinist pork. Mrs. Gandhi shares 
the views of experts of the views of experts of the world health 
organisation that baby food manufacturers have resorted to unethical 
sales technique to sell their products in developing countries. 
, THOUGHT, CENTRAL GOVERMENT. 
187. NEW TEAM; Times of India: 128, 25; 1966, Jan, 25; 6. 
Whatever Mrs. Indira Gandhi's first thought on gving a new look 
to the centeral government. She does seems to have toyed with 
idea of making some major changes in the earliest. The most of 
the senior ministers remains where they were. The Congress party 
having long cased to draw the young intelligatia to its ranks there 
were limits to what the new prime minister could have done to 
infuse young blood into the government. But there is much that she 
could have done It rationalise the allocatian of porfolios so as to 
ensure maximum effecency and coordination of policy. In the overall 
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co-ordination of policy the prime minister has especial respnsibility. 
She can not have enough time to concentrate on major polices. 
Issues if she allows her attention to be distracted by minor matters. 
But her task will because mule casi if she has a competent body 
of advisor in her secretrait who can work out the precise implication 
of alternative courage in a given situation. 
, TRIBUTE 
188. INDIRAJI WINS Laurels for India:Socialist congessmans: 5; 17; 
1965, Dec, 15; 17. 
At a pleasent function of the Congress parliamentry in the beginning 
of December or the party felicitated information and broad casting 
minister, Smt. Indira Gandhi on the distinction awarded to her in 
Rome for her achievements attanmants. Paying warm tributes to Indiaji 
Prime Minister Lai Bahadur Shatri praise her qualities and said that 
she was extrecenely wise and tantful. Tankling the party for the 
felicitation Indiraji with her usual moderty said that the Italian award 
was really a recognition of what women in India had achived. She 
said that during her visit to Italy she fouund geneuine regard India 
is proud of Nehru's great daughter who not only has the radiating 
charm of her great father but is also uncompromissing an matter 
of polices and a firm believer in the ideal of a socialist democratic 
India. 
, TRIBUTE. 
189. TOWARDSNEW beginning: Secular Democracy: 20, 1; 1987, Nani 
13-14. 
At a momentous five day international conference held in New 
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Delhi (January 12-16, 1987), in memory of ex-Prime Minister of 
India Mrs. Indira Gandhi, emivent philosopher, scientist, poets, writers, 
artists and others aplied their minds to some of the problems basic 
to survival of mankind. Among the luminaries were British labour 
leader Michal Foot, Soviet scientist Guri I. Marchik nobel caurcal 
Prof. George Wald, Soviet Academican Yuri Zhukov, Indian wirter 
Prof. Chinia Acheloe, Delhi University vice chancellor, Prof. Moonis 
Raza, Prof Lokesh Chandra and that were other important personalities. 
Inaugrating the conferenc titled "Towards New Beginings Prime Minister 
Rajiv Gandhi outlined mankinds present deliver, as and contradiction. 
And passed the fundamental question whether the human race will 
be able to develop enough wisdom to save itself and ensure its 
future. 
, TRIBES. 
190. SMT INDIRA Gandhi spent pleasant hours on her birthday with tribes 
man at Khonsa; Socialist India: 13, 2; 1976, Nov, 27; 42. 
The north eastern corner of India Arunanchal pradesh on Nov. 
19, Smt deticated a noete spiritual cultural offer prayers at a Ram 
Krishna Mission school. Witnessed a dance and music perfomed by 
wangechos and exhanges gift birthday gifts with tribal cheif. Smt. 
Gandhi want to the residentail school of tribal girls. She gave the 
school Indian made safe recorder. Tribal chiefs at a special active 
in the school presented the Prime Minister with birthday gifts. They 
received blankets from Smt. Gandhi who anounced gift of shawls 
to the girls who entertained her with a colourfull cultural programme. 
Smt. Gandhi was given a traditional send off before she horded 
the helicopter for her return trip to Jawaharlal Nehru. 
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, U.P. TOUR. 
191. INDIRA'S HECTIC U.P. Tour: Guarantee of Congress victorSocialist 
congressman: 8, 17; 1968, Dec, 15; 8. 
Thanks to the miserable failure of the apportunities hate Congress 
coulomeration that come to pass off temporarsily as S.V.D. government 
in U.P. the masses now are completly disillusioned with the parties 
of the oppositions and there is apprently a swing towards the Congress 
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi two days tour of U.P. districts has 
been succesful in capitalising the fivourable atmosphere for the Congress 
in the U.P. She inaugrated the mid term poll compaigns of the Congress 
in U.P. the two day election tour of Lucknow Sitapur and Bahraich 
district was by all accounts success. 
, UNITED STATES - VISIT 
192. GREAT EXPECTATIONS. India Today: 8, 20; 1983, Oct. 31; 1. 
In stark contrast to her high profile in 1982 Mrs. Indira Gandhi's 
united States visit was in low key clearly she was treading on not 
so friedly ground as she tried to inspire the forces of NAM. Non-
aligned movement to speak collectively on important issues. The non-
aligned movement meeting while not every heavily attended, was at 
least a small stip forward. On Mrs. Gandhis, visit to the united 
states there were omplaints from the Indian press that she did not 
give them a press conference. 
, USA - VISIT. 
193. KRISHNA (N.K.). Prime Minister's visit to USAPartylife: 18; 15; 
1982, August, 7; 2-4. 
The Prime Minister Indira Gandhi went to USA at a time when 
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the Regan's policies are threatning to the whole world in a neuclear 
catastrophe. The conflict between Indain and USA arises precisleiy 
out of this whole complex of polices of US imperialism, and not 
out of some misunderstanding. The Prime Minsiter Indira Gandhi 
has stated that the talks in Washington have persuaded the U.S. 
govt to see India as a truly non-aligned country. Prime Minister 
invitation to US big businessman to invest in India assuring that 
to good climate and greater profitability. 
, UNSEATED. 
194. PAKISTAN HOPES ferrently India will Vanish£atriot; 13; 82; 1975, 
June, 20; 2. 
Crackers were reported to have been fired in joy by a group 
of Bihari's refugees in Karachi on receipt of the news that Mrs. 
Indiara Gandhi was unseated by Allahabd High Court. A group of 
University girl students according to the Jung repoter fell down by 
the news. Educated women in Pakistan have been saying that things 
in the country would have been much better if it had the benefit 
of the leadership of a women like Indira Gandhi now all such arguments 
have been shattered and so was the moral of the Pakistan feminists. 
And in Lahore, some people distributed sweets to celebrate the fall 
of the oserper of Bangladesh. It speculated that a powerful provincial 
chief minister could becamce over ambitious or the world's forth 
largest standing army could begin to get ideas. 
, VICTORY. 
195. NATION'S ELATION at Victory Of Mrs. Indira GandhiTimes of 
India: 128; 21; 1966, Jan, 21; 5. 
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The nation reacted with spontaneous enthusiasm and joy at the 
election of Mrs. Indira Gandhi as leader of the Congress parliamentry 
party, thus making her the first women prime minsiter of the worlds 
largest democracy. Two joint secretareis of the sanyukta socialist party 
said at Lucknow that election of any other persons would have brought 
some change in the policies the congres. Election of Gandhi was 
nothing but an effort to confine the old prceses of succesion. The 
secretary of the U.P. Congress legislatures party Mr Nawal Kishore. 
Said the decision by the ballot is the best and most democratic 
and a such must sportingly be held as achieved unamiously. The 
Bhartiya jana sangh, Bombay, said that the election of Mrs. Gandhi 
as a leader of the Congress parliamentry party is the ravival of 
Nehruism if she contined as Prime Minister after 1967 election. 
, VIEWS, WORLD PRESS-DEATH 
196. VIEWS FROM World Press:Democratic World: 13, 48; 1984, Nov, 
25; 9-10. 
Editorial in Dawn daily news paper of Pakistan published from 
Karach istates that Mrs. Gandhi is dead and as she didb when 
living she has shaken India by her violent death. The asasination 
of Nehru's daughter will have move far reaching implications for Indian 
politics, society and national unity. He provided the country decisive 
leadership at a time when it needed and this was her greatest assest 
as aleader of problem ridden country of great ethnic regional and 
cultural diversity Mrs. Gandhi work for her country a leading position 
in the third world as is evident from the role it has been palying 
in the counted of the north sounth dialogue in NAM'S affairs and 
at the united Nations. 
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, , WAR. 
197. SO SHALL IT BE. Economic Times: 11, 274; 1971, Dec, 5; 5. 
The insave military rulers of Pakistan have, by their unprovoked 
cruelty and pre emptive attacks at various places forced the show 
down on India if Islamabad thinks that cheeky strikes on India's 
major airports and other places are going to cow down this country, 
it must be living in a rarefied paradise of its own. As Mrs. Gandhi 
rightly says India has vever been stronger, move confident and determind 
then today. Unlike Pakistan, which today is a house divided against 
it self. India stand, as one nation solidly behind Mrs. Gandhi and 
her government. If Islamabad wants to fighty a total war with us 
so shall it be. From Mrs. Gandhi's historic statement it is clear 
that we will hit back and hit hard, come what many in order to 
safegaurd over national interest. 
, CIDUDS. 
198. MENON (NC). Danger from without.Hindustan Times: L l l , 301; 
1984, Oct, 3; 9. 
It has almost became a paulovian syndrom for the oppositon 
to accuse Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi of creating a war psychosis 
every time she points to the war clouds over the horizon or external 
threat. The point repeated by opposition stalwarks is that the Prime 
Minister's reference to danger from across the border are only intended 
for her own political and personal benifit. The main opposition leader 
is Bhartiya Janta Party president Atal Behari Vijpayee. He said that 
if a threat to the country's security existed from, Pakistan or else 
where, Mrs. Gandhi should take the people into confidence and invite 
the opposition to discuss the issue. 
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, COMMUNALISM. 
199. WAR AGAINST FASCIST COMMUNALISM. Secular Democracy: 
3, 7; 1970, July, 6; 5-6. 
The Congress under the leadership of Mrs. Indira Gandhi has 
declared an allout war against commnalism. The speach of the Prime 
Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi in the AICC was bold, clear and forthright 
indicating or dertermind resolve to remove this cancer. She asked 
the Congress to take the lead in this task was only to be realistic. 
She has called upon the entire people to defend the glorious humanist 
tradition of India. The war against communalism is the extension of 
India strength to became a soveriegn Indepedent Nation. The attitudes 
that various individuals and parties adopt in this would shift the 
grain from the chaff. 
, WORKER-INDIA. 
200. WORKERS INSPIRE AND LEAD NATION. Says Prime Minister; 
Indian Workers: 23, 29-30; 1975, May, 5; 14. 
It is a most impressive sight and a source of inspiration and 
strength were the words willing out from a deep chord of the heart 
of Smt. Indira Gandhi, the Prime Minister of India, who stood as 
a witness to the massive procession of toiling masses not like amount 
sider with an air of uncommitment and envolvement, but like spare 
heading the dogged struggles and exertions to shape a new edifice 
for the hoary Indian people. Stood on the balcony of the Congress 
house the national leader Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi spell 
bound and full of thought to which she gave in the public meeting. 
Infant we look to all of you workers of Kerala, workers of India 
to show the path for the future. 
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